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E ARE PROUD TO PRESENT you with this
second edition of the Annual Business Report—
the ofﬁcial Faroes Business Review. With the
resounding success of last year’s debut issue, which

was made possible through the stimulation and participation of the

Faroese business community, and not least our key alliance partner the
Faroe Islands Trade Council, we have been encouraged to continue
this exciting project.
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Distributed by Faroe Islands Trade Council.
Also distributed by sponsors and advertisers.
Copyright © 2006
North Atlantic Information Services, Spf.
All rights reserved.
ALL INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS PUBLICATION
IS A SERVICE TO READERS AND MAY BE USED FOR
INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. COMMERCIAL
RE-PUBLICATION, WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN
PERMISSION, IS PROHIBITED.
DISCLAIMER: THE PUBLISHER ASSUMES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR POSSIBLE ERRORS,
OMISSIONS OR INACCURACIES IN INFORMATION
CONTAINED IN THIS PUBLICATION. THE
INFORMATION IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES,
MANAGEMENT REPORTS OR SIMILAR SOURCES OF
INFORMATION. THE PUBLISHER INCLUDING ALL
ORGANIZATIONS AND PERSONS APPEARING IN,
WRITING FOR OR OTHERWISE INVOLVED IN
CREATING AND OR DISTRIBUTING THIS
PUBLICATION, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING WITHOUT
LIMITATION, LOST REVENUES OR LOST PROFITS,
WHICH MAY RESULT FROM THE USE OF
INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIS PUBLICATION.
WHILE MAKING NO COMMITMENT TO UPDATE THE
INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, THE PUBLISHER
MAY MAKE CHANGES OR UPDATES TO THE
CONTENT, IN PRINTED, ELECTRONIC OR OTHER
FORMAT, AT ANY TIME WITHOUT NOTICE.

The overwhelming reception from readers and participants alike
conﬁrms us in the belief that this publication has an important part
to play in the overall presentation of the Faroese export industry and
business environment.
As we have said before, this publication places great emphasis on
contextual importance and quality. This means we’re here to offer
you a valuable glimpse into the international trade and industry of
the Faroe Islands and the interesting developments that are taking
place in the context, not only in the ﬁshing industry but in other
sectors as well.
So in this issue of the Annual Business Report, we seek to give an
account of major business events of 2005 and early 2006 with some of
the wider business implications and perspectives. The aim is partly to
highlight companies, partly to showcase projects, opinions, products
and services and to give a fair and accurate picture of events.
As someone with a business interest in the Faroes, you will
probably ﬁnd the information in this year’s issue to be entertaining
and useful. We hope you will enjoy it as a reliable source of business
information that brings you insights on this amazing microcosm in
the North Atlantic known as the Faroes.

Búi Tyril

Publisher and Editor in Chief
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GEOGRAPHY

8 All Things Considered • Whether you look at the average number of
cars owned per person, the amount of ﬁsh caught, the average income per
capita or the average temperature on the islands—you’ll see that the 1500
millimeters of rain that 48,000 Faroese receive per year really isn’t that
much.

14 Driving Under Water, Klaksvík’s Turn • Investing in a highly
developed infrastructure to encompass even the smallest of villages has
long been a matter of consensus in the Faroes; opening a second giant
underwater tunnel is seen as a natural step in a process that seeks to
interlink every corner of the country in the best way imaginable.

16 Tiny Country Takes on Globalization • In order to gain a ﬁrm
grounding in the perplexing realities of globalization, the Faroe Islands is
making massive moves to develop foreign relations at all levels—from
deﬁning the country’s legal status to working out bi- and multilateral
trade agreements.

18 The Blessings of a New Public Image • Faced with the challenge of
turning an aging, politically controlled body into a modern, customeroriented company, the management of the Faroe Islands’ public transport
operator SL may have scored big time with the successful completion of
Smyril—a gorgeous new ferry for domestic use.

20 This Is Conference Country • Just a two-hour ﬂight from Copenhagen will land you in an awesome natural environment that is refreshingly
different, to experience what a distinctive, small and friendly conference
destination has to offer—from the latest technology available to
phenomenal ﬁshing.

22 Ascent of a People’s Airline • Increasing its operations dramatically
in the Faroes as well as in foreign markets, Atlantic Airways had a record
performance in 2005—poised to meet competition prior to its own
privatization and listing on the bourse in Reykjavík.

FISHERIES, SEAFOOD INDUSTRY

24 No Discarding No Misreporting • The ‘ﬁshing days system’ has been
praised for eliminating misreporting and discard and for earning the
support of an entire ﬁshing industry and community—however an
amendment package could be underway.

26 Little Fish, Big Attention • The 2005 total catch in Faroe waters
amounted to 674,000 metric tons, of which foreign vessels caught
389,000; in comparison the Faroese caught around 538,000 tons, of which
284,438 were caught in the Faroe EEZ—and of which the home ﬂeet
landed 134,000 tons.

27 From Single-Species to Ecosystem Management • In the holistic
approach to sustainable ﬁsheries, factors such as development, economic
performance, resource maintenance and community welfare are allimportant.

34 Faroe’s Famed Effort System In For Update • Combining a
traditional culture of sustainability with contemporary research and
development in biotech, ﬁsh harvesting and seafood processing, the
Faroese seek to build a ‘showcase’ management system, according to the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

36 Framherji Raises Stakes in Fishing Industry • With operations
ranging from offshore aquaculture to ﬁsh ﬁlleting, from domestic
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longlining and pair trawling to distant-water purse seining and trawling,
vessel owner Framherji has moved to grow its business assets dramatically,
becoming a major Faroese ﬁsh harvester.

38 Looking Back at a Billion Worth of Catch • With the famous Cuba
Trawlers ﬁnally phased out and new pair trawlers taking their place, vessel
owner and operator Beta has decided to offer researchers access to a
unique data source—its wealth of preserved records from decades of
ongoing trawler operations.

40 A Multifaceted Fishing Business • Diversifying through ventures
ranging from real estate to retail business while at the same time investing
in a second large shrimp trawler, the Justinussens like to set things in
motion—and they’re still anchored in the ﬁshing industry.

42 Making Sense of Saithe and Silver Smelt • Building on the strong
trawling tradition of Vestmanna’s Christophersen family, Meðalsbrekka
lengthens and upgrades its pair trawlers while at the same time investing
in product development and an extension of its harvesting licenses, adding
greater silver smelt to the catch list.

44 Family Business Bets on Pelagic Future • Combined purse seiner/
pelagic trawler Christian í Grótinum has for years ranked among the
world’s top catchers of blue whiting—however the operator, with
experience from its other vessel the Norðborg, is considering at-sea
processing for the future.

46 The Making of a Pelagic Center • Nothing short of one of the
world’s largest and most advanced processing facilities for humanconsumption pelagic ﬁsh, located at the heart of the North Atlantic’s
ﬁnest ﬁshing grounds—and next door neighbor to top level logistics—
Kollafjord Pelagic is in business with a vengeance.

48 Salmon Set to Catch Up With Trout • Over the past few years,
Vestsalmon, the leading Faroese exporter of farmed ﬁsh has successfully
focused on the production of rainbow trout for the Japanese; however
salmon production is about to be back on track—a sign of recovery for the
aquaculture industry.

50 Quality Seafood Traditionalist • With a well-established production
infrastructure, proud traditions and a proven recipe of sustained success,
PRG Export, a recognized processor of high quality seafood, focuses on
fresh ﬁsh products, salted ﬁllets and farmed salmon.

52 A Global Giant With European HQ in Faroe • For one of the world’s
leading suppliers of frozen seafood—Japan’s Shin Nihon Global (SNG)—
placing its European headquarters in the Faroe Islands makes perfect
sense as this is a generally central location halfway between Asia and
America, right in the middle of rich ﬁsheries.

54 Foﬁsh: Bringing Forth the Seafood • A ‘direct link to ﬁshermen’ for
seafood purchasers, FoFish welcome more ﬁshing vessels to their list of
contracted sourcing partners while hooking up with foreign business
partners to secure quality supplies from the Faroes.

56 The Haddock Specialist at the Harbor • Retaining its main focus on
fresh and frozen haddock products for the UK market, Hvilvtenni
increases its ﬂeet of inshore ﬁshing vessels while likewise contracting
catches from other vessel owners at its recently approved sea landing
station.

60 Rise and Reform of a Trading Point • Faroe Fish Market, the newly

82 The Faroes Seen As Samskip Core Business • 2005 saw Iceland’s

reshaped ﬁsh auction gives ﬁshing vessels of all countries equal opportunity for offering their catch through its trading system, and purchasers
from around the world fair access to the freshest ﬁsh—yet grading
remains local.

international transport logistics company Samskip enter the Faroes, at
once taking a signiﬁcant market share—while at the same time in Europe
acquiring several companies to become a worldwide leader in short sea
transport.

62 Leirvík’s Delicious Fish Sausages • In a joint venture with greater

84 Busiest Fishing Harbor Scales Up • With a new deepwater

silver smelt and saithe processor Tavan, health-food startup JetFood
introduces a series of ﬁsh sausage products made of silver smelt mince—
sliced, vacuum sealed and branded in accordance with client speciﬁcations.

container terminal successfully opened—backed by a huge sub sea tunnel
to connect Borðoy island with the so called Main Area—the busy Port of
Klaksvík has had a major upgrade; but there is still more to come in terms
of local business development.

64 Heading Beyond Nigeria With Faroe Dryﬁsh • Exporting open-air

86 Market Leader Bolsters Services • Offering the most comprehen-

dried ﬁsh to Africa is known as an old North Atlantic tradition; using
advanced automation technology indoors to get the very best out of dried
ﬁsh heads and backbones is a more recent recipe of success for Faroe
Marine Products.

sive range of transport options on the market, Faroe Ship consolidates its
leading position in the Faroes following its landmark takeover by Iceland’s
Eimskip—with two further acquisitions enhancing door-to-door services.

OTHER INDUSTRIES, SERVICES

66 Keyword Change • Faroese companies discover new strength in small
size and compact characteristics, however enterprises that used to be
privileged are faced with a race against time as the competitive situation
intensiﬁes—making change management pivotal as global realities shape
market conditions in everything from software to shipping.

70 Triple Play in Tricky Places • Going where other telcos fear to tread,
Faroese Telecom is attempting to bring its expertise in advanced
terrestrial digital video broadcast and wireless internet technologies to
remote, underserved markets with a focus on eventual voice, data and
video convergence.

72 At Sea, Low-Cost Broadband to Phone Home • In addition to
navigation, communication and ﬁsh ﬁnding equipment, marine electronics provider Vikmar offers unique solutions for both domestic and foreign
markets—including a revolutionary communication concept for seafarers
and an online ship tracking service for landlubbers.

74 Leading Gear Maker Fortiﬁes Position • A trail of acquisitions turns
Vónin, an internationally acclaimed developer and manufacturer of ﬁshing
gear, into the preferred supplier of a fast-growing ﬂeet of trawlers and
purse seiners across the Atlantic Ocean.

76 Trawl Specialist Extends Product Range • With main focus ﬁxed
on gear used for catching groundﬁsh off the Faroes as well as off Norway
and Russia—and orange roughy off the Azores—ﬁshing gear manufacturer Bergið invests in a new workshop building, adding new trawl models
to its product range.

78 King of Trawl Doors Strikes Back • Combining scientiﬁc research
with innovation in product design and development with clever marketing
and hard-hitting sales promotion with a global approach to manufacturing
and distribution—Injector continues to revolutionize the world of trawl
doors.

80 Expanding the Largest Port • As a base for North Atlantic ﬁshing

58 Setting The Seafood Standard, Extra Fresh • Since hooking up

ﬂeets, a hub for passenger and cargo trafﬁc and an up and coming call for
cruise liners, the Port of Tórshavn—the largest and busiest in the
Faroes—offers a high concentration of maritime services at the harbors of
Tórshavn, Sund and the expanding Kollafjörður.

with a new cooperative of day boat ﬁshermen, Rainbow Seafood’s export
business has grown dramatically, making the company look like the
leading Faroese supplier of extra fresh groundﬁsh.
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88 Top Pelagic Port to Offer Heavy Fuel Oil • Set to get its third
deepwater quayside to make HFO bunkering available, and to have a
mountain tunnel drilled for work with pelagic trawl nets, the Port of
Fuglafjörður—with an annual throughput of 500,000 tons—offers a ﬁrst
class service for international sea vessels.

90 A Solid Cold Storage Solution For Pelagic Seafood • Set to get its
third deepwater quayside to make HFO bunkering available, and to have
a mountain tunnel drilled for work with pelagic trawl nets, the Port of
Fuglafjörður—with an annual throughput of 500,000 tons—offers a ﬁrst
class service for international sea vessels.

92 SBW Capitalizes on Regional Integration • Smyril Blue Water is
growing fast in Iceland, Faroes and Norway—offering seafood exporters
temperature controlled transport across the globe, using roll-on/roll-off
ferry Norröna combined with trucks, plus containers, air freight and a
large network of professionals.

94 Leading Agency Sees Sustained Growth • One year after its
founding, Faroe Agency has established itself as a leading shipping
agency, serving most of the Russians calling at Faroese ports plus other
foreigners—as high oil prices drive vessels to economize on energy use,
triggering demands from increased berthing.

96 Runavík Goes For the Big Catch • Whether it’s ﬁshing vessels, bulk
freighters, container ships or cruise liners, the Port of Runavík aspires to
attract large sea vessels to make use of the longest fjord and one of the leading
seaports in the Faroe Islands—with tourism set to play a growing part.

98 Vessel Operator Turned Offshore Market Leader • Employing
unique management practices that combine consistent service with ultrafast response to customer demand, marine services provider and vessel
operator Thor Offshore Services has carved its own niche in the global oil
and gas industry.

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

100 More Deals Ahead • Stimulated by large privatization schemes and
lowered corporate taxes, obvious investment opportunities emerge in the
Faroes—including assets available in the seafood industry, farm-ins in
offshore oil and gas exploration, and favorable conditions for merchant sea
vessels under the FAS registry.

104 Privatizations of ‘Great Historic Signiﬁcance’ • According to the
Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Faroese government’s massive
privatization scheme can be comparable to events of historic proportions

AnnualBusinessReport 2006 •
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for the Faroe Islands, with parallels to the end of the trade monopoly 150
years ago.

106 Fish Traceability Meets Creative Arts • The Faroe Islands Trade
Council helps to launch ventures ranging from digital traceability of
seafood to creative arts and crafts—yet its task of promoting Faroese
exports and assisting foreign companies connect with Faroese businesses
remains vital as ever.

108 FAS Set to Increase Global Market Share • As a ﬁscally attractive
and competitive, internationally recognized quality open ship registry, the
FAS—after an overhaul during this year—is likely to attract hundreds of
merchant vessels, according to the Faroese Maritime Authority (FMA).

110 A Bank’s Triumphant Transformation • Well underway to diversify
its revenue model with a growing proportion of its business based abroad,
Föroya Sparikassi anticipates increased internationalization of Faroese
companies in the near future—while readying its own IPO.

T

HE FAROES is as a ﬁsheries nation facing important

government owned enterprises, including Föroya

beneﬁts of low company tax rates and an ad-

new challenges resulting from the globalization of the

Banki, Atlantic Airways and Faroese Telecom.

vanced telecommunication network.

ﬁshing industry and the major changes in traditional

The Faroes has taken some important steps

Small and compact, with a well-educated

trade patterns this has brought with it. One of the best ways

to strengthen its role as an active player on the

population, the Faroes is an ideal testing ground

to adapt to these changes is to encourage and enhance co-

global stage. One of these is the new Act on the

to research and develop products and services

operation with foreign and multinational trade and business

conclusion of international agreements, which

for larger markets, a potential which is already

provides for the Faroes to act on its own in the

being exploited.

partners.
We are actively encouraging the development of new and
diverse industries.
The Faroese IT sector has shown great innovation in
recent years, making important inroads into international

international arena in all areas under Faroese

Here in the North Atlantic, we are sur-

authority. Examples of such areas are ﬁsheries,

rounded by some of the most productive and

trade, education, transport, tourism and cul-

cleanest seas in the world. We are strategically

ture.

located with effective sea and air transport con-

markets. There is considerable interest among international

A comprehensive new agreement with Iceland, creating in

nections to our major continental markets. This puts Faroese

oil companies in exploring our seabed in the pursuit of oil and

effect a Faroese-Icelandic common economic area, is currently

ﬁsh products at a distinct advantage when it comes to both

112 VMF: Time For Take-Off • Following the ﬁrst listings on the VMF-

gas. Tourism is enjoying a steady increase and Faroese music,

in the process of parliamentary approval. A closer relationship

quality and freshness.

ICEX, unprecedented levels of securities trading lift eyebrows in a
profoundly changed ﬁnancial landscape—and with privatization of
government-owned corporations underway, all thumbs are up for the new
market.

design and art is winning ground abroad.

with Europe is also on our agenda, with a view to strengthen-

114 Record Dividend Signals Imminent Privatization • Föroya Banki,
the leading commercial bank in the Faroes, seizes initiative again in a
toughening competitive environment one year after a management shakeup, reporting astonishing success in investment services while paying a
record dividend—looking ripe and ready for privatization.

ENERGY, OIL & GAS EXPLORATION

116 A Drill Through the Dense Deep • 38 miles from the Rosebank/
Lochnagar discovery on the UK side of the Faroe-Shetland Channel, the
drilling of the Brugdan sub-basalt exploration well may prove critical to
the future prospects of oil and gas on the Faroese Continental Shelf—but
it’s not the last shot.

120 Earth, Energy: If These Rocks Could Speak • Beyond its
responsibility for the overall administration of petroleum exploration
activities, Jarðfeingi—Faroese Earth and Energy Directorate—is the new
government agency that oversees energy as well as geological issues.

122 Oil-Gas Pioneer Launches Faroes’ First IPO • For newly publicly
listed Atlantic Petroleum, the rocky cradle of the Faroe Islands as place of
origin has offered valuable advantages in the creation of a powerful
network of business contacts among leaders of the global offshore oil and
gas industry.

124 Statoil Invests Heavily in ‘Exciting’ Wildcat • Operator Statoil is
deploying the latest cutting-edge drilling technology on the Brugdan
prospect, the most expensive and geologically interesting exploration well
so far to be drilled on the Faroese continental shelf—and a signiﬁcant one
for the immediate prospects of oil and gas.

The establishment and further development of new in-

ing our position as a full partner in the region.

Our strength lies in the very size and geographical location of the Faroes and the way in which these conditions have

dustries requires cooperation with larger and stronger part-

The Faroes today is a well-developed modern society with

taught us to be resilient, creative, ﬂexible and outward-looking,

ners. Such cooperation can help improve access to markets,

excellent physical and social infrastructure and access to the

more so now than ever before with the challenges of today’s

enhance international know-how and stimulate investment.

very latest technology. This provides the business community

globalized world.

A comprehensive plan has been adopted to privatize various

with a strong foundation for their activities, with the added

FAROE ISLANDS (FÖROYAR)

The Faroe Islands is located

in the North Atlantic (62°N 7°W), approximately 430

Tinganes in Tórshavn. The Faroese Parliament is believed to be

Jóannes Eidesgaard
Prime Minister

always maintained a special jurisdiction along with their distinct

the oldest in Europe. Norway and Denmark joined in a double

language and culture.

kilometers southeast of Iceland, 600 kilometers west of Norway

monarchy in the late 14th century. When Norway in 1814 was ces-

Political System: Together with Denmark and Greenland, the

and 300 kilometers northwest of Scotland. The Faroes is com-

sioned to the King of Sweden, the Faroe Islands and Greenland

Faroe Islands constitutes the Kingdom of Denmark, which is a

prised of 18 islands, separated by narrow sounds or fjords.

remained under the sovereignty of the Danish Monarch. Due to the

constitutional monarchy. Since 1948, the Faroe Islands has had

Land Area: 1400 square kilometers; 545 square miles. The distance

large geographical distance to Norway and Denmark, the Faroese

an extensive Home Rule — where so-called Joint Affairs are un-

from the northernmost point of the archipelago to the southernmost

der Danish State authority, while Faroese affairs

is 113 km, and the distance from east to west is 75 km. The largest

N
are under60Faroese
Home Rule administration and

island is Streymoy (375 km ) and the capital, Tórshavn, is situated

legislation. The Faroe Islands has, for example, its

there. The highest point, Slættaratindur, is 882 m and the average el-

own independent area regarding customs and ex-

evation above sea level is just over 300 m; the total coastline is a little

cise, taxation and administration. Judicial, defense

2

above 1,000 km. The climate is typically oceanic; the weather is moist,

FAROE ISLANDS

changeable and at times windy. Due to the inﬂuence of the Gulf Stream,

cannot be taken over by the Faroese Government
Tórshavn

there is little variation between winter and summer temperatures.
Population: 48,219 (2003). Of this number, 18,684 lived in the Tórshavn

NORTH

(capital) region and 4,846 in Klaksvík, which is the second largest town.
Language: The written and spoken language is Faroese. The

according to the Home Rule Act. The Faroese
Parliament (Lögting) is the legislative assembly
for Faroese affairs, and also appoints the Prime

ATLANTIC

Minister (Lögmaður), who — along with his cabinet

OCEAN

(Landsstýri). The Lögting has at most 32 MPs

Faroese language is a North Germanic language closely related
to Icelandic and to the dialects of western Norway. Nordic lan-

and foreign affairs are among those affairs that

ministers — constitutes the Faroese Government

guages and English are understood and spoken by most Faroese.

elected from seven constituencies. In addition to

126 Metocean Data Builds Dialogue • The metocean work carried out

Religion: Approximately distributed as follows: Evangelical Lutheran

the elections to the Lögting, the Faroese people

by The Faroes Oil Industry Group represents more than a prominent
aspect of the membership’s relationship with the wider community—it can
be of high value for the ﬁshing industry, according to FOÍB chairman Ben
Arabo.

Church: 85 percent; Christian Brethren: 10 percent; Other: 5 percent.

elect two representatives
to the Danish Parliament.
40 N

History: The Faroe Islands is believed to have been discovered and

Head of State: The Prime Minister (Lögmaður),

inhabited in the 8th century or earlier by Irish settlers. The Norwegian

Jóannes Eidesgaard (Social Democrat),

colonization began about hundred years later and developed through-

since February, 2005.

out the Viking Age. The settlers established their own parliament on
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by Michael Paul Reveal
URING A RECENT business trip to Norway, an
acquaintance of mine from Oslo asked me in all
seriousness whether we had any cars on the Faroes.
Having unfortunately heard that line of questioning
before, I took a deep breath, smiled and stated that

we had a goodly number, all things considered. He seemed to accept my
cheery, but obscure answer, for we quickly plunged on to more pressing
matters. His question, however, continued to resonate with me.
As my plane descended toward the Faroes, I caught a glimpse out
the window of the emerald green mountains of my adopted homeland
and I took note that there was, indeed, nary a car in sight. Perhaps, I
reﬂected, my friend had asked a fair question. The approach to the
international airport in the Faroes is over some rather dramatic countryside and one’s ﬁrst impression of our island nation stands in stark
contrast to that conjured up as one approaches other international airports surrounded as they are by kilometer upon kilometer of concrete
and cars. Here there was nothing but crashing surf and towering black
basalt, then the brightly colored rooftops of a small village and then
the runway. Be that as it may, I began to wonder if, all in all, we in the

Faroes were not suffering from a rather severe image problem.
As my fellow passengers and I ﬂowed into the baggage claim
reception hall, nodding our greetings to the passport control ofﬁcer
who scanned the arriving passengers for any folks he did not know, I
wondered just how many people really do know anything about us
– our history, our language, our location on the globe, our hopes and
dreams, our accomplishments, our trepidations, and, yes, even that we
have 17,420 passenger cars at last count.
“All things considered,” I had told my friend. “What on earth does
that mean,” I asked myself as I settled into the comfortable airport bus,
one of some 207 buses in the Faroes, I was to later learn, for the short
trip from the airport to the capital, Tórshavn, now made even shorter
with the new 4.9 km undersea tunnel.
What I guess I meant by that somewhat ﬂippant rejoinder was that
statistics are just numbers unless they have a context and understanding that context is what is really important in the end. In the face of
formidable challenges, the Faroese have managed to carve out a rather
pleasant place in which to live and work and contribute to the well-being
of the planet. If the Vision 2015 goals advanced recently by the Faroese
Government come to pass, the Faroes will be an even nicer place to live
and work, one of the nicest in fact, all things considered.
OUTNUMBERED BY SHEEP: The Faroes began its ﬁery existence

some 60 million years ago when the earth split open in what was to
become the North Atlantic and poured lava out in rather amazing
quantities. The recurrent ice ages rendered the Faroes into its current
8 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Whether you look at the average
number of cars or the amount of
ﬁsh caught, the average income per
capita or the average temperature
on the islands—you’ll see that
the 1500 millimeters of rain
that 48,000 Faroese receive per
year really isn’t that much.

MARIA OLSEN

GEOGRAPHY

ALL
THINGS
CONSIDERED
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world’s highest sea cliff, but we do. It’s

especially given the fact that Manhattan’s

Faroes gets a lot of rain, or at least what

called Enniberg, for the record. Now in

Sheep Meadow hasn’t seen a sheep since

appears to be a lot of rain, all things

all humility, the Faroes is not as big as

1934 and Hong Kong has very, very few

considered. Here again, statistics are but

Wales, but it is bigger than Cape Cod

sheep per square metre. New Zealand,

numbers and taking a closer look should

and essentially the same size as Hong

on the other hand, boasts some 47.2 mil-

dispel some long-standing misconceptions

Kong. Hong Kong has a head start on

lion sheep, quite a number by anyone’s

about the Faroes. According to the

skyscrapers, however, but soon we might

calculations and certainly overwhelms

rigorous number crunching of the

even have a few high-rise ofﬁce buildings

our modest number. That splendid num-

weather bureau, the Faroes experiences

of our own to complement the expansive

ber equates to about 12 sheep per person

some 1500 mm of precipitation annually.

green pasture land that some communities

in New Zealand, while in the Faroes we

A sizeable amount one could argue, but

would dearly love to have in their city

average only 1.5 sheep per person, which

it falls mostly as a light mist with an

centres, all things considered.

explains why we have to import lamb

occasional good downpour thrown in

The Faroese are descended from

from New Zealand to keep pace with

now and again to remind us of what real

intrepid Vikings (at least the males,

our deep love for a tasty leg of lamb on

rain is supposed to be like. Real rain, of

One of some 70,000 sheep;
the island of Mykines (below).

anyway) who coursed their way here

wintry nights.

course, is that pelting, large-globuled

picking up a bride or two along the way,

peated, yet erroneous, notion about the

Norway, for example. Rain there

size and shape. Now the Faroes is

which explains why the females of the

Faroes: We are cold and dark and utterly

accumulates to some 2250 mm per year.

considered a small place by some. Faroese population are more akin ge- storm tossed. Steaming lamb may indeed

The title of wettest spot on the earth,

Manhattan, on the other hand, is thought

netically to the Irish than the Vikings.

chase away the chill of winter, but in

however, goes to the idyllic island of

to be quite large by all accounts, yet the

For centuries the population held fairly

reality we are not that cold, we just don’t

Kauai, Hawaii, a place plagued by real

Faroes at 1399 sq. km is in fact some 45

steady at around 5,000 stalwart folks,

warm up much. My friend in Oslo well

gully-washers. Some 3800 mm of rain

times bigger than Manhattan Island. We

give or take the ﬂuctuations caused by

knew that the Faroes rose out of the sea

and mist and fog accumulates in its

don’t grow apples, so I guess New Yorkers

Black Death and the relatively frequent

somewhere between Iceland and Norway

mountainous interior. So do we get a lot

are safe to continue calling their home

mishap at sea. Today, the Faroes has a

and thus the Faroes by geographical as-

of rain? Well not really, all things
considered.

from Western Norway and points south,

Which brings me to another oft re-

wetness that descends upon Bergen,

the Big Apple, but we do have big sea

population of 48,371 (2005) and, believe

sociation must, of course, be dripping in

cliffs, gargantuan in fact. But we are a

it or not, some 70,000 sheep.

cold and snow. Not quite. Praise be to

As a consequence of our 1500 mm

Now I suppose in a certain context

the Gulf Stream, or what is left of it by

of light mist or rain, call it what you

much about the fact that we have the

70,000 sheep seems like quite a number,

the time it gets to us. The Faroes sits in

will, we end up a bit short in the area of

the middle of the North Atlantic Cur-

what the meteorologists call “sunshine

rent and is thus protected from the many

hours.” How many hours (not days) do

vicissitudes of winter that plague our

you think the sun embraces the Faroes?

neighbors. We average some 7°C [45°F]

Take a guess. Would you believe some

year round, with the temperature dip-

927 hours? Not many, considering that

ping to around 1°C in winter and soaring

there are some 4380 hours of potential

FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD

modest folk, so we do not sound off

to some 13°C in the height of summer.

sunlight in a year (assuming a 12 hour

We get 28 of what the weather folks call

day). Yet, we are ahead of Cold Bay,

“snow days,” enough, I suppose, to qualify

Alaska, situated in the heart of the Aleu-

as a place where winter sets foot, but it

tian Islands. They sit under the clouds

seems to tread very lightly, as what we

some 305 days a year and alas see the sun

do get is usually gone within a day or

for only some 720 hours (more or less). Fishing is by far the major industry in the

ﬁshing ﬂeet ranges worldwide. Accord-

two, washed away by the misty weather

I suppose they, like us, have few inci- Faroes, accounting for some 95 percent

ing to data prepared by the governmental

commonly referred to as rain.

dences of skin cancer. There are indeed

of the export (exclusive of services and

agency, Statistics Faroe Islands, all those

untold advantages to living in the midst

intellectual property). Much of the to- tonnes of ﬁsh contribute to an export

of the ocean under the clouds.

tal catch, some 261,310,000 tonnes (live

value of some dkk 3,668 million (less a

weight) per year, is caught in Faroese

small fraction for exported ships). We

ONE-THIRD VIA DENMARK: Now even

the Faroese will readily admit that the
10 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006
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Now another major advantage is,

The Tórshavn Choir (Havnarkórið) performing during National Day celebrations (Ólavsöka).

of course, quick and ready access to ﬁsh.

territorial waters, although the Faroese
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4 percent comes from Iceland, an amount
that will assuredly rise now that the new
free trade agreement has been signed between Iceland and the Faroes.
The UK accounts for only 5 percent of our import, which probably represents our continuing and deep-seated
love affair with chocolate. The troops
One of Atlantic Airways’ six
BAe-146 ‘whisper jets’.

that came here from the UK during the
Second World War left more than just
an airport. They left us with an abiding

import some dkk 3,738 million in goods,

desire for things swathed in chocolate.

so our trade balance is a little skewed, Much to the delight of the candy sellers
but not outrageously so, all things con- in the Faroes, and much to the constersidered, especially compared to some

nation of the dentists and the Ministry of

other nations.

Health, who diligently promote healthy

Most of our export heads to the

eating habits in the face of the delight-

European Union. The United Kingdom

ful vistas of colorfully wrapped caramels

absorbs some 78 percent and Denmark

abounding at Christmas time and just

some 19 percent, while Spain continues

before Lent. All in all, 29 percent of our

its love affair with our salted ﬁsh, savor- import is destined for our homes and
ing some 10 percent of our export.
On the other hand, we import most

calls it “goods for household consump-

of what we want from Denmark. A quirk

tion.” We do love that New Zealand

of history keeps 33 percent of our import

lamb, followed by a ﬂavourful bite of

ﬂowing in via Denmark, while another

chocolate and a savory cup of coffee. Ah,

18 percent comes from Norway. A mere

paradise, enow.

Export Value in DKK 1,000 by Country: Top 24

Source: Statistics Faroes

our stomachs, or as the statistical ofﬁce

United Kingdom
Denmark
Spain
France
Norway
Germany
Russia
Japan
Italy
Poland
China
Canada
Iceland
Greece
Nigeria
Lithuania
USA
Netherlands
Ukraine
Sweden
Finland
Belarus
Greenland
Belgium

2003
863,897
910,473
467,454
367,791
201,045
230,598
38,882
158,814
124,218
9,528
51,489
107,463
110,165
7,738
26,100
1,333
84,578
24,001
2,309
45,355
24,770
2,192
491
13,831

2004
2005
941,254 1,027,239
710,045 516,963
369,376 348,745
305,344 294,598
282,146
211,014
191,674
183,017
23,674 131,532
145,452 125,813
133,936
98,936
36,775
95,235
42,928
76,272
18,426
70,475
185,882
65,037
25,301
53,087
45,156
41,004
14,466
36,062
42,563
33,925
28,211
28,317
8,750
25,139
46,677
24,822
16,119
20,893
1,252
20,473
6,711
11,416
9,458
10,984
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‘SOCIAL PROTECTION’: I suppose the

Faroes is indeed a paradise, all things
considered. We have a relatively stable
economy. We earn money by feeding
Day boats passing a container ship at the entrance to the Tórshavn harbor.

others, which is not such a bad calling.
We ourselves eat well. Our homes are

a national symphony orchestra, numerous

books to get published every year. But,

big and well-furnished. We send a

choirs, excellent museums and a host of

here again, context is everything. The

considerable amount of money overseas

rather talented artists and musicians. We

publishers in the United States crank

our time reading, it would seem. Our

tors. Folks with those credentials are in-

to help in disaster relief. We are extremely

drive cars, of course, even luxury BMWs

out 175,000 (2003) titles per year and

fertility rate is higher than any other

vited to apply forthwith to the Ministry

sports-minded and have a passable

and sturdy SUVs, and read lots and lots

those in the United Kingdom do an ad- Nordic country at 2.62 (2005) and we

of Health. Our inﬂation rate is low at

football team able to strike fear and

and lots of books.

mirable job of putting out 125,000. Yet

have fewer divorces as well. We have

2.4 percent (1998 = 100.0 CPI). Unem-

We do not spend, however, all of

could use a few more dentists and doc-

trembling in the hearts of many a foreign

In fact, we publish some 149 (2004)

when one considers books per capita, the

hardly anyone receiving social services

ployment hovers around 4 percent with

spectator cheering on the likes of

books a year, including some 67 transla-

Faroese shine. The US publishes around

in comparison to Sweden, for example,

industry begging for even more work-

Scotland and, yes, even France. Not bad

tions of other works. We even have our

0.5 books per 1000 folks, the UK about

which has some 286.2 people per 1000

ers. Even though we have had our ups

for a bunch of part-timers. Not all of our

own Faroese editions of Harry Potter,

2 books per 1000 and the Faroes some

receiving assistance.

and downs lately regarding immigration

time is spent cheering on our sports

which ﬂow hot off the presses just after

3 books per 1000. An admirable num-

teams, however, as we support various

the English releases. Now to some, 149

amateur and professional theatres, have

may not seem a substantial number of

We have inﬁnitely more hospital

policy, we still welcome more people to

ber by anyone’s calculations, all things

beds available to us per capita than the

our shores on average than any other

considered.

other Nordic countries, although we

Nordic country (2003).
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the Faroese had taxable income of dkk
6,891 million [eur 923,465,772]. Not
an outrageous sum, but one must keep

DRIVING
UNDER WATER,
KLAKSVÍK’S
TURN

in mind that all that money was earned
by only 29,960 taxpayers (2005).
Now the Faroes is not known for
its high crime rate and that is reﬂected
Loading a container vessel at Kollafjörður.

in the low expenditure for what statisticians call “public order and safety.” What
the Faroese do enjoy is a social welfare

Now given the fact that most of our

system that generally meets the needs

export comes from the ﬁshing industry,

of most all the citizenry, which explains

one could well reason that this industry

the large budget for “social protection”

would be paying the greatest wages. Not

that equates to dkk 1,865 million [eur

so. The ﬁshing and seafood processing

249,960,290] out of a total budget of dkk

industry accounts for only 19.6 percent

5,328 million (2003).

of the total wages paid out in 2004.

So what does the future hold? More

tion. Would you believe the government?

ered. The doldrums that have plagued

Yes, the government (local and national)

the ﬁshing and aquaculture industries

accounts for 34 percent of all wages paid,

is receding. Banks are reporting record

then comes the ﬁshing industry, followed

proﬁts and an enterprising young Faro-

by the service industry with 10 percent

ese has just unveiled a building project in

with the construction industry keeping

Tórshavn of mega-proportions, featuring

pace at 6.5 percent.

high-rise condos, a shopping mall, of- BACK IN THE 1950s when NATO

210,000 for men and dkk 140,000 for
women [eur 28,000; eur 18,763]. This

Looking out the mouth of the new wonder, on the Klaksvík side.

ﬁce buildings and even a covered football

constructed the mountain highway

pitch.

from Tórshavn to the valley north of

All this ﬁts well with the govern- Kollafjörður—not far from the now

Investing in a highly developed infrastructure to encompass even the smallest of
villages has long been a matter of consensus in the Faroes; opening a second giant
underwater tunnel is seen as a natural step in a process that seeks to interlink
every corner of the country in the best way imaginable.

inequity is a problem that is well appre- ment’s Vision 2015 development plan,

entrance to the underwater tunnel that

ciated by the government and leaders

designed to make the Faroes one of the

connects the island of Streymoy to Vágar

ery village of 20 or fewer inhabitants, all

derpass made! It took three years to build

of thought in the Faroes and steps are

best places to live and work in the world

where the airport is located—the Faro-

in the name of a unanimously accepted

it but everyone agrees it was worthwhile.

underway to address it. Some 85 indi- by 2015. All things considered, we are a

ese arguably ﬁrst discovered a taste for

priority of rural development—which we

No more queuing up for the ferry and

viduals had incomes of more than dkk

serious infrastructure development.

still adhere to—the public transport ser- no more panicking to reach it—only to

long way toward that goal already.

1 million [eur 134,000] and altogether
The Balance of External Trade
Import

DKK Mill

Export

The mountain road was a huge

vice was extended and eventually started

project at that time, employing a host

operating helicopters to serve some of

of islanders, some of whom continued

the less accessible islands.

in the road construction business in the

Balance

years and decades that followed.

5.000
4.000

During this era of automobile fasci-

reach the plane.
Building on the success of the ﬁrst
underwater tunnel, we could hardly wait

At this point, we had long referred

for the next one. And here it is, like pure

to Iceland for amusement—as we had

science ﬁction, many of us still feel. No

drove past them in regard of percentage

ferry to Klaksvík?

3.000

nation, the road network over the years

of the country developed. Never mind

That’s it. At dkk 355m (eur 48m /

2.000

was developed to cover every corner that

their country was… somewhat larger

gbp 33m / usd 58m), the tunnel is sched-

could possibly be reached on four wheels.

and more scarcely populated.

uled for opening in the early summer of

1.000
0

And if it couldn’t, the public ferry opera-

-1.000
-2.000
1990

tor would ﬁll it in.
1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

So as paved roads and even mountain tunnels became the standard for ev-
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The total number of tunnels interlinking
Faroe Islands’ towns and villages is
currently 16 (Jan. 2006). In December
2002, the ﬁrst underwater tunnel in
the Faroes was opened between Vágar
and Streymoy. A second underwater
tunnel between Borðoy and Eysturoy
will open in the early summer of 2006.
Both passenger and cargo transport
is provided on a daily basis to all but
two of the inhabited islands and most
villages. Ferries and helicopter services
are available to the islands that are
not directly linked to the road system,
and bus service is the most common
form of transport for the other areas.
Three airline companies — Atlantic
Airways, Air Iceland, and FaroeJet (May
2006) — handle the air services to and
from the Faroe Islands. Depending on the
season, there are two to six daily ﬂights to
Denmark (Copenhagen and Billund), two
to ﬁve ﬂights a week to Iceland and two to
four ﬂights per week to Aberdeen. In the
summer, there are two ﬂights to Norway
(Oslo/Stavanger) as well as to London.

Who pays the most? Reasonable ques- of the same, no doubt, all things consid-

The average wage in 2004 was dkk

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

Fast-forward to late 2002 when our

this year (2006). That’s 6.3 kilometers

ﬁrst underwater tunnel opened for traf- of underwater paved road linking the
ﬁc, the one that connects Streymoy and

islands of Eysturoy and Borðoy, con-

Vágar. What a difference the 4.9-km un- necting Klaksvík to Tórshavn.

In March 2003, the old Norröna was
replaced with a new DKK 700M (EUR
94M / USD 125M) combined cruise
and cargo ship that can carry roughly
1,500 passengers and 800 cars.
Several freight companies provide
cargo carriage to and from the Faroe
Islands. The most important routes are
to Scotland, England, Denmark, Holland,
Scotland, Norway, Sweden and Iceland.

Balance of External Trade in Million DKK
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

Import
4,261
3,734
4,641
3,896
4,158
4,308
3,300
2,602
2,370
2,150
1,792
1,566
1,426
2,001
1,936
2,084

Export Balance
3,586
-675
3,668
-66
3,908
-733
4,235
339
4,281
122
3,832
-476
3,270
-30
2,934
332
2,575
205
2,424
274
2,026
234
2,076
511
2,132
707
2,639
638
2,781
845
2,578
494
Source: Statistics Faroes
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In order to gain a ﬁrm grounding
in the perplexing realities of
globalization, the Faroe Islands is
making massive moves to develop
foreign relations at all levels—
from deﬁning the country’s legal
status to working out bi- and
multilateral trade agreements.

originating in any one of the other countries, without losing their originating
status within the pan-Euro-Med zone

mulation of Origin is that the countries
within the system have a bilateral Free

Prime Minister: Jóannes Eidesgaard

Trade Agreement. The Faroes currently

Permanent Secretary: Marjun Hanusardóttir

has such agreements with the EU, Ice-

Department of Foreign Affairs Director:
Herluf Sigvaldsson

“One condition in using the Cu-

land, Norway and Switzerland.”

Islands, global gales have aroused a

The free trade agreement signed

new sense of urgency to catch up with

with Iceland has been presented as a very

tough realities in the wider world. Per-

signiﬁcant deal and was highlighted as

haps inspired by their Viking cousins to

such by the April 2006 visit of an Icelan-

the northwest, the slightly more reserved

dic trade delegation to the Faroes, headed

Faroese are now seemingly realizing that

by Prime Minister Halldór Ásgrímsson.

somehow, their potential could be tapped

“This is the most comprehensive trade

more fully.

agreement that Iceland has ever been a

Looking to utilize his country’s en-

party to, and it is therefore very ﬁtting

ergies for a spring cleaning program of

that this agreement is between Iceland

trade relations development at multiple

and the Faroe Islands,” Mr Ásgrímsson

levels—and beyond that, an ambitious

stated, citing the very close relationship

campaign to mobilize the public in a

between the two countries.

socio-economic development scheme
christened ‘Vision 2015’—Prime Min-

“Generally speaking, the idea is to
Prime Minister Jóannes Eidesgaard.

Department of Foreign Affairs
PO Box 64, FO 110 Tórshavn
http://www.tinganes.fo
E-Mail: info@tinganes.fo
Tel.: +298 351010
Fax: +298 351015

(diagonal cumulation of origin).

T MAY SEEM that in the Faroe

THE PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE

establish the free movement of Faroese

Press Secretary: Björt Samuelsen
Tel.: +298 351041
The Prime Minister’s Ofﬁce is the
administrative ofﬁce of the Prime Minister,
charged with preparing, carrying out and
following up tasks presented to the Prime
Minister according to the constitution; of
these tasks, the Department of Foreign
Affairs is responsible for coordinating
matters relating to foreign policy.
The Mission of the Faroes
to the European Union
73 Aarlenstraat — Rue d’Arlon 73
B-1040 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: +32 (2) 233 08 55
Counsellor / Head of Mission:
Hákun J. Djurhuus
The Representation of the Faroes in London
55 Sloan Street
London SW1X 9SR, UK
Tel.: +44 (0) 20 7333 0227
Counsellor/Representative of the Faroes:
Sigmundur Ísfeld

countries to live and work in,” Mr

TINY COUNTRY TAKES
ON GLOBALIZATION

Eidesgaard stated. “We want the Faroes

membership in EFTA (European Free

the department is dealing with the fun-

the Pan-Euro-Med Cumulation system

light of the striking cultural and socio-

to be a country with a strong economy

Trade Association—Iceland, Norway,

damental question of Faroese indepen-

is of “major economic signiﬁcance” and

economic similarities between our two

with jobs for everyone, a country in

Switzerland, Liechtenstein) and estab- dence; secondly, trade relations develop-

beneﬁt for the industry in the Faroes and

countries, this agreement makes obvious

which comprehensive social security

lish the Four Freedoms (free movement

ment—which is where most efforts are

their trading partners.

sense. We have the best conditions imag- ment is to ﬁrst make full use of the Home

systems offer a good and digniﬁed life

of goods, services, capital, and persons)

currently being concentrated; thirdly, in-

Prior to the creation of the system,

inable for generating mutual economic

for all.”

between the Faroes and the EU.

ister Jóannes Eidesgaard makes no secret
of his political plans and ambitions.
“The vision is that in 2015, the
Faroes will be one of the world’s best

citizens, businesses, products and services in foreign countries and vice versa,”
Mr Sigvaldsson said.
Referring to the trade agreement
with Iceland, he added: “Viewed in the

The Representation of the Faroes
in Copenhagen
Strandgade 91, 4. sal
DK-1401 Köbenhavn K, Denmark
Tel.: +45 32 83 37 70
Counsellor/Representative of the Faroes:
Herálvur Joensen

Rule Act with later amendments—which

ternational cooperation on the manage-

incompatibilities with regard to rules of

growth from the agreement—after all,

means gradually assuming responsibility

Meanwhile at the Prime Minister’s

The program goes on: establishing

ment of marine resource and the ocean;

origin were a major obstacle for trade

our languages are very similar and our

for any and all areas of legislation and

Office, officials are busy translating

new representations to foreign countries,

fourth, national security issues; and ﬁfth,

among European and Mediterranean

peoples are familiar with each other on

administration pertaining to the Faroes,

international development aid.

countries, irrespective of the fact that

all levels, there are a lot of links, both

in accordance with existing agreements

a manufactured product often contains

business and personal, our economies

with the government of Denmark. Under

material from several countries.

and living conditions are comparable,

this framework, the Faroes is governed

“In the context of the Pan-Euro- as is the size of both populations, and

largely as an independent country with

rhetorics into tangible plans. Depart- cooperation with relevant UN bodies,
ment of Foreign Affairs director Herluf

membership in international organiza-

In late 2005, the Faroes became a

Sigvaldsson explained that his depart- tions, new free trade agreements, tax

partner in the Pan-Euro-Med Cumula-

ment’s agenda is dominated by practical

treaties, international collaboration in

tion of Origin, which includes the EU

implications of the political ambitions

education and scientiﬁc research.

and applicant countries, EFTA coun-

Med system, cumulation means that

“Chieﬂy, the Department of Foreign

tries, and Mediterranean counterparts.

products that have obtained originating

tries, which includes: full participation in

Affairs is working at ﬁve levels,” Mr

According to Hákun J. Djurhuus, the

status in any one of the countries within

tion of independence, the way ahead as

Nordic collaboration, assessing potential

Sigvaldsson said. Firstly, he explained, Head of the Faroese Mission to the EU,

the system may be added to products

agreed by the present coalition govern- establish national sovereignty.

to increase cooperation with other coun-
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home markets.”

national security as the principal area of

As to the politically sensitive ques- exception, while it’s up to the Faroese
people to decide whether and when to
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Newly arrived Smyril, berthed in Tórshavn,
October 2005 (left); captain Erland
Mörköre aboard the new Smyril (right).

STRANDFARASKIP LANDSINS
PO Box 88, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.ssl.fo
E-Mail: ssl@ssl.fo
Tel.: +298 343000
Fax: +298 343001

practices and legal preparedness would
become increasingly important as the

Managing Director: Kristian Davidsen
Finance Manager: Johnni M. Poulsen
Operation Manager: Regin Vágadal

project progressed from design to ﬁnal
delivery.”

The Faroe Islands’ national public
transport operator, SL reports to
the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

Which is why SL spent millions on
hiring knowledgeable and experienced
maritime consultants, lawyers and other

National ferry service
National bus service
National helicopter service

professionals, from several countries, to
make sure that the process moved forown experts.
With the result in hand, most ev-

MARIA OLSEN

THE BLESSINGS OF A NEW
PUBLIC IMAGE

For meetings and conferences, the

cialization of SL. “While we await polit-

eryone will agree that the successful con- Smyril has already become a favorite treat,

ical decision on the question of privatiz-

struction of the new Smyril was proof of

offering a four-hour getaway for those

ing the SL,” Mr Davidsen added, “we’ll

good management on the SL’s side. Ac- wishing to take the return trip with only

continue the work of streamlining the

cording to estimates, the 300m dkk (40m

organization into a more service orient-

eur / 28m eur / 49m usd) that the Faroese

Faced with the challenge of turning an aging, politically controlled body into a modern, customer-oriented
company, the management of the Faroe Islands’ public transport operator SL may have scored big time with
the successful completion of Smyril—a gorgeous new ferry for domestic use.

A

S A TANGIBLE indicator of the

Although the work of moderniz-

“We have a strong expertise in the

Hotel and conference facilities:
Available on board new ferry Smyril

ward properly—in addition to using its

a short stop.

In addition to the national ferry net- ed and customer centered company that

paid for the ferry in accordance with the

work, SL also operates the Faroese national

operates on a commercial basis with long

contract was after all a drastically reduced

bus network using subcontractors, as well

term perspectives, possibly as a contrac-

amount, considering the extensive extra

as the semi-daily helicopter service offered

tor to the government.”

costs accumulated by the effects of the

to some of the smallest and less accessible

So with the cargo unit sold, what

corporate instability of the contractor.

communities on the islands. The SL road

remains for SL is solely transporting hu-

changing times in the Faroese

ing SL has been ongoing since before

maritime sector based on decades of ex-

public service sector, SL (Strandfaraskip

the turn of the millennium, it reached

perience,” Mr Davidsen said. “But with

a price tag of about 500 million,” SL ﬁ- vate transport company in the spring of

second to none in the Faroes. “We’ve

Landsins), the government owned trans- a landmark in the spring of 2005 with

the new Smyril we were extra meticulous

nance manager Johnni M. Poulsen re- 2006, marking the ﬁrst phase of what is

reached one step further in streamlining

port operator is undergoing what appears

the glorious arrival of the new Smyril,

and careful in our planning. Solid docu-

marked.

to be nothing short of a profound trans- the ferry that links the island of Suðuroy

mentation is of the essence in such situ-

formation.

“Some say this ship should have had

times, the new Smyril has been greeted

Looking to balance dependency

structed by the IZAR shipyards in San

stakes involved, you have to be extremely

with public enthusiasm, making the trip

on parliamentary appropriation with

Fernando, Spain, the newbuilding had

speciﬁc in everything you communicate,

between Tórshavn and Tvöroyri a most

government service contracts and other

been three years underway, disrupted by

be it internal memos or notiﬁcations to

pleasant experience. Offering travelers a

business revenues from economically

unrest and strikes.

the contractor. Should things go wrong,

stylish environment with modern hotel

Managing the construction process

any part in the process could potentially

and conference facilities, a restaurant, con-

ing emphasis on customer service and

in a foreign country was no easy task

be turned, in effect, into a negotiating

venience shopping and great comfort—not

change management.

amid political tensions provoked by

item. We knew that effective inspection

to mention an art exhibition highlighting

EU-enforced plans to slash government

ultimately set to become the commer- the SL,” as Mr Davidsen said.

More than a mere symbol of new

with the Faroe capital of Tórshavn. Con- ations, and in a project with such high

viable operations, SL is placing a grow-

cargo transport service was sold to a pri- mans and their vehicles—at which they’re

young Faroese artists.

grants to the bankruptcy-threatened
shipyards. Resulting complications were
no free ride, costing SL technical and
legal consultancy fees; but it was worth
every penny, according to SL chief executive Kristian Davidsen.
18 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Clockwise from left: managing director
Kristian Davidsen, operations manager
Regin Vágadal, ﬁnance manager Johnni M.
Poulsen, in the larger conference room aboard
Smyril (right); another meeting room on
board (left); Smyril suite interior (far left).
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Just a two-hour ﬂight from
Copenhagen will land you in an
awesome natural environment
that is refreshingly different, to
experience what a distinctive,
small and friendly conference
destination has to offer—from
the latest technology available
to phenomenal ﬁshing.

O

The Nordic House in Tórshavn is a popular
place for conferences and concerts alike
(center); managing director Per Hansen,
(bottom left); Faroese tour operators organize
adventure packages for those who wish to
experience, for instance, ﬁshing at sea or just
exploring the nature by boat (bottom right).

FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD
PO Box 118, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.tourist.fo
E-Mail: tourist@tourist.fo
Tel.: +298 355800
Fax: +298 355801
Managing Director: Per Hansen

ment groups, which are eager to ensure
visitor satisfaction. Recent focus group
participants commented that the Faroe

NLY A COUPLE of hours by

Islands “would be perfect for small

air from continental Europe, the

groups of 20-30 meeting delegates.” “A

UK and Iceland, the Faroe Islands is a

truly unique destination!” “Just a short

natural destination choice for confer-

ﬂight away…”

ences and incentive travel. Off the beaten

Such positive comments are also

path with a refreshing uniqueness that

reﬂected in travel statistics: The ﬁrst

Head of Marketing: Unn á Lað
PR & Press Coordinator: Hildur H. Durhuus
The Faroe Islands Tourist Board is an
agency commissioned by the Ministry
of Trade and Industry to develop
incoming tourism in the Faroe Islands.
Ofﬁcial tourist portal:
http://www.visit-faroeislands.com
Meeting and incentives campaign website:
http://www.faroeislands-online.com

will add value to any conference experi-

two months of 2006 show a 26-percent

ence, this small archipelago is beginning

increase in the numbers of air travelers

the North Atlantic. Accordingly, a sharp

to attract attention. World class scen-

compared to the same time period in

rise in angling tourism is expected this

ery, an intimacy that is hard to come

2005.

year as operators are launching fresh ad-

One advantage to being small

the art facilities that meet international

is that conference extras may be only

standards, and a determination to make

minutes away from hotels and confer-

MARIA OLSEN

by in a large European capital, state of

any conference experience positive and
memorable are elements that should appeal to any travel organizer.
Vistas that take your breath away
are a reality that often surprise ﬁrst time
Faroe Islands is 300 m, which means that

ence venues. And not to forget, fresh air

plicated in the grand miniature world

and wildlife is always close at hand in the

of the Faroe Islands. There is just ev-

THIS IS CONFERENCE COUNTRY

king over a nearby mountain, ﬁshing at

natural experience to the most excellent

sea or angling trout in a lake, or you’ll

conference facilities.

prefer exploring the islands up close
from the water on a schooner to marvel
at those spectacular grottoes and bird

The country’s small size and friend- made determined efforts to invite more

travel each year. High summer is the

cliffs. In fact, you can reach surprisingly

The islands also lie close to each other,

ly people lend an intimacy to the Faroe

people to enjoy its uniqueness. “We have

peak of tourist travel, and we are work- much during a brief stay because, again,

so the eye is treated to panoramas of the

Islands that most visitors ﬁnd refreshing,

been pleased with our marketing results

ing to attract more conferences especially

the country is small and it’s possible to

interplay between islands and sea nearly

and visitors often remark upon the hospi- and the positive response from visitors,”

before and after this.”

arrange for most things in a very short

everywhere you turn.

tality of the people. Welcoming guests is

says Mr Hansen. “A recent marketing

According to Mr Hansen, 500

an integral part of the culture. “Thanks

project ﬁrst targeted Germany and sub-

participants is a realistic upper limit

Venture out from the capital and

for the visit” is an expression that Faro- sequently the UK and Scandinavia. Our

for conference size, although the use of

dramatic land- and seascapes abound.

ese people use among themselves to ex- marketing efforts are systematically be-

alternative solutions to supplement the

Half-day trips or day long tours will

press gratitude to guests as they leave.

ing followed up so it will of course be

number of hotel rooms available allows

introduce you other parts of the coun-

“People are friendly and easy to talk to,” the turn of incoming tour operators and

the Faroe Islands to host even larger

try. The Faroe Islands is home to mul-

time.

says Per Hansen, acting director of the

others in the business to meet the greater

events. However, for those who have

titudes of migratory seabirds that breed

Faroe Islands Tourist Board.

demand generated.”

smaller events to arrange, the Faroes

on sheer sea cliffs in the summer months.

The marketing director of one the

may truly be ideal. There are a number

Why do the birds come here? Fish of

tract more business meetings, conferenc- Tórshavn hotels conﬁrms: “Indeed, we

of high-quality venues to choose from

course—the country is situated right in

es and trade fairs, the Faroe Islands has

and a variety of destination manage- the heart of the rich ﬁshing grounds of

Through focused marketing to at-

20 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

The thing is, things are uncom-

Faroe Islands—whether you’ll go trek- erything—from the most stimulating

the 18 islands rise sometimes precipitously from the ever-changing sea below.

experience ﬁshing at sea.

FAROE ISLANDS TOURIST BOARD

visitors. The average elevation in the

venture packages for those who wish to

are seeing steady growth in conference
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CEO Magni Arge, Vágar airport
(center); BAe-146 aircrafts suits
perfectly Faroese weather conditions
(right); Regular Copenhagen and
Reykjavík ﬂights on a Friday afternoon
at Vágar Airport (bottom right).

ATLANTIC AIRWAYS
Vágar Airport, FO-380 Sörvágur
http://www.atlantic.fo
E-Mail: info@atlantic.fo
Tel.: +298 341010
Fax: +298 341001

Norway, and a 10-percent increase in
the overall market. Proﬁts would have

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer: Magni Arge

tic islands… both Shetland and Faroe.

been higher but for rocketing aviation “Space shuttle” is a cannily engineered
fuel costs driven by 60-dollar global oil

campaign as Atlantic has joined forces

prices.”

with Visit Shetland to fund it. Backing

Mr Arge sees plenty of opportu- too, are London Stansted Airport and
nity for further development; that’s why

the Faroe Islands Tourist Board.

Atlantic is taking delivery of a sixth

This year, the Shetland-London

aircraft. And the key target is foreign

service will operate twice weekly from

chartering beyond Norway. His objec- June 23 through to the end of October
tive is to source more than 50 percent

ASCENT OF
A PEOPLE’S
AIRLINE

of the airline’s revenues from interna- The objective is to build this to a year-

W

tization this year, a sixth aircraft

due to join the ﬂeet, plus the launch of

a local competitor, CEO Magni Arge

the years.

today’s 36 percent. This will be achieved

is ideally suited.

gressive marketing.

“We had a record ﬁnancial result
with before tax proﬁts of 23.6 million

but Mr Arge, who has been CEO since

Shetland-London service, which has met

build an airport. He selected Vágar, a

1995, is clearly ready for the next chal-

with a “very positive response” since its

strip was prepared and the ﬁrst plane

lenge… ensuring that, when the time

launch last year. Witness the 65-percent

landed in the autumn of 1942. It was

comes, Atlantic will have a successful

load factor achieved by this summer

World War 2.

IPO.

season venture designed to capture the

After hostilities ceased, the Faroese

He clearly lives his job; the aircraft

imaginations and wallets of discerning

people had to wait until 1963 before a

are like family. “I love watching them

tourists.

regular passenger route was established… coming in to land,” he adds, “it’s some-

Mr Arge sees a lot of latent poten- by Iceland to Copenhagen. But it was

to 14 million the previous year—a 46-

commuters using the UK capital’s huge

Airways.

continues to operate as usual… work- percent growth.

thing I never tire of… it always gives me

not until 1987 that Atlantic was cre- a thrill when they arrive home safely.”

metro network known as the Under-

ing as a team and delivering the kind of

“Turnover growth was 62 percent…

ground. The gbp 90,000 (dkk 964,000

having built the company up from a sin- service that our customers have come to

from 234 million in 2004 to 380 mil-

/ eur 130,000 / usd 157,000) campaign

gle aircraft operation to today’s ﬂeet of

expect,” says Mr Arge, adding that he

lion [eur 50.9m / gbp 35.5m / usd 61.7m]

was announced in March and comprises

ﬁve BA 146 ‘whisper jets’ with the sixth

sees privatization as excellent protection

last year,” says Mr Arge, acknowledging

tube-train posters plus radio promotion,

sister scheduled to touch down at Vágar

against competition.

that a fair chunk of this was because of

specialist media, website development

Maersk’s withdrawal from the Vágar

and media relations

Airport in time for the summer season.

But how is Atlantic performing?

As regards competition, his view

Well, running with the slogan “more

is simple—Atlantic had plenty of that

often, cheaper, more ﬂexible,” 2005 is

“While some of that is attributable

“space shuttle”; escape the pressures of

from Maersk Air before its service to

seen as having been a year of contrasts… to having no competition, there was

big city living, pollution and jams to

the islands was disbanded in 2004, so

tough despite a huge rise in turnover and

strong underlying growth in the char-

the tranquility and stunning beauty

the new competitor essentially marks a

proﬁts.

ter business outside Faroe, especially in

and quality of life of Europe’s Atlan-

route.

146 aircraft.

to search for the most suitable place to

to run a campaign targeting London

that we keep focus and ensure everything

the following year using a single BA

A good example of the latter is the

2.8m / gbp 1.9m / usd 3.4m] compared

history of Faroese state airline Atlantic

ated, with regular ﬂights inaugurated

Today, it’s a very different company

tial in this route, witness the decision

“It will be very important to ensure
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This is in sharp contrast to 65 years

New route from 23 June to 30 October
2006: non-stop link from London
Stansted to Sumburgh (Shetland) – as
well as twice-weekly services between
Shetland and the Faroe Islands. Atlantic
Airways also operates ﬂights on behalf
of other carriers to Greenland, as well
as ﬂying charter contracts throughout
Northern and Central Europe.

Maxton ﬂew around the Faroes in 1941

After tax proﬁts were 20.7 million [eur

faces the most exciting period ever in the

But he’s used to challenges anyway,

round operation for which the BA 146

services, with new routes and more ag- ago when a British army ofﬁcer, Leo

Flotation on the VMF-ICEX secu- kroner [eur 3.2m / gbp 2.2m / usd 3.8m].
rities market? That’s different.

tional business by 2010 compared with
through a mix of charter and scheduled

Increasing its operations dramatically in the Faroes as well as in foreign markets, Atlantic Airways had a record
performance in 2005—poised to meet competition prior to its own privatization and listing on the bourse in Reykjavík.
ITH THE PROSPECT of priva- return to what had been the norm over

and will incorporate a feeder into Faroe.

Atlantic Airways is the Faroe Islands’
national carrier with ﬁve BAe-146
aircrafts and two Bell helicopters and
its all-jet ﬂeet links the Faroe Islands
with neighboring countries, including
Denmark, Iceland, Norway and Scotland.

It invites tube travelers to take the
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By Búi Tyril
OLLOWING A LATE August 2005 decision
of the Lögting (Faroe Parliament), the ‘ﬁshing
days system’ was adjusted to allow for increased
working ﬂexibility and safety of ﬁshermen. At the
same time, the Faroese refused to take measures

that would in any signiﬁcant way reduce the ﬁshing effort in
the Faroe exclusive economic zone.
Conducting a ten-year evaluation of the management regime,
the Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, Björn Kalsö, is
expected to present an amendment package to the Commercial

Fisheries Act during 2006. Acting on a preliminary proposal put
forth by the minister, the Lögting decided to alter the current
regulation by replacing the measurement of days at sea with a
new principle of hours at sea, setting a 24-hour minimum count
per ﬁshing trip. The enactments reduced the ﬁshing effort by less
than one percent for the 2005-06 season, in addition to countering against a 5-percent increase in the ﬁshing effort estimated to
be effectuated by the change from days to hours at sea. Likewise
covered were measures to safeguard the diversity of the ﬁshing ﬂeet,
preventing ﬁshing licenses to ﬂow freely across vessel categories.
Since the ﬁshing days system was established there has been a
total reduction of about 20 percent in the ﬁshing effort.
The ﬁshing days system, introduced in 1996 under the 1994
Commercial Fisheries Act, a so called ‘effort based’ regulation,
controls the ﬁshing effort via input in terms of time at sea, rather
than controlling the output through imposing quotas. The system
divides the ﬁshing ﬂeet into a number of vessel categories, based on
size and gear: pair trawlers, longliners, medium-size coastal vessels,
coastal longliners, coastal trawlers, and small coastal vessels.
Supported by all industry organizations of the Faroes, the
management regime has been credited not only for wholly preventing the problem of ﬁsh discards and untruthful reports, but
also for striking a sound balance among ecological, social and
economical interests.
With cod, haddock and saithe [pollock/coley] dominating
the multi-species groundﬁsh ﬁsheries in the Faroese EEZ, the
regulatory system aims at securing a sustainable level of ﬁshing;
besides controlling capacity and days at sea, the management
regime regulates the commercial ﬁsheries by tough gear and area
restrictions.
Said Alfred Olsen, chairman of the Parliamentary Business
Committee which ﬁne-tuned Mr Kalsö’s proposal: “The general
idea behind the ﬁshing days system was to create and maintain a
long-term balance in the ecosystems as well as in the composition
of the ﬁshing ﬂeet.”
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The ‘ﬁshing days system’
has been praised for
eliminating misreporting
and discard and for
earning the support of an
entire ﬁshing industry and
community—however an
amendment package could
be underway.

NO DISSEAFOOD
CARDING
INDUSTRY
NO MISREPORTING
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LITTLE FISH, BIG ATTENTION
The 2005 total catch in Faroe waters amounted to 674,000 metric tons, of which foreign vessels
caught 389,000; in comparison the Faroese caught around 538,000 tons, of which 284,438
were caught in the Faroe EEZ—and of which the home ﬂeet landed 134,000 tons.

catching and earning prospects. When

kept with good navigation-

it comes to the fresh ﬁsh ﬂeet catching

al equipment and catching

mainly off Faroe (and partly in Iceland

gear.

waters), the condition of the boats varies
more. There are many older vessels, long- FISHING FUTURE: Total
liners and fresh ﬁsh trawlers.

Faroe ﬁsh catches in 2005

The high fuel prices impact heav- came to approximately
ily on the whole ﬂeet, but in particular

537,904 tonnes, of which

HE FISHING industry is the main- 20 percent of all wage and salary pay- a ‘ﬁshing days system’ (instead of trad-

the trawlers have suffered from the oil

Faroe vessels ﬁshed 284,438

stay of the Faroe Islands economy.

able quotas) combined with a system of

spikes, as their catching method relies

tonnes in the Faroe EEZ

technical conservation measures has re-

much on horse power. The line vessels

(exclusive economic zone).

are less dependent on bollard pull.

Our ships caught 60,603

Approximately 94 percent of its exported

ments in Faroe.
So the fishery sector dominates

goods (exclusive of services and intel- Faroe economic thinking, and a pro- sulted in better times for the home ﬂeet.
lectual property) were ﬁsh related prod- tracted stagnation in the sector will lead

At present the combined purse sein- tonnes around Iceland, of

So the ﬁshing ﬂeet has been through a

ucts in 2005—that’s dkk 3,365m out of

to a crisis in the whole economy, as hap- good cycle lately.

ers/pelagic trawlers in particular and

which 5,123 tonnes were cod,

dkk 3,579m total. Wages and salaries

pened in 1992-93 and resulted in high

secondly the ﬁlleters/freezer trawlers are

haddock and coley (saithe).

amounted to dkk 6,133m in all, of which

emigration.

the most proﬁtable categories of vessels. 192,864 tonnes were caught

FAROE FISHERIES: Faroe ﬁshing can

dkk 834m were paid out to ﬁshermen

The Faroe ﬁshing industry has now

and dkk 380m to seafood processing

beneﬁted from a 10-year upswing. Re-

workers. Total wage payments in the

duced subsidies, the establishment of a

The earning capacity of the fresh

be divided into three main sections:

in other foreign waters.

CHRISTIAN Í GRÓTINUM

1) The catching of bottom species,

ﬁsh ﬂeet is slightly lower. These ves-

cod, haddock and coley, in home waters

sels are in terms of quality a mixed lot,

waters amounted to approx-

for onshore processing and exported as

mainly older ships, and they sell to the

imately 674,000 tonnes, of

ﬁllets in fresh iced condition.

local ﬁsh market or processing plants.

which foreign vessels caught

Some of the catches go to fresh ﬁsh

389,000 tonnes.

2) The catching of sea frozen ﬁsh,

Total catches in Faroe

buyers abroad.

mainly in the Barents Sea, for the indus-

The future looks pro-

The fresh ﬁsh ﬂeet has for years

try, catering and retail market.

now turned a reasonable proﬁt, though

seiners and trawlers, provided they get

in EU, Faroe and international waters.

rarely sufﬁcient for investment in new

big enough quotas and don’t suffer too

134,000 tonnes in 2005 at a value of dkk

ships. But a few newly built additions

unreasonable oil prices.

1,149m. So this part of the ﬂeet is very

COMPETITIVE SITUATION: In general

have arrived and been looked upon as

one may say that the Faroe factory trawl-

particularly positive renewals.

The home ﬂeet, which relies mostly
on cod, haddock and coley and is less
proﬁtable than the larger ships, is sensi-

producing quality products at com-

bought used ﬁshing vessels, 10-20 years

tive to the pinch from falling catch rates

FISHING DAYS : The home f leet

petitive prices. Quotas determine their

old, or have rebuilt existing boats. So

or low ﬁsh prices. Then crewing gets

operates under a system of ﬁshing days

the fresh ﬁsh (or home) ﬂeet has been

more difﬁcult. So many factors play a role

allocated to each group of vessels in the

upgraded and is now regarded as well

in its prospects. The home ﬂeet landed

ﬂeet and then subdivided to individual

need to, without feeling forced to pro-

been somewhat upset over the past few

that will last a few hours beyond 24 hours,

long it just to ﬁll out whatever number

years, with licenses crossing between

a ﬁshing vessel, with regard to the regu- of hours required to complete the next

Tonnes in 1,000

vessel categories, stirring up discontent.

lation, will only have spent the actual

450

4,500

“With more fairly distributed allotments

number of hours at sea, e.g. 26 hours,

“When the weather turns nasty in

400

4,000

of ﬁshing days reﬂecting a more accurate

whereas earlier the same trip would have

the middle of a ﬁshing trip, you won’t be

350

3,500

punished for going to shore from now on;

300

3,000

250

2,500

200

2,000

24-hour time span.

Said Hans Andrias Poulsen, skip- whereas the way it has been, it will make

unnecessary ﬂuctuations in the immediate

per and main owner of coastal trawler

you inclined to stay out those extra hours

future, we have restored a very important

Hansa Maria FD 747: “This means now

because otherwise you’d ﬁnd it costing you

balance.”

we can end a ﬁshing trip whenever we

unnecessarily in terms of ﬁshing days.”
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and its supporting service sector.

Most ship owners, however, have

When embarking on a ﬁshing trip

more clearly deﬁned legislation to prevent

important for the onshore ﬁsh industry

ers and purse seiners are ﬁrst-rate ships,

This balance, Mr Olsen said, had

been registered as two days at sea.

Fresh cod caught by longliner.

pitious for the big purse

3) Pelagic ﬁshing, which takes place

Purse seiner/pelagic trawler Finnur Fríði.

picture of today’s ﬁshing ﬂeet, and with

MARIA OLSEN

T

ﬁshery sector came to dkk 1,214m i.e. ﬁsh auction, and the implementation of

By Óli M. Lassen

Seafood Exports by Quantity and Value / Total Exports by Value and Product Category (exclusive of services and intellectual property)
Export of Fish by Quantity and Value

150
1990

Tonnes in 1,000

Million DKK

Million DKK

1,500
1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

EXPORT FOB VALUE IN MILLION DKK

2001

2002

2003

2004

Chilled seafood
Frozen seafood
Salted seafood
Smoked seafood
Dried seafood
Canned seafood
Otherw. conserved seafood
Other seafood products
Seafood products total

1,400
1,608
678
67
222
125
74
20
4,194

1,477
1,580
653
29
220
127
74
1
4,162

1,288
1,368
642
14
238
109
104
0
3,764

1,185 1,026
1,173 1,334
543
512
28
40
364
350
83
54
80
49
1
1
3,457 3,366

2005

Other products
Total

86
73
4,281 4,235

144
3,908

211
220
3,668 3,586

Source: Statistics Faroes
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Pair trawler Bakur FD 1201
hauling in the trawl.

thought as a matter of ideology that the
fresh ﬁsh ﬂeet gets more efﬁcient by the
year. The theories are loosely founded,

Björn Kalsö, Minister of Fisheries
and Maritime Affairs.

and one wonders why this focus is so

cause genetic dwarﬁsm, through con-

heavy on the least efﬁcient and proﬁt-

sistent elimination of the fast-growth

able part of the ﬁshing industry, namely

strain from the ﬁshed population.

the home ﬂeet, which largely consists of

Another criticized common ap-

30-40 year old line boats, pair trawlers

proach is the present methodology of

and smaller, elderly fresh ﬁsh trawlers.

managing multi-species fisheries by

So the 130,000 tonnes of demersal ﬁsh

keeping the level of a multi-species ﬁsh-

from the home grounds come under dis-

ery according to the state of the most

proportionate scrutiny.

depleted species. Where several species

This heavy focus on the catches of

co-exist in a full or even partial overlap

the small vessels seems to indicate that

of their ecological niches, such manage-

communities whose economy depends

ment may be totally ineffective, or even

heavily on natural resources ﬁx their at-

detrimental. This happens, where man-

days are tradable (within limits and upon

tention on the resources they are most

agement rules aimed at the protection of

conditions) between boats.

familiar with and leave alone the less

the more valuable, but depleted species

known resources such as the internation-

prevent the ﬁshing of the prevailing spe-

al pelagic ﬁsheries in which big ships and

cies that compete with the former over

ships and boats in each group. Unused

The ﬁshing days system must be the
best method devised to date to ensure

MARIA OLSEN

a sustainable industry and safe conser- big business engage in.

food and habitat. In such instances, the

vation of ﬁsh stocks in a multi-species

We observe the same tendency in

ﬁshery. The ﬁshing days system put an

other ﬁshing nations, where the coastal

end to the discharge of ﬁsh and seems

ﬂeet is also under scrutiny. The reason

protected by this management, too. This

to be in harmony with nature.

why this part of the ﬂeet is under such

enables species, such as whiting and had-

But even if the ﬁshing days system

social pressure may be that these boats

is an excellent alternative to the quota

do not have sufﬁciently strong organiza-

system, it is subject to criticism for its

tions behind them to communicate their

perceived inherent drawbacks. This

interests to society and fail to prove their

perception is shared by some ﬁsheries

relatively limited impact on the environ-

scientists, some politicians, the press

ment. This imbalance means that the

and other opinion formers; bastions of

coastal ﬁsheries are under irresistible

social power harbor this inbuilt way of

pressure from public opinion.
One side effect of

Fisheries Export FOB Value in DKK 1,000: Top 15 Species
MAIN SPECIES
Cod
Saithe (Pollock/Coley)
Salmon
Haddock
Monkﬁsh
Blue Whiting
Herring
Mackerel
Redﬁsh (Ocean Perch)
Shrimp
Ling
Rainbow Trout
Greater Silver Smelt
Turbot (Greenland Halibut)
Tusk

2001
2002
846,655 1,069,497
391,333 416,790
939,330 812,731
313,005 377,929
80,420
69,495
89,071
79,579
124,921
98,003
169,898 151,900
122,114
76,656
318,241 245,042
57,582
40,860
52,398 130,424
47,267
41,669
94,279
61,234
41,933
32,650
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2003
941,213
318,645
804,204
331,039
68,497
127,513
42,037
63,390
72,439
221,413
45,420
159,912
31,061
63,802
22,233

2004
817,250
269,581
684,992
320,022
96,468
87,546
29,130
105,796
88,628
125,381
61,808
77,366
17,834
65,257
33,912

2005
653,387
448,831
439,852
332,169
135,203
125,975
112,438
106,096
101,074
98,055
64,324
58,674
46,515
39,975
31,436

this is that the home

FROM SINGLE-SPECIES TO
ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
By Menakhem Ben-Yami
LREADY FOR several decades,

A

‘dissident’ ﬁshery scientists and

many fishermen have been question-

With growing recognition of the fact that conventional methodology produces
ineffective and even adverse management steps, the meeting of ﬁsheries
management with offshore oil industry requires advance planning and
integrated management of the ecosystems involved.

ﬂeet does not have op- ing the validity of the stock assessment

larger populations of the competitors
of the weakest species’ remain, in fact,

dock, in case of cod management, to successfully compete, procreate faster that
the cod, and make its recovery even more
difﬁcult. With such sort of management,
only a change in environmental conditions that would favour cod and depress
the other species might enable cod’s recovery, rather in spite, than because of
the single-species management.
Such approaches have served for
the last 50 years as a basis for Atlan-

timal conditions under

models employed for ﬁsheries manage-

models—they maintain—is a faulty sci- ﬁsh. But removal of large predators re- tic ﬁsheries management steps, but the

which to operate. In the

ment throughout North Atlantic ﬁsher-

ence, which should not be applied where

duces predation on small ﬁsh other than

miserable results of ﬁshery management

long run this imbalance

ies. They questioned assessment models

such models are unable to produce reli- cod, which in turn compete for food with

at both sides of the Atlantic, including

may lead to further con- that consider single stocks in isolation

able assessment, even if they represent

the remaining cod. In extreme cases, this

that of the EU’s Common Fishery Policy

strictions of its freedom

‘the best available’ science.

strategy can lead to stunting; that’s to a

(CFP), prove that they’ve never been any

large population of small, slow growing

good.

from their ecosystem, environmental

of operations and in- ﬂuctuations and man-caused effects, and

Size-selective ﬁshing is another

come. This also looks

presuppose that by manipulating ﬁsh-

common practice questioned. For exam- individuals, a situation often undetected

This criticism and the prevailing

like being the case in

ing mortality mainly by output (quota)

ple, the conventional and prevailing cod

and wrongly interpreted as overﬁshing.

failure of the ‘rebuilding of stocks’ man-

the Faroe public debate

control, a sustainable equilibrium can be

ﬁshery management strategy focuses on

Some scientists theorise that long-term

agement, mainly through progressive

on ﬁshing.

achieved. Improper use of inadequate

catching larger and ﬁltering out smaller

application of such strategy may also

reduction of the total allowable catches
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science and management establishments to start revising, at least mentally,

be done with the various human

MARIA OLSEN

(TAC), has forced both the ﬁsheries

interventions into the system, like
pollution, shore and marine con-

their methodology and policies. All the

structions, etc., and their environ-

more that in recent years, criticism has

mental impacts.

been expressed also by ofﬁcial academic
bodies, such as the U.K. Royal Society,

INTEGRATED ZONE MANAGE-

Scottish Royal Academy, and the U.S.

MENT: Ecosystem management

Academy of Sciences.

can be implemented using a mech-

FAROESE FISHERIES LABORATORY
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anism known as “integrated coastal

Nonetheless, North Atlantic management still prescribes ﬁshing levels on

zone management” (ICZM). Born

the basis of ﬂawed science. Notwith-

a decade ago as a tool to prepare

standing, the reality that the conven-

nations for sea-level rise, it’s been

tional methodology produces ineffective

now applied by governments to

and even adverse management steps is

harmonize the often-conﬂicting

being more and more recognized. While

and competing interests of various

most scientists keep working within

stakeholders with its own policies.

Shetland

°

61 N
°

60 N
59° N

Atlantic
Ocean

ery and marine-farming management,
including allocating sites for cage-farms

Some governments used ICZM to

the context of old ideas, they know that

and ﬁshing grounds by different ﬁshing

soon new paradigms would replace the

paper over past blunders that have re- methods or ﬁsheries sectors.

old ones, they’ve been trained to employ

sulted in destruction of coastal habitats,

and are used to. The new multi-species

callous allocation of public beaches to

management system would be alert for

private urban and industrial develop- shore ecosystems can apply the basic

the follies of the ever-changing environ-

ment, and relinquishing of inshore wa- principles of ICZM to an integrated

ment, and look at the state of stocks on

ters to polluting by industrial, municipal,

offshore zone management (IOZM).

the background of climatic ﬂuctuations

agricultural efﬂuents, and oil spills. In

Forward looking management planning

and events, and of other non-ﬁshing fac-

other cases ICZM emerged in result of a

is particularly necessary, where offshore

tors, including man-made effects.

public-sponsored pressure on the author- ﬁshing grounds must be shared with oil

Landing fresh ﬁsh at Toftir (center); ﬁlleting trawler Enniberg TN 180 (bottom left); Faroese Fisheries
Inspection ofﬁcial measuring mesh sizes aboard a trawler (bottom right); map of the Faroe EEZ (top right).

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: In

an article published in a 2003 ICES

especially to the sensitive larval stage.

occupying the ecosystem at all stages

Bulletin, Dr Mikko Heino explained

Such changes are related to the physical

of their life. It must be concerned with

that ICES was shifting to an ‘ecosys- environment—the variability in sunlight,
tem approach’ to ﬁsheries management. winds, and currents—and the resulting

Faroes, that wish to manage larger, off-

all stakeholders, their performance and

To be implemented, ‘ecosystem- sides of the shoreline. Fisheries-wise,
based fishery management’ requires ICZM has to locate protected marine

of inter-disciplinary thinking, analysis,
synthesis, and conclusions. Planning

activities, not only with management

initial formulation, legislation and

Ecosystem approach has become a very

of ﬁshing, but also with habitat protec-

planning. All elements that require

popular term. Heino wrote that it would

on which larvae feed.

tion against unreasonable development,

areas (MPAs), safeguard biodiversity of

IOZM should represent a product

coastal and upstream pollution, extrac-

marine and seashore-associated species should be done by teams of experts and/
intervention must be deﬁned and man- in sensitive habitats, and comprise ﬁsh- or representatives of the various stakeaged separately, while taking the other

all changes of the marine environment,

tion of various sea-bottom components

elements into account. Flexibility and

in space, time and character. Climatic

and of oil, shipping and other trafﬁc, etc.

tailoring management for each speciﬁc

and oceanographic trends and ﬂuctua- All this in spite that certain parties, for

ﬁshery and area should become the rule.

tions that have been occurring in the

There’s no rational way to impose a single

ecosystem throughout history must be

‘common’ policy that doesn’t take all the

taken into account, as well as all the

above into account. Fishery by ﬁshery

physical, biological and chemical forces

must be analyzed to see, for example, if

imposed upon the ecosystem by the

TACs are the right methodology to use

various human activities and the rela-

or other options such as effort control

tionships between the various species

should be considered. The same must

consider the effects of climate and ocean-

Ecosystem approach must consider

ography and of changes in food supply,
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Oceanic countries, such as the

their own reasons, are trying to misrep- ities to save what was left of the coastal extracting industry and its various eleresent it as the effect of ﬁsheries on the strip and its natural resources, and his- ments, and extraction areas must be alenvironment, and nothing else.
torical and archaeological assets at both located to various stakeholders.

development of phyto- and zooplankton

2005 Domestic Fresh Fish* Landings in MT by Species and Gear
Species/Gear
Cod
Saithe (Pollock/Coley)
Haddock
Redﬁsh (Ocean Perch)
Ling
Monkﬁsh
Gr. Silver Smelt (Argentine)
Tusk
Turbot (Greenland Halibut)
Blue Ling
Source: Statistics Faroes

Otter Trawl
5,930
10,022
1,106
3,344
294
1,800
0
91
504
1,275

0°

Pair Trawl
1,804
50,366
1,282
458
711
548
6908
84
18
26

Longline Jigging Line Gillnets etc
9,496
1,201
445
243
1,454
5
17,469
119
0
125
8
54
2,691
4
28
415
0
1476
0
0
0
2398
3
1
27
0
663
54
0
73

Total
18,876
62,090
19,976
3,988
3728
4,239
6908
2578
1,212
1,429

* Exclusive of Pelagic Fisheries
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of them of the younger generation. Another consequence was

Faroese Seafood Exports FOB Value in DKK 1,000
COD, HADDOCK, SAITHE

2001

2002

2003

competition for vessel mooring, service and repair facilities in

2004

2005

Cod
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Chilled ﬁllets
Frozen ﬁllets
Salted ﬁllets
Salted split
Other

846,655 1,069,497
80,910 168,249
10,764
32,318
7,563
22,335
232,824 303,471
164,349
170,411
341,950 342,445
8,295
30,268

941,247 817,250
136,930 112,727
363
69
15,962
7,674
219,611 229,430
170,133 125,443
372,678 309,293
25,571
32,614

653,387
89,452
7,446
5,409
189,654
123,499
223,717
14,210

Haddock
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Other

313,005
116,856
2,727
168,742
24,679

377,929
191,589
5,279
172,257
8,803

331,242
184,712
3,463
122,652
20,415

320,022
163,760
856
116,466
38,940

332,169
155,711
1,471
128,732
46,255

Saithe (Pollock/Coley)
Chilled whole
Chilled ﬁllets
Frozen ﬁllets
Salted ﬁllets
Other

391,333 416,790
30,097
54,575
16,492
8,911
273,808 278,950
51,584
63,920
19,351
10,434

318,264
53,163
12,745
203,918
25,095
23,342

269,581
35,288
17,584
191,231
12,215
13,263

448,831
52,267
28,995
245,183
74,426
47,961

2002

2003

2004

2005

939,406
611,458
52,942
205,380
48,139
21,486

812,731
562,204
45,315
173,790
24,493
6,929

804,623
532,620
39,170
224,297
326
8,211

684,992
424,299
69,632
184,324
7
6,731

439,852
206,522
53,660
169,967
0
9,703

52,398
5,580
46,144
674

130,424
9,899
120,379
146

159,912
4,074
155,353
485

77,366
447
76,547
372

58,674
484
58,190
0

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Shrimp
Frozen shell on
Canned
Other

318,241
197,484
120,757
0

245,042
110,084
119,041
15,917

221,413
107,986
106,720
6,707

125,381
47,814
77,567
0

98,055
41,453
47,446
9,155

Other
Chilled whole ﬁsh
Other chilled seafood
Frozen whole ﬁsh
Whole industrial ﬁsh
Dried ﬁsh meal, feed
Frozen ﬁsh, n/spec.
Other salted seafood
Other ﬁsh products

945,230 799,930
190,168 207,087
67,641
37,275
78,944
41,301
20,958
29,709
218,721 194,187
210,255 153,321
109,000
71,000
49,134
45,972

Salmon
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Smoked ﬁllets
Other
Rainbow Trout
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Other
SHRIMP, OTHER

PELAGIC SPECIES
Blue whiting
Whole, otherw. cons.
Frozen split
Other

2001

2002

755,072 940,094 991,317
223,675 281,647 290,049
25,724
34,670
25,211
41,332
41,586
83,703
33,825
13,770
12,602
211,864 321,689 308,543
125,762 112,736 123,136
65,771
85,914
83,201
27,079
48,083
64,872
2003

2004

2005

89,071
26,241
62,770
61

79,579
14,308
61,983
3,288

127,834
60,696
66,815
323

87,546
40,969
46,020
557

125,975
14,431
111,091
453

Herring
Chilled whole
Frozen whole
Frozen ﬁllets
Other

129,154
76,676
31,329
20,121
1,028

98,407
56,235
10,154
30,343
1,675

42,037
18,966
1,182
18,579
3,311

29,130
2,204
14,207
11,079
1,640

112,438
23,534
32,212
55,065
1,626

Mackerel
Chilled whole
Other

169,898
169,898
0

151,900
143,176
8,724

63,390
63,257
133

105,796
86,119
19,677

106,096
104,773
1,323

Source: Statistics Faroes
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There may also be secondary effects on the ﬁshing communities
concerned, not always beneﬁcial, to say the least.
Another aspect consists in zonal allocation. In some areas,
conﬂicts developed due to the oil industry gradually expanding
over ﬁshing grounds, by setting up drilling rigs, platforms and
pipelines, which the authorities surround by no-ﬁshing, sterile
zones. The ﬁsheries, rightly so, complained of loss of ﬁshing
grounds and claimed compensations. Such cases were ﬁnding
their solution either in litigation or in out-of-court settlements.
But, under preventive zonal planning, closing off of certain areas
to the ﬁsheries, and compensating them by developing more
favorable to them management in the other ones, if feasible,
as well as other compensations, may be negotiated, agreed on,
and implemented.
Still another aspect is the impact on environment. There’re
oil spills during the production phase and pollution oozing from
abandoned rigs and their effect on marine habitats. Drilling
activities and offshore installations, set amidst or close to ﬁshMARIA OLSEN

2001

FARMED SALMON, TROUT

harbours, where formerly ﬁshing ﬂeets had been the main user.

Dayboats landing at Eiði on the island of Eysturoy (center);
a Faroese trawler hauling the codend on board (below).

been causing protests on the part of ﬁshermen. ‘Ship-to-ship’
oil transfer is a controversial practice. Although, in some cases,
it may save oil companies shipping time, but it may threaten

all the other devils show up. One of them and not a minor
one is the development of marine oil industry, where oilﬁelds

holders, appointed or approved by the authorities. Their terms

ing grounds are often a source of debris and pollution that have

have been located under the sea bottom.

of reference may vary from country to country and would very

high sensitivity ﬁshing grounds with oil pollution.
On the other hand, ﬁxed oil rigs may play the role of artiﬁcial reefs and, thus, enhance biota in their vicinity. The jury
is still out on the ‘rigs-to-reefs’ concept, by which derelict pro-

much depend on the sort of stakeholders, the condition and

OFFSHORE OIL INDUSTRY: A country like the Faroes, where

duction platforms and other redundant installations are sunk

status of the coastal mineral and living resources, density of

the coastal and offshore ﬁsheries represent the mainstay of the

and abandoned at sea to serve as artiﬁcial reefs, because, their

coastal population, land ownership and land allocation along

national economy, and where marine oil industry is only making

inﬂuence on the biota in general and commercial species, in

the waterfront, facilities to be shared, or newly erected, degree

its ﬁrst steps, ICZM and IOMZ planning seems a desirable

particular, is still not clear.

and sources of pollution, etc., and last but not least, by the

precautionary measure. There’re several aspects to the possible

In conclusion, the meeting of ﬁsheries management with

respective governments policies and preferences.

effects of oil industry on the ﬁshing industry and on marine

offshore oil industry needs advance planning and integrated

environment in general. One such aspect is the character and

management of the ecosystems involved.

As mentioned above, IOZM would comprise, or at
least seriously consider ﬁsheries management. The level of

extent of socio-economic effects of the expansion of oil indus-

its involvement depends on the local conditions. Fishermen

try over the coastal and inshore areas with substantial ﬁshery

frequently ask whether such integrated management is good

industries.

or bad for their industry. This is a valid question, because,

In general, a ﬂow of labour from the ﬁsheries to the newly

depending on the national policies and politics, it may become

developing oil industry should be expected. This was happening,

a trap or a blessing for the ﬁshing industry. One obvious plus

in particular, where higher paid jobs were offered by the oil and

is that the analysis of the situation during ICZM or IOZM

oil services companies. Where ﬁshing vessels were acquired

planning practically precludes pointing at ﬁshing as the only

or chartered by oil companies to serve as the obligatory in the

villain to be blamed for deterioration of coastal or offshore

North Sea ‘stand-by’ vessels, or as supplies carriers, many of

ecosystems and ﬁsh stocks, because already at the ﬁrst touch

the jobs on board were taken up by former ﬁshermen, many
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FAROE’S FAMED EFFORT SYST EM IN FOR UPDATE
Combining a traditional culture of sustainability with contemporary research and development in biotech, ﬁsh
harvesting and seafood processing, the Faroese seek to build a ‘showcase’ management system, according to the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs.

seacliffs to the non-industrial farming

trawling, to ﬁnding out how to optimally

of sheep or cattle, to small-scale whal- process extracts of collagen and gelatin
ing, to household ﬁshing. For instance,

from the skin of Faroese groundﬁsh, the

his year marks the tenth anniver- “Whereas our written tradition may

and responsibly. In fact the very notion

during the ﬁnancial melt-down of the

demand for scientiﬁc research and devel-

sary of the current Faroese ﬁsheries

of sustainability and responsibility can

early 1990s, self-supply had a profound

opment is constantly growing, according

management regime, the acclaimed Fish- is the envy of the world. This is some- feel unnatural to some of us—because

importance and helped make possible

to Mr Mörköre.

ing Days System, a purely effort-based

thing that may partly explain why we

traditionally, nobody in their right mind

the quick recovery of our economy. As

management system devoid of quotas or

haven’t been so outgoing in publishing

would even consider anything detrimen-

to commercial ﬁshing, the traditional,

try of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs

TACs (total allowable catch), however

management reports to present proofs

tal to that. The sustainability of the re-

ever precautionary approach is largely

established three new research and de-

using extensive technical regulations.

of the sustainability and responsibility

sources and the environment, on which

integrated in our management—which

velopment centers, dedicated to marine

of our ﬁsheries.”

our livelihood would be, and still is de-

however, by no means, would imply that

biotech, ﬁsh harvesting and ﬁsh process-

it shouldn’t be developed further.”

ing technology. The R&D centers are

T

While the 10-year anniversary

not be the greatest, our oral tradition

About two years ago, the Minis-

provides an occasion for the Minister of

Mr Mörköre added: “To a great

pendent, has always been elementary and

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs, Björn

extent, the Faroese are still ‘nature

crucial. This mentality permeates most

Kalsö to initiate a re-evaluation of the

people’ and we have strong traditions in

every tradition we have preserved—from

developing new energy saving and en- infrastructures of government agencies

Fishing Days System, the broad con- managing natural resources sustainably

harvesting wild eggs or birds from the

vironmentally friendly cod harvesting

and public institutions including the

methods to building effective sorting

Faroese Fisheries Laboratory and the

devices to eliminate unwanted bycatch in

Food, Veterinary and Environmental

sensus is nonetheless that the system
offers a well-functioning management
framework for the ﬁsheries of the Faroe

Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs permanent secretary Rógvi Reinert (left)
with Jákup Mörköre, coordinator of ﬁshing industry research.

This is where science steps in. From

all hosted by and based upon existing

Agency. Another R&D program coordi-

EEZ (exclusive economic zone), fea-

nated by Mr Mörköre aims to stimulate

turing such glorious advantages as full

scientiﬁc and industrial R&D projects

cooperation between industry and au-

in order to “develop Faroese ﬁsheries in-

MINISTRY OF FISHERIES
AND MARITIME AFFAIRS
General Ofﬁce
PO Box 347, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.ﬁsk.fo
E-Mail: ﬁsk@ﬁsk.fo
Tel.: +298 353030
Fax: +298 353035
Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs:
Björn Kalsö
Permanent Secretary: Rógvi Reinert
Secretary: Katarina Michelsen
Coordinator of Fishing Industry Research:
Jákup Mörköre
Headed by the Minister of Fisheries
and Maritime Affairs, the Ministry of
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs represents
the Faroese Government’s authority
in overall charge of ﬁsheries and
maritime affairs of the Faroe Islands.
Agencies under the responsibility of the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Affairs:
•Faroese Fisheries Laboratory
•FMA (Faroese Maritime Authority)
•Fire Protection Agency
•Fisheries Administration
•Fisheries Control Agency
and Coast Guard
•MRCC (Maritime Rescue
and Coordination Center)
•Ship Registry

thorities, community-wide support, and

dustry, harvesting, processing and trade,

complete absence of problems such as

with regard to biologically, economically

stocks. Looking into that particular ef-

misreporting of catches or discards of

and socially sustainable use of the ocean’s

fect could be one candidate subject of re-

marketable ﬁsh.

resources.”

search, too. Ultimately, to underpin the

Pushed by the sheer smallness of

One of the research projects funded, Prime Minister’s Vision 2015, we want

the Faroese economy and the total domi-

the ‘Digital National Traceability Sys- to build a showcase system of ﬁsheries

nance of seafood on the exporting side,

tem’ is about to become a promising joint

the ﬁshing industry and the scientiﬁc

venture between vessel operators, sea-

community enjoy a working relationship

food processors and the Ministry, with

technical regulations include minimum

on many levels. Meanwhile, with the

the purpose of building an industry-wide

mesh size directives as well as fishing

global adoption of concepts like sustain-

platform for chain traceability.

gear and vessel category restrictions plus

able ﬁsheries management, international

“There are many promising avenues

management.”
In the Faroese management regime,

marine protected areas—the area inside the

seafood purchasers are set to place grow-

of research to pursue, “Mr Mörköre said, 12-mile border is closed year-round for all

ing emphasis on responsible harvesting

“such as deeper surveys into ﬁsh behav- bottom trawling except for small inshore
ior or the relevance and signiﬁcance of

vessels under a limited period only; most of

consumers with information on product

currents, food supply, predators and

the surrounding area is likewise temporar-

origin and ﬁshing method used, in ad-

ecosystem conditions in a wider sense.

ily closed for trawling with engines greater

dition to nutritional data.

It wouldn’t surprise me, for instance, if

than 500 hp; additionally, eight identiﬁed

the protection of spawning areas would

spawning areas are temporarily closed for

have a beneﬁcial effect on the genetic

all ﬁshing; and areas containing coral reeves

diversity as well as the stability of cod

are closed year-round for all trawling.

Said Jákup Mörköre, Ministry of
Fisheries and Maritime Affairs coordinator of fishing industry research:
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and chain traceability in order to provide
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about dkk 10m [eur 1.35m / gbp 0.93m /
usd 1.6m] per pair.
“Our vessels have performed well,”
Mr Olsen remarked, “but eventually the
it became purely a matter of pricing and

Fishing vessel ownership and
operations, suppliers of ﬁsh and
seafood products, business holdings.

the money from that sale and the quota
left, we were able to seize the opportu-

quantities to yield 2,000 tons of frozen- nity as the Vesturvón was offered for sale
at-sea ﬁllets from the Barents Sea, the shortly after. Now, with the Akraberg’s

With operations ranging from offshore aquaculture to ﬁsh ﬁlleting, from domestic longlining and pair
trawling to distant-water purse seining and trawling, vessel owner Framherji has moved to grow its business
assets dramatically, becoming a major Faroese ﬁsh harvester.

W

E-Mail: svovil@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 447617
Managing Director: Anﬁnn Olsen

timing. It turned out we got a fair price

FRAMHERJI RAISES STAKES
IN FISHING INDUSTRY

Havnaökið, FO-650 Toftir

Akraberg’s quota was too small and selling

from a Polish vessel operator and with
Purse seiner/pelagic trawler Högaberg.

FRAMHERJI

Irminger Sea southwest of Iceland and

and Vesturvón’s quotas combined, we can

off Greenland’s east coast. Exported to

run a viable, year-round ﬁlleting trawler

the UK and Japan at an average of about

operation.”

dkk 30 [eur 4.00 / gbp 2.75 / usd 4.80]

The 2,056-gt Högaberg, after hav-

per kilogram, the Vesturvón may well

ing undergone refurbishments in late 2005

maintain net sales at dkk 60m [eur 8m

and early 2006, could report net sales

/ gbp 5.5m / usd 9.6m] per year.

of dkk 12m [eur 1.6m / gbp 1.1m / usd

Meanwhile the pelagic vessel

1.9m] from landings of blue whiting and

Högaberg landed blue whiting, herring,

capelin during its ﬁrst six weeks of ﬁshing

capelin and mackerel at a total value of

operations in 2006.

Factory trawler: ‘Vesturvón’ (2,114 GT)
Pair trawlers:
‘Vesturleiki’ and ‘Vestursöki’ (419 GT)
‘Akranes’ and ‘Dragasund’ (215 GT)
Purse seiner: ‘Högaberg’ (2,056 GT)
UK seafood trading company:
Seagold, Hull
Minority holdings:
Bergfrost cold storage facility
Notio venture capital fund
Frozen-at-sea products: Fillets of cod,
haddock and other groundﬁsh species.
Fresh iced products: Whole round
gutted or ﬁlleted cod, haddock, saithe
(pollock/coley), turbot (Greenland halibut),
redﬁsh (ocean perch), wolfﬁsh (ocean
catﬁsh), black scabbardﬁsh, ling, tusk,
monkﬁsh, sole, plaice, and ﬂounder.

almost dkk 40m [eur 5.4m / gbp 3.7m /
Back in the cod business, longlining
usd 6.4m] in only nine months of op- operations tend to be more constant and
erations during 2005. The landings of less costly than those of trawlers and purse

al business network and a ﬁrm footing

longliner Stapin, catching mainly cod,

seiners, Mr Olsen explained. “There are

in the Faroe ﬁshing industry. Founded

reached a total value of dkk 14m [eur

no huge ﬁgures involved with the Stapin,” in mid 1990s and owned by the Olsens

1.9m / gbp 1.3m / usd 2.2m]. As to the

he said; “it’s a relatively steady and healthy

together with Iceland’s Samherji, which

business.”

holds a one-third share, Framherji has

munities of Toftir and Fuglafjörður, respectively, have built a strong internation-

HILE TODAY FEW if any

in sea cages, in addition to business as- 361—plus the Sörvágur onshore ﬁsh pro-

two pairs Vesturleiki-Vestursöki and

Faroese ﬁshing companies can

sets on land, Framherji has become one

cessing facility. Prior to the Vesturvón

Akranes-Dragasund, last year’s average

match Framherji in the range of species

of the Faroes’ leading vessel operators

deal, worth some dkk 150m [eur 20m

to the ﬁshing vessels and the onshore
processing facility, a 42-percent stake in

“When discussing the ﬁshing indus- gained prominence in the industry with

harvested and commercial ﬁshing meth- and seafood companies.

/ gbp 14m/ usd 24m] according to un-

catch of the Faroese pair trawler catego- try, some people tend to voice demands
ry—about 15 pairs catching mainly saithe for restrictions and extra taxes; I think

ods used, the company’s potential for

veriﬁed ﬁgures, Framherji’s ﬂeet also in-

[pollock/coley] within the Faroe Islands

they forget the extremely volatile nature of

cluded the combined purse seiner/trawler

exclusive economic zone—amounted to

most commercial ﬁshing operations. Prof- the Bergfrost cold storage facility and

to seven ﬁshing vessels as the company, Högaberg FD 1210; at the same time,

approximately 4,000 tons per pair at an

its can be high for a few years sometimes,

a share in the venture ﬁrm Notio with

ﬁshing vessels operating year-round, tens

after having sold its ﬁlleting trawler the

the longliner Stapin FD 32 joined the

average allotment of 185 days at sea and

but bad periods invariably hit back and

holdings that include Faroe Yard, a mi-

of thousands of farmed halibut juveniles

Akraberg FD 10, purchased a 60-per- ﬂeet as Framherji purchased vessel owner

an estimated average landing value of

operators will have to be very strong ﬁ- nority share in Kollafjord Pelagic and

and a million salmon smolt on-growing

cent share of the Vesturvón group, the

Regn, a company managed and partly

dkk 5 per kilogram corresponding to

nancially to withstand the downturns.”

owner of the renowned ﬁlleting trawler

owned by Framherji’s managing director,

Vesturvón VA 200 and four smaller

Anﬁnn Olsen.

growth in the years ahead looks greater
than ever before. With seven modern

During the fall of 2005, Framherji’s
ﬂeet in one stroke increased from two
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several other businesses.

In the 1980s, Mr Olsen took a master’s degree in ﬁsheries management from

fresh ﬁsh trawlers—pair Vesturleiki VA

Retaining the Akraberg’s relatively

the University of Tromsö, Norway, as did

363 and Vestursöki VA 364, and pair

small distant-water cod, haddock and

his wife and partner, Elisabeth Eldevig.

Akranes VA 261 and Dragasund VA

redﬁsh (ocean perch) quota, and com-

The Olsens, raised in the ﬁsheries com-

Managing owner Anﬁnn Olsen with skipper
Eyðun á Bergi (above); discharging frozen
seafood from ﬁlleting trawler Vesturvón (left).

business assets that include, in addition

bining it with that of the Vesturvón’s,
Framherji’s 2,114-gt newly acquired factory trawler is licensed to catch sufﬁcient

Longliner Stapin (left); pair trawlers
Vesturleiki and Vestursöki (right).
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With the famous Cuba Trawlers
ﬁnally phased out and new pair
trawlers taking their place, vessel
owner and operator Beta has
decided to offer researchers access to
a unique data source—its wealth
of preserved records from decades
of ongoing trawler operations.

I

in the North Sea offshore oil industry.
However, after a few years, following complications in the offshore business, one
of the trawlers was sold to the UK while

BETA
PO Box 111, FO-600 Saltangará.
E-Mail: beta@beta.fo
Tel.: +298 470070

the remaining eight were refurbished for

Chief executive: Ragnar Olsen

groundﬁsh trawling off the Faroes.

Fishing vessel company with subsidiary
ﬁsh landing station (Kongshavn).

In 1977, Beta was formed as a separate company for the ownership and management of the eight Cuba Trawlers, and

T BEGAN IN 1973 when Faroe Ship,

the 1977-1978 entry of the refurbished

at a bargain price, purchased a massive

trawlers into the Faroese ﬁshing ﬂeet is

package of nine sea vessels from East

widely perceived as a major event in the

Germany. The vessels—all sister ships

modern economic history of the tiny na-

that is, stern trawlers of identical type

tion in the North Atlantic.

Harvesting, landing and redistribution
of saithe (pollock/coley) and
various groundﬁsh species
including cod, haddock, halibut.
Sales through trading partner
FoFish — http://www.foﬁsh.com
Pair trawlers (464 GT):
Bakur FD 1201 and Stelkur FD 1202
Two similar pair trawlers under construction
Further two scheduled for construction

and size—were built in Rosslau a few

At the time the vessels arrived, the

years earlier, then delivered to Havana,

Faroe ﬁshing ﬂeet was experiencing the

Cuba, in what turned out to be a failed

negative effects of high oil prices and so, 230,000 tons. The total catch has reafter a few years, the method of two vessels mained approximately the same since

DDR effort to aid its communist ally

sharing one trawl, known as pair trawling, 2002, as the two new vessels, which were
eventually became the modus operandi built in Spain, have proven more effective

across the Atlantic.
That story was wrapped up in late

than the old ones.

for the Cuba Trawlers. According to Mr

Trawlers left the Faroes for their ﬁnal

Olsen—who became Beta’s long-time

Bringing in all those thousands of

chief executive after having captained

tons over a period of 25 years—at a total

the trawler Vónin and established the

catch value of more than dkk 1bn [eur

trawl manufacturing company by the same

134m / usd 158m]—the Cuba Trawlers

name—Beta ﬁrst thoroughly compared

effectively introduced the concept of dedi-

the traditional trawling method against

cated commercial trawling for saithe in the

MARIA OLSEN

2005 when the last two of the Cuba
destination to Norway in a decommissioning plan. Nonetheless, a huge legacy
had been ﬂoated for perpetuity in Beta’s
continued ﬁshing operations as the Cuba
Trawlers pioneered the business of saithe
(pollock/coley) harvesting by trawl and
opened a new era in Faroe ﬁsheries; and
with their ﬁrst replacements, the new pair

LOOKING BACK AT
A BILLION WORTH OF CATCH

pair trawling in terms of fuel consumption, Faroe exclusive economic zone, a ﬁshery
trawling capacity, catch efﬁciency and that was joined by other operators and has
overall operational effectiveness. Six out of

grown to represent a considerable portion

the eight Cuba Trawlers had started pair

of the country’s annual domestic catch.

Bakur FD 1201 and Stelkur FD 1202, Cíes yards in Vigo, Spain, scheduled

former chief executive, Olaf Olsen, has

That means subjects of relevance can

commencing operations in early 2003,

for delivery by early 2007, according to

decided to highlight the availability of

be the exploration of almost anything from

Beta has set an undisputed standard for

Ragnar Olsen, Beta’s chief executive. The

these records and the opportunity pre-

catch quantity to catch value, to changes

trawling by late 1982. Throughout 1983, Indicating a very signiﬁcant impact on a
by having two of the vessels at the time socio-economic level, the wages paid by

this particular ﬁshery.

third pair, likely to be ordered in the near

sented by the extraordinary amount of

in ﬁshing gear to electronics to ﬁsheries

trawling in the traditional way whilst the

Meanwhile, the company has or- future, will represent the completion of

data and comparable statistics available,

regulation to ﬁsh stock assessments to

some of it in standard digital format.

dered its second new pair from the M

questions of environmental impact and

other six would be pair trawling, the dif- period totaled approximately dkk 630m
fering results from the trawling methods [eur 84m / usd 100m].

original eight trawlers with a new genera-

Mr Olsen said: “Many scientiﬁc

much more. As Mr Olsen noted: “We’re

were documented in various ways.

tion of six trawlers of a similar type though

queries could be made into some of the

presenting what may well be the world’s

From 1978 through 2003, the trawl-

slightly larger, more environmentally and

speciﬁcs of our trawler operations. Be-

most comprehensive research material on

ers caught an average of approximately

economically optimized, and generally

cause of the fact that the ﬁshing trips of

speciﬁc trawler operations. In the hope

1,200 tons each per annum or 9,600 tons

more modern by design.

these fully comparable vessels have been

that these records may be of beneﬁt for

per annum for all eight vessels combined;

Assuming Beta’s remarkably well- carried out consecutively, mostly in the

research, we’ll invite universities, ﬁsheries

their total catch for this time span was

Beta’s renewal plan, replacing all of the

preserved business documents from 1977

same delimited area of sea, over such a

laboratories and others to access the data

up until the present could provide material

long period of time and under the same

for any appropriate purposes.”

of value for various scientiﬁc or non-sci- management, we have a unique base of
entiﬁc research purposes, the company’s
38 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Beta to its employees during that same

data.”

Originally, Faroe Ship intended to
use the Cuba Trawlers as supply ships

Gutting a good catch on board the Bakur FD
1201 (center); Pouring slush ice over the catch
(left); Olaf Olsen at the archives (right).
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Diversifying through ventures
ranging from real estate to retail
business while at the same time
investing in a second large
shrimp trawler, the Justinussens
like to set things in motion—and
they’re still anchored in the
ﬁshing industry.

T

Managing director Tummas
Justinussen (center); the Fríðborg
FD 242 in the dry dock, with old
name Napoléon still visible (right);
the Havborg FD 1160 (bottom
left); pair Stjörnan FD 1195 and
Polarhav FD 1196 (bottom right).

SJÓBORG
FO-520 Leirvík
Tel.: +298 443347
Fax: +298 443349
Managing Director: Tummas Justinussen

the Havborg FD 1160 and the
Fríðborg FD 242. “The engine
refurbishment for the Havborg

What has made domestic head-

HEIR LATEST investment looks

was completed some months ago and the

lines during the past two years, how-

like a sign of resilient belief in the

investment was quite substantial. We can

ever, is some of the various ventures

proﬁtability of ﬁshing, although they’re

nonetheless judge by the high costs of

the Justinussens have undertaken in

increasingly seen to diversify beyond

fuel and the huge savings effected by the

the Faroes as well as in Iceland, rang-

ﬁshing related business. In conjunction

switch to HFO that it was a crucial step

ing from real estate to hotel business to

with a Norwegian partner, Osmundur

to take. Regardless of the slightly im- retail shops.

Justinussen and his two sons, Tummas

proved market price of shrimp, a trawler

With experience from Dekksentrið,

Fishing vessels, ﬁsh harvesting and
other business activities inc. business
holdings — companies: Sjóborg, Sæborg,
Polarstjörnan, Hvarvið, Havborg Supply
Service, Tavan, VR Bilar, Hotel Hafnia.
Pair trawlers — saithe (pollock/coley),
greater silver smelt (argentine/silver
herring), whiteﬁsh:
Stjörnan FD 1195 (425 GT)
Polarhav FD 1196 (425 GT)
Factory trawlers — shrimp:
Havborg FD 1160 (1,531 GT)
Fríðborg FD 242 (1,833 GT)

and Gunnar Justinussen—among the

of this type can in no wise survive ﬁnan- a Tórshavn tire service owned by the

On-shore ﬁsh processing facility:
Tavan, Leirvík (minority stake)

leading owners and operators of ﬁshing

cially running on diesel oil.”

Justinussens, Gunnar Justinussen has, in

Leirvík Boat Museum

vessels in the Faroe Islands—purchased

Aside from shrimp fishing, the

just a few years, built a national network

Real estate (Faroes and Iceland)

a second shrimper in March 2006: the

Justinussens sold their three inshore

of tire service shops in Iceland, named

1,833-gt freezer trawler now named

trawlers, the now Birtingur FD 727, Dekkjalagerinn.

Fríðborg FD 242 (former Napoléon,

the Sæborg FD 830 and the Sjóborg

Hotel Hafnia, Tórshavn
Hjá Gunnleivi bakery, Tórshavn
Several grocery stores

former Ocean Castle).

FD 457, to vessel operators in Runavík

The trawler was traded at relative4m / gbp 3m / usd 5m), but Tummas

was a deal worth pursuing.”

MARIA OLSEN

Justinussen dismissed talk of a bargain.
we’re more likely to know whether this

A MULTIFACETED
FISHING BUSINESS

Mr Justinussen had a point. The

es of most of the Justinussens’ ﬁshing
operations, Leirvík was also the place

ery in the Faroes, plus a string of gro- per in the early 1970s—across periods

which most people know him—in a ges- cery shops. Years earlier they acquired

a Volvo/Renault car dealership in Tórs- is eventually proving multifaceted in-

Leirvík opened the Boat Museum there,

havn, named VR Bilar.

the pride of the nation, has over the last

waters around the world.

purchased in 2004—Mr Justinussen said

ing boat building tradition in what has

he “couldn’t resist” the offer to purchase

become a tourist attraction.

the Fríðborg FD 242.

The meltdown is the result of a

of the Fríðborg FD 242, which prior to

“Inasmuch we still believe strongly

ing two pair trawlers, the Stjörnan FD

heading for the ﬁshing grounds was

in the shrimp business and its potential,

1195 and the Polarhav FD 1196, the

shrimp prices, skyrocketing oil prices

going through a 10-week main engine

we really couldn’t resist this. I’m quite

Justinussens are stakeholders in Tavan, a

refurbishment to enable heavy fuel oil

convinced that the Faroes can have at

Leirvík seafood processor and exporter.

(HFO) combustion—the few vessels left

least three shrimp trawlers.”

conditions of shrimp ﬁshing.
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Acknowledging the very real chal-

deed.

Apart from owning and operat-

deadly combination of nose-diving

may stand a chance to survive the tough

of economic upturns and downturns—

ture of appreciation to the community of
highlighting local ﬁshing history includ-

shrimpers in operation today—inclusive

The ﬁshing vessel company that

few years ago Ossi—that’s the name by

being the 1,531-gt Havborg FD 1160,

than a handful.

A few months later they pur-

Tire service shops: Dekksentrið (Faroes)
Dekkjalagerinn (Iceland)

chased Hjá Gunnleivi, the largest bak- Mr Justinussen senior started as a skip-

and lost harvesting rights in various
However, with only three Faroese

the Hotel Hafnia.

Car dealership: VR Bilar, Tórshavn

where Mr Justinussen senior grew up. A

Faroese ﬂeet of shrimp trawlers, once
few years shrunk from 12 vessels to less

prise deal, the Justinussens purchased

and Leirvík. Home to the head ofﬁc- downtown Tórshavn’s four-star hotel,

ly low price, reportedly dkk 30m (eur

“Ask again in ﬁve years,” he said. “Then

Back in the Faroes, in a 2005 sur-

In cooperation with the Norwegian shipping magnate Per Sævik, an

lenges posed by high costs of fuel and

offshore services company has likewise

Having secured sufﬁcient catch quo- low shrimp prices, Mr Justinussen said

been formed. “We are making plans for

tas by the Flemish Cap off Newfound- that investing in engine refurbishments

chartering support vessels for the off-

land, east of Greenland and by Svalbard

to allow for HFO burning is essential

shore oil and gas exploration industry,”

for its two shrimp trawlers—the ﬁrst one

for large distant-water trawlers like

Mr Justinussen said.
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Building on the strong trawling
tradition of Vestmanna’s
Christophersen family,
Meðalsbrekka lengthens and
upgrades its pair trawlers while at
the same time investing in product
development and an extension of
its harvesting licenses, adding
greater silver smelt to the catch list.

I

Tummas Christophersen in front of
the Vestmenningur VN 360;
a catch of saithe and redﬁsh (below).

“A lot of work is being done to
ref ine saithe and silver smelt,” Mr
Christophersen said. “This work will
doubtlessly bring great rewards at some
point—in fact it already has brought
some rewards—and I believe it’s now
time for us to take a closer look at this

N THE TOWN of Vestmanna, on the

particular situation.”

west coast of the island of Streymoy,

Mr Christophersen, himself a

ﬁshing vessel operator Meðalsbrekka by

board member of Kollafjord Pelagic, is

the turn of the year 2005/2006 ordered

the son of Henry G. Christophersen,

a 7.5-meter lengthening of its two pair

a former skipper and a pioneer in the

trawlers, the Fram VN 390 and the

trawling business of the Faroe Islands

MEÐALSBREKKA
Hornavegur 5, FO-350 Vestmanna
E-Mail: seglhusi@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 424059
Fax: +298 424485
Managing Director:
Tummas Christophersen
Fishing vessel owner and operator,
seafood exporter. Main species: Saithe
(pollock/coley), cod, haddock, redﬁsh
(ocean perch); monkﬁsh, halibut,
Greenland halibut (black halibut).
Pair trawlers:
Fram VN 390 (364 GT)*
Vestmenningur VN 360 (364 GT)*
*Prior to lengthening (2006)
Subsidiaries:
Vár (50 percent) including pair trawlers
Nornagestur VN 660 (337 GT)
Columbus VN 650 (286 GT)

as well as Norway. Today at 81, Mr

(eur 1.9m / gbp 1.3m / usd 2.2m) refur-

Christophersen senior, who likewise

bishment plan that included the equip-

founded Meðalsbrekka, was the skip-

ping of both vessels with slush ice ma-

per of Norway’s ﬁrst ﬁlleting trawler,

bus, amounted to approximately 10,000

chines and cargo hold refrigeration.

Longva; subsequently, he captained

tons, more than 80 percent of which was

Looking to make the optimum use

another even more advanced ﬁlleting

saithe.

of its two sister ships, Meðalsbrekka

trawler, the Gadus, the then largest ﬁsh-

meanwhile moved to acquire new har-

ing vessel in Scandinavia, as well as its

dance of saithe for several consecutive

the successor, the Gadus II. He was also

years,” Mr Christophersen said. “How-

the skipper and a partner of Kap Farvel,

ever, much of it has been of rather small

the Faroe Islands’ ﬁrst stern trawler and

size and the average price we’ve received

ﬁrst ﬁlleting trawler, a vessel that put

has not been very high, as this ﬁsh is

Vestmanna in a leading position in the

relatively expensive to process and usu-

Faroese ﬁshing industry.

ally leaves too little room for proﬁts.

MARIA OLSEN

Vestmenningur VN 360, in a dkk 14m

vesting licenses to complement its existing saithe (pollock/coley) ﬁshing operations in the Faroe exclusive economic
zone. After a record breaking 2005 season with the highest tonnage of saithe
ever landed, the company nonetheless,
in order to broaden its revenue base in
the face of low market prices for saithe,
decided to purchase greater silver smelt

MAKING SENSE OF SAITHE
AND SILVER SMELT

percent partner, together with Dánjal

tential and it can be utilized for many

Jacobsen, in two other pair trawlers

purposes.”

director of Meðalsbrekka. “They have

ing company in Vestmanna, owned by

catch quality as well as to underpin new

based in Vestmanna, the

another trawler operator.

already started building the sections [as

founder Sören Havmand and his fam-

product development, Mr Christophersen

Nornagestur VN 660 and

of February 2006] and the trawlers will

ily who control 51 percent of the shares,

said.

the lengthening sections including in- not be brought to the yard and hauled

along with Iceland’s Hampiðjan holding

A challenge with regard to species

Purchased to Vestmanna

stallations of grading systems, slush ice

up the slipway before that work is com- 18 percent and Klaksvík’s JFK holding 6

like silver smelt is a difﬁculty to remove

from the island of Sandoy

machines and refrigeration aggregates,

pleted, which means we will lose as little

percent. “I think we needed some more

the pin bones in order to produce value

not long ago, the vessels

Meðalsbekka contracted Faroe Yard

operational time as possible—hopefully

competition in the gear business,” Mr

added ﬁllets or portions. However, as

represent another sign of

(Tórshavnar Skipasmiðja), the shipyard

no more than a month.”

Christophersen noted. “Besides, it’s good

Faroese seafood processors have worked

growth for Meðalsbrekka.

for the Vestmanna community.”

for a number of years to solve the problem,

According to Mr

a successful method of pin bone removal

Christophersen, last year’s

‘GREAT POTENTIAL’: By upgrading ﬁsh

could be developed before long. Besides,

combined catch of the pairs,

handling facilities on board the two

there is the alternative of mincing the

both Vestmenningur-Fram

ﬁsh for various value added products.

and Nornagestur-Colum-

that originally built the then 34.60-meter long, 364-gt twin vessels in 1988.

Another recent investment was
made by Meðalsbrekka in early 2006

“Faroe Yard was considered a natu- when the company took a 25-percent
ral contractor for this job,” said Tummas

stake in Faroe Trawl (Föroya Trol), a

Christophersen, owner and managing

new gear manufacturing and servic- trawlers, Meðalsbrekka aims to improve
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“We have been blessed with abun-

Today, Meðalsbrekka is also a 50- Nonetheless, I believe it has great po-

(argentine/silver herring) licenses from
For the construction and joining of

Fishing gear manufacturer
Faroe Trawl (25 percent)

the Columbus VN 650.
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CHRISTIAN Í GRÓTINUM

father Kristian Martin

CHRISTIAN Í GRÓTINUM

Rasmussen, who together

Klaksvíksvegur 77, FO 700 Klaksvík

with their grandfather,

http://www.chr-i-grotinum.fo
E-Mail: chr-i-grotinum@chr-i-grotinum.fo
Tel.: +298 475611
Fax: +298 475610

Palli Rasmussen, founded
their fishing vessel company in the 1970s.

Managing Directors:
Kristian Martin Rasmussen
Eyðun Rasmussen
Directors:
Jón Rasmussen
Bogi Rasmussen

So there is extensive
experience in securing a
high degree of freshness
and quality of catch at raw
ﬁsh level, but likewise in

Comprising species such as her-

processing fresh catch at sea. Over the

ring, mackerel, capelin and blue whit-

past six years, the company has oper- ing, pelagic ﬁsheries play a signiﬁcant
ated another combined purse seiner/pe- part in the Faroese economy. Most of

FAMILY BUSINESS BETS
ON PELAGIC FUTURE

lagic trawler, the 2,351-gt factory trawler

the catch is landed as industrial ﬁsh, pro-

Norðborg KG 689. With a processing

cessed into ﬁsh meal and oil and used in
feed for farmed ﬁsh or animals, often

over a period of ﬁve years, beginning in

more options of ensuring the best value

at the giant ﬁshmeal factory located at

2006. The combined annual catch of

for its catch—it has provided valuable

Fuglafjörður. The Faroes however also

the Christian í Grótinum KG 690 and

knowledge of how to make sure it pays

has a world-class processing plant for hu- the Norðborg KG 689 amounts to about

to process pelagic ﬁsh at sea.

man consumption pelagic ﬁsh, located at

100,000 tons, of which blue whiting rep-

Kollafjörður.

resents almost 80 percent.

So the operator is considering a

Exclusive of the Atlantic Naviga-

“It’s not as simple as you may imag- tor—a dedicated blue whiting factory
ine,” Mr Rasmussen adds. “Running a

S

EASON AFTER SEASON, to- owners to ﬁnd new ways of generating
gether with two or three other Faro- proﬁts.

ese vessels, the Christian í Grótinum KG

“Getting the highest possible value

factory costs money, too, and sometimes

ment project—the Faroese pelagic ﬂeet

industrial ﬁsh only, amounted to 5,000

consists of seven modern vessels. The

tons; and mackerel, solely for human

landed as fresh as possible rather than

country has a 26-percent share in the

consumption, amounted to 1,500 tons.

processing it on board.”

internationally agreed blue whiting TAC

Says Mr Rasmussen: “We view at-

That’s especially true of blue whit- of 2m metric tons annually, translating

sea processing of blue whiting and other

“In simple terms, you may say there

ing, inasmuch as the Norðborg KG 689

into 520,000 tons for eight Faroese ves- species for human consumption as our

are basically two ways of ensuring higher

doesn’t have the capacity to produce

sels to share.

catch value of an accessed species—of

human consumption seafood from blue

But policymakers have agreed to

whiting, neither are onshore factories— reduce the TAC, hitting the Faroese

pelagic catch landed on the shores of the

ity,” says Christian í Grótinum manag- being the elementary factor; the ﬁrst is to

as yet, that is.

North Atlantic. One would think that

ing director Eyðun Rasmussen.

impressing the Norwegians, the Iceland-

secure maximum freshness and quality

Actually, there is ongoing devel-

of the raw ﬁsh, and the second is adding

opment in this ﬁeld to the extent that

value by processing the ﬁsh at sea.”

observers estimate that within the near

Constructed in Chile in 1998, the

future, processing of blue whiting for hu-

ers, the Russians, the Greenlanders, the

Christian í Grótinum KG 690 has had

man consumption will be a commercially

North Americans and the EUs.

a remarkable performance since its ar-

viable option, both at sea and onshore.

But there’s more to the story than

we are planning for that.”
Does that imply a new vessel could
be underway? “You bet.”

rival in hometown Klaksvík. While Mr

that. As species like blue whiting are reg-

Rasmussen is himself a former chief en-

ulated with shrinking quotas or TACs

gineer, his two brothers Jón Rasmussen

(total allowable catch), catch quantities

and Bogi Rasmussen are skippers in the

are forced downward, pushing vessel

family business just like their famous
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share with a cutback of 500,000 tons

best option for the future—which means

CHRISTIAN Í GRÓTINUM

í Grótinum has a strategy of perpetually

for human consumption, the two ves-

we’ll steam to shore and to have the catch

for the catch is of course always a prior- course the market price for the species

But how is that achieved?

As to herring, most of it landed

trawler involved in a surimi develop- sels caught 14,000 tons in 2005; capelin,

690 is topping international charts of total

the vessel operator also named Christian

Pelagic ﬁshing vessel owner and operator,
exporter of human consumption seafood
and ﬁsh meal. Species: herring, mackerel,
horse mackerel, capelin, blue whiting.

facility on board, this vessel not only has

move toward more processing at sea.

Combined purse seiner/pelagic trawler Christian í Grótinum has for years ranked among the world’s top
catchers of blue whiting—however the operator, with experience from its other vessel the Norðborg, is
considering at-sea processing for the future.

Combined purse seiners/pelagic trawlers:
Christian í Grótinum KG 690 (1,920 GT)
Norðborg KG 689 (2,351 GT)

The Christian í Grótinum KG 690 (center);
pumping in a catch of blue whiting (right);
managing director Eyðun Rasmussen (left);
Norðborg KG 689 (top).
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Nothing short of one of the world’s
largest and most advanced
processing facilities for humanconsumption pelagic ﬁsh, located
at the heart of the North Atlantic’s
ﬁnest ﬁshing grounds—and next
door neighbor to top level
logistics—Kollafjord Pelagic is
in business with a vengeance.

MARIA OLSEN

W

Processing herring ‘ butterﬂy’ ﬁllets; packed
and frozen capelin (bottom left); Kollafjörður
harbor area with large ﬁshing vessels berthed
by the freezing plant (bottom right).

In spite of having access to raw materials year-round, Kollafjord Pelagic’s
large processing capacity is not stretched.
The plant produces herring whole round
frozen or ﬁlleted and value added, in

ITH HEAVY investments in

addition to whole round frozen capelin,

robotics, complex machinery

plus greater silver smelt (argentine/silver

installations and questions of corporate

herring) and saithe headed and gutted

ownership settled at long last, mem-

or whole round frozen, mackerel, blue

bers of the new management team of

whiting and sprat whole round frozen.

Kollafjord Pelagic could ﬁnally look determined to kick start commercial operations in 2005. Situated in Kollafjörður,
the Faroe Islands’ only processing facility
for human-consumption pelagic ﬁsh is
believed to be one of the most advanced
of its kind because of its high degree of
process automation including its quick

Founded by a Dutch food logistics

THE MAKING OF
A PELAGIC
CENTER

company, Kollafjord Pelagic is today
owned by a group of Faroese investors.
“We work independently,” Mr Andreasen
said. “The investors have accepted the
fact that we’re not going to favor the ﬁsh-

freezing capacity.
“We’re now spreading the word far

KOLLAFJORD PELAGIC
Inni í Firði, FO-410 Kollafjörður
E-Mail: kpelagic@kpelagic.fo
Tel.: +298 478888
Fax: +298 478889
Chief Executive:
Dánjal J. Andreasen
Sales & Marketing Manager:
Ivan Fossabrúgv
Processor of pelagic ﬁsh for human
consumption including herring, capelin,
greater silver smelt, saithe (coley),
blue whiting, mackerel, sprat.
Packaging: Plastic bag inner
+ white neutral carton strapped
Net weight: 16 kg, 18 kg, 20 kg
Carton size: 600mm x 400mm x 130mm
Palletizing: 12 x 5 cartons
(120cm x 100cm x 156cm)
Herring: Whole round frozen
250g+, 300g+, 350g+, 400g+
Butterﬂy ﬁllets, single ﬁllets
skin-on / less vacuum packed
Greater silver smelt: Whole round frozen
200-400g, 300-500g, 400g+

ing vessels of those who have a stake in

Saithe: Frozen gutted head on/off 800g+

the company—we’re serving all vessels

Capelin: Whole round frozen mix

that can supply satisfactory products un-

Mackerel: Whole round frozen
200-400g, 300-500g, 400-600g,
600g+ (trawl, purse seine)

der satisfactory terms.”

and wide that we’re open for business and

In late 2005, Kollafjord Pelagic

we take good care of fresh pelagic catch

signed a major business contract with

Sprat: Whole round frozen
30-40 pcs/kg, 40-50 pcs/kg, 60 pcs+/kg

from both foreign and Faroese vessels,” stevedoring and reefer logistics readily

machinery for processing, freezing and

afterwards. Mr Andreasen added: “Ev- a leading Danish exporter of marinated,

said Kollafjord Pelagic sales and market- available, including a large cold store

packing, and outstanding logistics ser-

erything that affects the process must

pickled and spiced herring to suppliers of

Scandic herring while the Faroese will

ing manager Ivan Fossabrúgv. “This is a

vices available locally.”

be considered and instead of using thick

value added foods for the retail markets

be provided with herring ﬁlleting exper-

coating around the ﬁsh prior to freez- in western Europe. Under the deal, the

tise as well as access to high-end herring

only a few meters from the Kollafjord

great facility and we have a perfect loca- Pelagic processing plant. With an in-

The company’s blast freezer tunnel,

tion right in the middle of the North At- house freezing capacity of 400 tons per

together with other automated produc-

ing—which would slow down the freez- Danes will receive supplies of Atlanto- markets.

lantic; we’re only hours away from some

day and next-door access to more than

tion units, may well represent a com-

ing process—we use only this thin sheet

of the richest ﬁshing grounds and this

12,000 tons in cold storage capacity,

petitive edge. The blast freezer tunnel’s

of plastic; we do the actual packing after

can ensure the highest degree of fresh- Kollafjord Pelagic offers a comprehen- effectiveness is underpinned by an autoness for ﬁsh landed here.”

sive system for pelagic ﬁsh handling.

the freezing process is complete.”

mated ﬁrst-in, ﬁrst-out principle, based

Landing quickly is also something

Mr Fossabrúgv likewise mentioned

Dánjal Jákup Andreasen, Kollafjord

on a multi-faceted conveyor-belt system.

that can make business sense, saving

the harbor conditions at Kollafjörður

Pelagic chief executive, said: “This is an

Keeping the freezer tunnel’s entrance

time for all parties involved; for that

with regular liner service, shipping,

infrastructure that can take care of the

and exit closed to the maximum extent

purpose, Kollafjord Pelagic has a highly

catch from landing to export. We’re put- possible helps speed up the freezing pro-

sophisticated, insulated pump pipeline.

ting an effort into turning this marvel- cess, preventing and minimizing warm
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“From the point of landing it takes

lous facility into the business success it

air inﬁltration into the freezer. The ef-

maximum 15 minutes until the ﬁsh is in

deserves. That’s why we’ll be working

fect is ampliﬁed as combined with the

the freezing process. This is considerably

hard to get the message out that we’re

use of minimum packaging for the ﬁsh,

quicker compared with more conven-

here and we’re open for business, and

which means using only a thin plastic

tional methods—and that makes sense

that we have excellent people, advanced

cover before freezing and packing it

in terms of product quality and value.”
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fall we’re going to release about half a

SALMON SET
TO CATCH UP
WITH TROUT

VESTSALMON

million salmon smolt. As to trout smolt,

PO Box 82, FO-410 Kollafjörður

we have scheduled two releases in the

http://www.vestsalmon.com
E-Mail: vestlax@vestlax.fo
Tel.: +298 477 000
Fax: +298 477 001

late summer and fall, one of them half a
million smolt and the other three to four
hundred thousand.” In addition, he said,

General Manager:
Frímund Hansen
Head of Sales Department:
Bogi Johannesen

between one and eight million salmon
roe will be prepared for hatching.
Equipped with the best commercial

Producer, processor and exporter
of farmed salmon and trout.

ﬁsh slaughtering premises in the country,
Vestsalmon is able to combine its high
levels of productivity efﬁciency with a

easily retrievable.” In the audit find-

high degree of process control, which

ings, it was likewise noted with regard

could be key to the company’s success in

to Vestsalmon’s trout production sites:

Japan. For instance, for the ﬁsh—from “Average stocking density in 25m cages
the moment of being gill cut in a chill was 10.94 kg/m3 with maximum at 13.7

Products – fresh and frozen:
Atlantic salmon (Salmo Salar)
Salmon trout (Oncorhynchus Mykiss)

cording to Mr Johannesen, include the
freshness of the waters in and around

tank after having been transferred there- kg/m , in cage G3, prior to 18 December
to alive, to being furthered through the harvest. Average stocking in 15m cages

and tides, as well as the highly nutritious

processing system and stored in deep

was 11.15 kg/m with maximum density

feed used, the broodstock developed, and

frozen state—it takes only two hours.

at 13.6 kg/m . Observations of ﬁsh in

the company’s ﬁsh farming methods and

3

3

3

the Faroe Islands with strong currents

cages concurred with the stocking densi- practices.
MARIA OLSEN

‘PERFECT CONDITIONS’: According to

ties recorded.”

By comparison the maximum level “the conﬂuence of cold currents and the

surveys conducted by the ofﬁcial Food,

Over the past few years, Vestsalmon, the leading Faroese exporter of farmed ﬁsh has successfully focused on the
production of rainbow trout for the Japanese; however salmon production is about to be back on track—a sign
of recovery for the aquaculture industry.

S

IGNS ARE THE Faroe ﬁsh farm- ing sector has been, in effect, “totally
ing industry is poised for a healthy

renewed,” said Bogi Johannesen, head

recovery this year as production of At- of Vestsalmon’s Sales Department.

a re-stabilized price structure. During

said, “we’ve seen signiﬁcant progress in
the aquaculture industry over the past

According to Vestsalmon, the vari- couple of years, not least in terms of inous steps taken by the industry and the

the fall of 2006, Vestsalmon, the lead- Faroese authorities—including special

creased hygiene and quality control.”
For Vestsalmon, exports of salmon

ing exporter of farmed ﬁsh will release

provisions for the mandatory applica- trout (rainbow trout) have nonetheless

Veterinary & Environmental Agency,

of density acceptable to the veterinary

Gulf Stream provide perfect living con-

the levels of dioxin and dioxin-like PCBs

standard is 25 kg/m . Vestsalmon’s

ditions for ﬁsh here. Our natural fjords

[PolyChlorinated Biphenyls] found in

trout have not been vaccinated nor been

and the clean environment yield ideal

Faroese salmon and trout are not only

treated with antibiotics, Mr Johannesen

conditions to farm a ﬁrst class product.

well below the maximum limits set by

said.

We have always emphasized the neces-

the EU—they’re virtually zero.
According to a recent inspection by

mum requirements set for the ‘ecological’
standard.

cine against the ISA—appear to have

to the company’s ability to satisfy an

surgeons report stated: “The ﬁsh seen

the end of a state of dormancy that was

worked satisfactory.

extremely demanding Japanese clien-

on site and at the factory were of good

triggered a few years ago when world

tele. However, with new UK clients in

quality and the farming operations were

market price drops coincided with ﬁsh

the pipeline, fresh leads in Russia and

carried out to a high standard. Farm

health problems. Since 2005, following

no signs of declining demand in Japan,

stock records were comprehensive and

industry-wide consolidation and a se-

the company looks set for a substan-

ries of across-the-board initiatives that

tial growth in business revenue in the

included new regulative measures pri-

months and years ahead.
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duction,” Mr Johannesen said. “This

ronment and rigorous inspection of the

on-growing cages by far exceeded mini-

tion of an internationally licensed vac- remained relatively stable, much thanks

Salmon Disease (ISA), the ﬁsh farm-

high product quality standard by which

sity of increased knowledge of the envi-

tions for the ﬁsh held in Vestsalmon’s

salmon smolt for a ﬁrst round since 2003,

“We’re gradually stepping up pro-

Factors likely to contribute to the

a UK veterinary surgeons group, condi- Vestsalmon has become recognized, ac- production.”

a move which is largely seen as signaling

marily designed to combat the Infectious

3

MARIA OLSEN

lantic salmon inches upward again with

“On a national level,” Mr Johannesen

“As I’ve said before,” he remarked,

In its summary, the veterinary

Bogi Johannesen, head of the sales department
(center); inspecting trout before shipment (right);
salmon trout production underway to
shock freezer (left); ﬁsh farming in the
fjord of Vestmanna (top right); .
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With a well-established
production infrastructure, proud
traditions and a proven recipe of
sustained success, PRG Export,
a recognized processor of high
quality seafood, focuses on fresh
ﬁsh products, salted ﬁllets and
farmed salmon.

W

Signar Petersen hand ﬁlleting whiteﬁsh
(center); sales manager Óli Hansen
(bottom left); portions of fresh iced cod
(right); salmon gutting (bottom right).

PRG EXPORT
PO Box 29, FO-510 Göta
http://www.prg.fo
E-Mail: info@prg.fo
Tel.: +298 409000
Fax: +298 409001

which has resulted in the highest quality products available on the market. Al-

Managing Director & Partner:
Páll Gregersen
Regin Gregersen
Atli Gregersen
Sales manager: Óli Hansen
Sales assistant: Jóannes Mikkelsen

though advanced technology of today often is seen to replace the human part in a
process like this, it is our experience that

ITH STRONG traditions that

the old Faroese workmanship of hand

go back generations, PRG Ex-

cutting the ﬁllets is next to none. We

port continues to be one of the Faroe

have experienced cutters in our staff that

Islands’ leading seafood processors and

have been with us most of their working

suppliers. Based in Göta on the island of

life. They pass on their knowledge and

Eysturoy, the company has vast experi-

skills to the younger generations, thus

ence in a wide range of seafood products,

ensuring the best possible results.”

focusing on three main product catego-

Mr Gregersen adds: “Our strong

Processor and exporter of seafood
products, primarily fresh and wetsalted, plus fresh and frozen salmon
from own hatchery and sea farm.

measuring everything from automated
feeding to water temperatures. It is be-

ries: fresh ﬁsh products, salted ﬁllets, and

requirements to the raw material to- lieved that PRG’s aquaculture division

farmed salmon.

gether with meticulous control of the

PRG Export has long specialized in

Fresh ﬁsh as ﬁllets and portions, mainly
from cod, redﬁsh (ocean perch), saithe
(pollock/coley) and monkﬁsh.
Salted cod, ling, brosme (tusk) and
blueling both as ﬁllets and split ﬁsh.
Exports to the EU, USA and Asia.

possesses one of the world’s most ad-

production process at all levels further- vanced smolt farms.

through our rigorous quality control

fresh and wet-salted groundﬁsh products

more ensure the high standard of our ﬁsh

systems.”

in addition to frozen salmon from their

products.”

Mr Gregersen says that abiding
by the standards of EU veterinarian

The ideal climate and cleanness of

own sea farms, serving clients around

As a premium seafood supplier

authorities as well as those of the local

the Faroese waters make an unbeatable

the world. While salmon is shipped to

with a proven history PRG Export has

Faroese government helps PRG ensure

environment for sourcing, Mr Gregersen

the EU, the US and the Far East, and

to place great emphasis on product qual- a world-class quality product with full

fresh ﬁsh is mostly sold to the UK and

QUALITY SEAFOOD
TRADITIONALIST

Continental Europe, salted products go
to Spain, Italy and other Mediterranean
countries.
Says PRG Export managing director Páll Gregersen: “We produce and sell

sold as ﬁllets from cod, redﬁsh [ocean
perch] and saithe [pollock/coley]. We

bred in our own salmon farm.”

hopefully also be available in the future.

the quality of the raw ﬁsh taken in. The

“PRG Export adheres to EU and “For our part,” he says, “I hope and be-

quality control management covers the

national hygiene standards in all prod- lieve this business can continue for gen-

whole chain, beginning with selective

uct categories and all our products go

erations to come.”

“We are among the oldest producers
of salted ﬁsh in the Faroe Islands and
we’re proud of that. We have through
As a processor with several decades

traded through the Faroe Fish Market.

generations built up the necessary expe-

of experience, PRG Export has devel- Premium raw material and professional

rience for carefully selecting and quality

oped its own ways and means of pro- handling are key elements in the com-

grading the ﬁsh.”

duction, combining advanced process- pany’s uncompromising commitment
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highest quality,” he says.

tainable ﬁsheries management and good
harvesting practices, these resources will

packing and shipment.

also sell fresh gutted and frozen salmon
originating from our own hatchery and

“We have always strived for the very

MARIA OLSEN

as ﬁllets and split ﬁsh. Our fresh ﬁsh is

company’s purchase function controls

traceability.

sourcing, through to skillful processing,
MARIA OLSEN

salted cod, ling, brosme and blueling both

ity. The business structure helps secure
good access to raw material, and the

points out. With responsible and sus-

As to salmon, PRG was one of the

ing technology with traditional Faroese

to product quality, according to Mr

pioneers in the Faroe aquaculture busi-

workmanship.

Gregersen.

ness and the company handles the entire

To ensure the highest degree of

With regard to fish processing,

process from broodstock and egg hatch-

freshness and quality, the company’s raw

PRG Export company information

ing to farming, harvesting and slaugh-

ﬁsh is sourced from the Faroese ﬁshing

states: “Throughout the years we have

tering. The process is monitored closely

grounds, mostly caught by longliners and

developed our own means of production,

with the aid of computerized systems for
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A GLOBAL GIANT WITH EUROPEAN HQ IN FAROE
For one of the world’s leading
suppliers of frozen seafood—
Japan’s Shin Nihon Global
(SNG)—placing its European
headquarters in the Faroe
Islands makes perfect sense as
this is a generally central
location halfway between Asia
and America, right in the
middle of rich ﬁsheries.

from everywhere, be it the Faroes in the

http://www.snginfo.co.jp
E-Mail: cc@sng-eu.com
Tel.: +298 321717
Fax.: +298 321616

North Atlantic, Chile in the south, the

Managing Director: Carl á Lag

Asia-Paciﬁc region, or elsewhere.”
The business advantages offered by
the SNG’s international sourcing and
processing network make SNG Europe
a powerful player in the seafood industry.
Nonetheless, the combination of time
scale, geographical distance and commercial value in every shipment make lo-

I

SNG (EUROPE) — SHIN NIHON GLOBAL
M. Heinasonar Göta 20, FO-100 Tórshavn

MAGINE ALMOST ANY spe-

gistics management critical, and careful

cies of saltwater or freshwater ﬁsh or

planning crucial for business success.

One of the largest international suppliers
of frozen and value added seafood,
Shin Nihon Global is headquartered
in Japan with ofﬁces in USA, Canada,
Thailand, China, Faroes and France.
Part of the Katokichi Corporation, Japan.
Main product categories for Europe:
Natural portions and ﬁllets
Shellﬁsh and crustaceans
Value added seafood
Grilled and precooked seafood

sea creature, and rest assured that Shin

“Trade issues can play a tricky part at

we’re looking forward to see other parts

Nihon Global (SNG) has got it for you,

times,” Mr á Lag said, “such as the 2002

of the business grow, such as tempura

in the supermarket freezer, either in Eu-

dispute between the EU and China, a

and sushi products, which we are actu-

rope, Asia or America. One of the larg-

major disruption…”

ally about to introduce in the EU now.”

Although the Faroes may be a good

est international suppliers of frozen and

Headquartered in the Faroes since

value added seafood, SNG every year

place from which to run a global opera- 1998, with sales ofﬁces in France since

ships in excess of 40,000 metric tons of

tion, proximity to prominent clients can

2002, SNG Europe’s major markets are

salmonoids, pelagic species, groundﬁsh

be essential. Accordingly, SNG Europe

still France-Benelux and Germany with

and more—not to mention just about

has decided to move some business func- the UK and Scandinavia coming up as
tions to France, to work more closely

ceans—to markets around the world.

with key clients there.

MARIA OLSEN

300,000 tons of shellﬁsh and crustaSNG last year became part of the
Japanese food giant Katokichi Corpora-

dkk 365m (eur 49m / gbp 34m / usd

European markets consist of natural

59m); in comparison the SNG’s total

portions and ﬁllets, shellﬁsh and crus- net sales were jpy 35bn (eur 247m / gbp
facility in Dalian, China, a plant es-

machines, bag sealers, shrink machine,

and last but not least, inspected by the

tablished in 1998 for the processing of

automatic weight checkers, metal detec-

Last year, SNG Europe sold 9,000

various frozen seafood products mainly
According to SNG Europe’s man- Japan Frozen Food Association.
“I wouldn’t think the West is nec- for the European and US markets. With
aging director, Carl á Lag, the plants are

tor, blue light rooms, automatic washing

tons of ﬁnished seafood products to its

machine, gas oven, electric oven, high

clients, largely Japanese salmon and scal-

EU approved, HACCP (Hazard Analy- essarily always number one in seafood 860 workers at three processing lines in
sis and Critical Control Point) certiﬁed, processing,” Mr á Lag noted. “For any- a 5,200-square meter hall, and with a

170m / usd 295m) whereas the Katokichi

and precooked seafood.

Corporations’s total net sales amounted

pressure sterilizer, fryer, drying room,

lops ordered by European retail chains.

and pasteurizing tanks.

Still a niche in Europe, wild salmon

cold storage capacity of 15,000 tons,

visit to our plants in Japan, China and

the plant produces some 10,000 tons

BIG IN WILD SALMON: Said Mr á Lag:

Indonesia.”

of ﬁnished products every year. The

“The Faroes is located in the heart of the

As a case in point, Mr á Lag pre- processing equipment used includes an

European raw material center. However,

“In fact we’re Europe’s largest sup-

air blast quick freezer, a tunnel freezer,

SNG Europe is part of an organization

plier of wild salmon,” Mr á Lag said. “But

plate freezer, center-cut ﬁlleting ma-

that works globally, serving clients in

chine, band saws, shallow skinner, deep

virtually every corner of the world.

skinner, steamer, gas grilling, multivac

While we focus ﬁrst and foremost on

vacuum packing machines, skin packing

serving European clients, we source ﬁsh

Precooked saury is one of many SNG’s
ﬁnished products, produced in China. Paciﬁc
saury, also known by the name of mackerel
pike, is very popular in East Asian cuisines.
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taceans, value added seafood, and grilled

one who doubts, I can recommend a

sented a slide show of SNG’s processing

The company’s net sales totaled

The SNG product lines for the

tion, managing and owning 14 process- SNG Europe managing director Carl á Lag.
ing plants with 13,000 people employed
in direct production, in China, Indonesia ISO 9001:2000 quality system certiﬁed
and Japan.

important growth markets.

to jpy 300bn (eur 2.1bn / gbp 1.5bn /
usd 2.5bn).

caught in the North Paciﬁc is an annual
trade that amounts to a total weight of
800,000 tons.

SNG Europe’s value added product category
includes sushi (pictured), tempura, breaded
seafood, ﬁngerfood and smoked salmon.
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FOFISH: BRINGING FORTH THE SEAFOOD
ously to ﬁnd new ways of developing
and consolidating the supply chain.

FOFISH
PO Box 116, FO 620 Runavík

“We are ﬁrmly rooted in an environment characterized by the presence

“In a way, we provide seafood pur- of highly skilled and experienced ﬁsherchasers with direct access to ﬁshing ves- men and seafood processors. Together
sels,” Mr Lökin added. “This means we

with our customers and business part-

connect the harvesting sector through

ners, we are able to develop concepts

the importer and the retailer to the end

and strategies to effectively meet chang-

consumer. Bearing geographical reali- ing consumer needs and demands.”
ties in mind, however, doing this successfully requires a highly organized

Listed as FoFish sourcing partners
in the Faroes are a number of leading

system of sourcing, logistics and cus- and well established harvesting compa-

http://www.foﬁsh.com
E-Mail: foﬁsh@foﬁsh.fo
Tel.: +298 472060
Fax: +298 472061
Managing Directors:
Abraham Lökin
Leif Höj
Exporter of seafood products,
fresh and frozen.
Groundﬁsh species: Cod, haddock, saithe
(pollock/coley), redﬁsh (ocean perch),
black scabbardﬁsh, Greenland halibut
(black halibut), shark (siki), ling, brosme
(tusk), monkﬁsh, sole, plaice, ﬂounder.

tomer service—which is exactly what

nies, with combined annual landings of

Fillets and portions: IQF,
interleaved or block.

we’ve worked very hard to establish.

more than 30,000 tons of cod, haddock,

Because of our success in doing this, I

saithe (pollock/coley), redﬁsh (ocean

Saltﬁsh: split or ﬁllets.

believe we’re going to see a whole new

perch), monkﬁsh and other species.

level of trading in the future; this is
a win-win situation that beneﬁts our

In cooperation with Faroese and

to structural changes in the industry a

foreign ﬁsh producers and seafood pro- few years ago, the formation of FoFish,

clients, our sourcing partners and ulti- cessors, FoFish also offers ﬁllets and

he said, “has essentially provided Faro-

mately ourselves, too.”

ese ﬁshermen with a new infrastructure

portions of most species caught in the

North Atlantic including farmed salm- that brings their product to market…”
‘A NEW INFRASTRUCTURE’: Founded
MARIA OLSEN

in 2002, FoFish is widely recognized

A ‘ direct link to ﬁshermen’ for seafood purchasers, FoFish welcome more ﬁshing vessels to their list of contracted
sourcing partners while hooking up with foreign business partners to secure quality supplies from the Faroes.

T

on and trout.
Mr Lökin explained that Foﬁsh

Full traceability is offered as a matter of course, according to Mr Lökin.

as a leading Faroe supplier of seafood.

was founded with the explicit purpose “All our products, whether fresh whole,

Owned and managed by Mr Lökin

of creating a platform through which to

frozen ﬁllets or portions, can be traced

together with Leif Höj, the company

link Faroese ﬁshing vessels to domestic

to where, when and by which method

has its main offices in Runavík on

as well as foreign ﬁsh processors and

harvesting took place—our products

the island of Eysturoy. Emphasizing

other seafood purchasers. In response

are all fully traceable.”

the ability to capitalize on its cultural
HERE IS obviously some truth to

set up new partnerships in Europe to

times supplies can be scarcely available

and commercial integration with a

the tag, ‘your direct link to ﬁsh- complement existing ones, addressing

in the Faroes due to competition for raw

unique fisheries community, FoFish

material, what can you do then to sat-

is contracted by a number of ﬁshing

ermen’ as used by FoFish, one of the

their clients’ need—and highlighting

largest seafood exporters in the Faroe

its own ability—to secure quality sup- isfy your client, one might ask.

vessels, both trawlers, gillnetters and

Islands. With a growing network of

plies of anything from a wide variety of

Said Mr Lökin: “What we’ve

longliners, as their trading partner.

sourcing partners, FoFish is moving to

fresh whole ﬁsh to a range of fresh or

done to meet this challenge is basically

frozen, value added seafood products

two things: one, expand the scope of

richest ﬁshing grounds in the world,”

from the Faroes and elsewhere in the

contracted sourcing partners, and two,

Mr Lökin noted. He added that the

high North.

build partnerships in the closer vicinity

FoFish business model is based on pro-

of our clients.”

fessional training of management and

“We’re proud to ﬁnally have a solid
infrastructure in place that enables a

To ensure that the company’s

reliable supply line of seafood for our

growing number of seafood clients get

export clients,” said FoFish managing

what they need in terms of both quality

partner Abraham Lökin.

and quantity, on time and at competi-

Faced with the reality that some- tive price, FoFish is working continu54 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

“We are surrounded by some of the

members of staff, and many years of experience in the seafood trade.
Landing a fresh catch (top);
FoFish sales ofﬁces in Runavík (right);
Fresh iced groundﬁsh, various species (left).
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THE HADDOCK SPECIALIST
AT THE HARBOR

well-manned processing hall and large
cold storage facility, Hvilvtenni has an
optimized system for quick and convenient seafood handling. Using its own
personnel to oversee everything from
supply purchase to production and sales

Retaining its main focus on fresh and frozen haddock products for the UK market, Hvilvtenni increases its
ﬂeet of inshore ﬁshing vessels while likewise contracting catches from other vessel owners at its recently
approved sea landing station.

I

management, the company is able to
serve a growing number of clients.
Strategically located at the quayside

N THE FISHING village of Leirvík

place from which to run a seafood export

on the eastern coast of Eysturoy, sea- business in the Faroes.”

spite of the fact that several ﬁsh proces-

just a few meters across from where the

sors are located here we have excellent

MANAGING COMPETITION: Since

ﬁshing vessels land their catch, move-

cooperation, yet we work independently,

1996, Hvilvtenni has exported seafood

ments of cases and pallets are easily

offering different seafood products.”

products to the United Kingdom and

handled by the company’s own forklift

sels while at the same time contracting

other European countries, processing

trucks.

other vessel owners to secure supplies

2,000 tons per year. In 2005 ﬁgures, the

food exporter Hvilvtenni has moved to

“There’s another great thing

to its well-established processing facility.
With its ﬁsh landing station, similarly

MARIA OLSEN

increase its ﬂeet of inshore ﬁshing ves- about this place,” Mr Joensen added. “In

annual turnover equals approximately

As for export shipping, readily

HVILVTENNI
FO-520 Leirvík
E-Mail: hvilvtenni@hvilvtenni.fo
Tel.: +298 443380
Managing Director:
Kjartan Joensen
Production Manager:
Niels Peter Bech
Processor and exporter of seafood
products, fresh and frozen.
Groundﬁsh species: Haddock, cod,
saithe (coley), haddock, redﬁsh (ocean
perch), monkﬁsh, and other species.
Products: Fillets and portions
— fresh or frozen, skin-on or off,
pin bone in or removed.

ing competition on the world markets,

available road transport services com- Hvilvtenni again last year reported posi-

dkk 36m (eur 4.8m / gbp 3.3m / usd

bine with regular container lines that

to the processing facility, approved for

5.9m) non-inclusive of the company’s

link the Faroes to the UK and mainland

“There’s no denying that we’re

seafood handling by the Food, Veteri-

three ﬁshing vessels, with estimated

Europe. “Every Monday and Tuesday we

under pressure from global low-wage

nary and Environmental Agency (HFS),

combined net sales of more than dkk

have shipments to the UK,” Mr Joensen

competition,” Mr Joensen noted. “But

Hvilvtenni is set to stick with fresh and

20m (eur 2.7m / gbp 1.9m / usd 3.3m).

said.

we have managed to stay aﬂoat so far,

frozen ﬁllets of haddock as main prod-

Depending on the time of the year,

tive ﬁnancial results.

“Every Thursday there are ship- much thanks to the special mix of people

uct line complemented by codﬁsh, saithe

Hvilvtenni’s range of products—in addi- ments to Continental Europe and every

we have, from experienced and highly

(pollock/coley) and ﬂatﬁsh.

tion to haddock, cod and saithe (pollock/

Friday there are shipments to both the

skilled to very young and enthusiastic

coley)—includes monkﬁsh, lemon sole

UK and the Continent.”

people. We have a high working capacity

Over the past two years, Hvilvtenni
has purchased two inshore trawlers, the

and plaice plus, occasionally, wolfﬁsh

Norðleivur FD 659 and the Birtingur

(catﬁsh) and redﬁsh (ocean perch). The

proﬁts, which some of the major ﬁsh pro- staff who know exactly how to do their

FD 727, to join the company’s longliner,

company’s export market is primarily the

cessors in the Faroes have suffered over

the Hövnin FD 900. In addition, regular

UK, with Germany and France ordering

the past couple of years over intensify- up the business.”

supplies are provided by three other in-

most of the monkﬁsh tails shipped.

shore trawlers, Sjóborg FD 457, Sæborg

ty,” Mr Joensen said. “We offer it fresh

plies from day boats.

iced and as frozen ﬁllets skin on or off,

age of raw materials,” said Kjartan

job. After all, it’s the people that make

pin bone in or removed, glazed or nonglazed. As for species like lemon sole and

Joensen, managing director and owner

plaice, the summer is the season; cod, on

of Hvilvtenni.

the other hand, is more available during

“Leirvík is an advantageous location

and we are fortunate to have excellent

“Haddock is still our main special-

FD 830 and Dýrindal KG 374, plus sup“Fortunately, we have no short-

In spite of difﬁculties in achieving

winter and spring.”

from our viewpoint and major ﬁshing

With a spacious f ish terminal

grounds are just a few hours of steaming

at the Leirvík harbor under the same

from here. We’re very close to Klaksvík

roof as the company’s well-equipped,

and near the Tórshavn area as well, which
makes shipping and logistics a relatively
easy task. The Leirvík harbor is both
safe and well ﬁtted to our needs and I’d
say it’s difﬁcult to ﬁnd a more suitable
56 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Owner and managing director Kjartan
Joensen, left, with production manager
Niels Peter Bech (right); processing haddock
(center); processing monkﬁsh (above).
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Since hooking up with a new
cooperative of day boat
ﬁshermen, Rainbow Seafood’s
export business has grown
dramatically, making the
company look like the leading
Faroese supplier of extra fresh
groundﬁsh.

an excellent working relationship and
team spirit. We’re consistent and make
no exceptions to the basic rules—such
as the application of our speciﬁc cleaning and chilling method, or the standard
requirement that there have to be at least
two crew members on every ﬁshing trip,
in order to ensure quick and effective
cleaning and chilling of the ﬁsh; besides,

N

OT LONG AGO, coastal ﬁsher-

a minimum of two persons is also a good

men in the northern village of Eiði

safety precaution.”

on the Faroe island of Eysturoy would

RAINBOW SEAFOOD
PO Box 3280, FO-110 Tórshavn
E-Mail: rainbow@rainbow.fo
Tel.: +298 322780
Fax: +298 322782
Managing Director:
Regin Mikkelsen
Bátaﬁskur Cooperative Director:
Per Mikkelsen
Exporter of seafood products —
fresh whole gutted and ﬁllets; frozen ﬁllets.
Species: Haddock, cod, halibut ,
monkﬁsh, whiting, plaice, lemon
sole, ling, tusk (brosme), salmon.

hours, the day boat ﬁshermen wondered

According
to Mr Mikkelsen, the members of
Bátaﬁskur are the ﬁrst day boats in
the Faroes to exclusively use the
combined cleaning and shush-ice
chilling system.

why they couldn’t seem to receive a better

“The slush ice is based on seawater

price for their fresh catch compared to

and it chills the ﬁsh very quickly down

control at every stage from catch to dis-

other longliners that would often be out

to 0 centigrade or slightly below without

tribution and enables us to guarantee the

freezing it,” Mr Mikkelsen added. “This

very best in quality ﬁsh from the Faroes,

method emulates the temperature of the

52 weeks a year.”

A TO Z REFRIGERATION:

complain that the average price they got
for their catch of haddock, cod and ﬂatﬁsh was remarkably lower than the average price received by larger longliners.
As their ﬁshing trips never exceeded 24

for a week or even more. Then someone
seafood exporters through a new organization based on economically sustainable
terms.

MARIA OLSEN

had an idea: team up with professional

SETTING THE SEAFOOD
STANDARD, EXTRA FRESH

It turned out Rainbow Seafood
would be the ﬁrst choice partner for
Bátaﬁskur, the new cooperative, to join

“I’d say we’ve had a sea change here,” Bátaﬁskur, consists in a series of critesaid Asbjörn Djurhuus, a board mem- ria and minimum standard requirements

forces with. Complying with a man- ber of Bátaﬁskur and a former skipper,
datory, effective method for ensuring now land-based manager, of longliner
maximum freshness of the ﬁsh brought
in—and importantly, a fresh new spirit of

Norðsöki FD 530.

that follow the freshﬁsh value chain
from catch to at-sea handling to landing, to on-shore packaging and shipping.

Bátaf iskur’s managing director, Central to the system is the obligatory,

optimism—the now ﬁfteen members of

Per Mikkelsen, who is also a partner in

consistent use of seawater-based slush ice

the cooperative, only two years later, have

Rainbow Seafood, added: “We’ve put a

in clean plastic containers for the ﬁsh

become the envy of other ﬁshermen.

and not opened before it arrives at the
client. As Mr Mikkelsen noted: “Our
vertically integrated system offers full

caught here, and it creates the basis for

Bátaﬁskur members are haddock, cod

a supreme product quality.”

and ﬂatﬁsh such as monkﬁsh, plaice

Another element in the quality

and halibut. With its international sales

management system addresses trace- and sourcing network, Rainbow however
ability, providing every shipped box of

offers a wide range of seafood products,

seafood with information on the speciﬁc

both fresh and frozen. Likewise, the

inquiries as to product origin that clients

company recently through its subsidiary

temperature-controlled shipment to ﬁnal

and stakeholders may have. Accordingly, Greipan set up a ﬁlleting plant in the

destination.

at the Bátaﬁskur onshore processing fa- village of Oyndarfjörður, not far away

Driven by the Rainbow-Bátaﬁskur

cility, a highly sophisticated, automatic

from Eiði, a few months after having

team members’ strong motivation to per- grading system registers where and when

acquired the Snodd ﬁsh handling facility at Toftir.

form, the principle behind the successful

each ﬁsh was caught and by which boat,

seafood quality standard is based on the

guaranteeing full traceability on every

ents get the very best quality of fresh ﬁsh.

use of effective inspections and controls,

box. “Every tub of catch that reaches

It seems we’ve been setting an example

deck until landing at a sea landing sta-

said Regin Mikkelsen, managing direc- our grading line carries information on

for others too, which of course we’re very

tion authorized by the Food, Veterinary

tor of Rainbow Seafood.

proud of—signs are the overall attention

and Environmental Agency (HFS), usu-

“Our involvement with Bátaﬁskur

paid to product quality management has

ally the local landing station. The refrig-

has proved very meaningful,” he said,

increased considerably since we started

eration chain remains unbroken through

this operation.”

to sorting and packaging at the likewise

bility of everyone who participates in the

and shipped, that piece of information

The product quality system em- HFS authorized processing facility a few

system. We may have a ﬁery argument

as well as information on species and

at times over technicalities but we have

size is attached to each 40-kilogram

meters from the quayside at Eiði, and

ment, shipped by refrigerated transport,

The main species caught by

mechanism in place that, apart from se- to be placed in immediately after catch,
The containers are kept under the

and palletized in a refrigerated environ-

natural environment of the groundﬁsh

curing supplies, makes sure that our cli- bleeding, gutting and cleaning.

ployed by Rainbow Seafood and
58 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Bátaﬁskur managing director Per Mikkelsen with
board member Asbjörn Djurhuus; cooperative member
Sonni Kalsoy landing a day’s catch of fresh cod (bottom
left); Rainbow Seafood shipment (bottom right).

box—the ﬁsh is landed, graded, packed

which vessel caught it when and where,”
Mr Mikkelsen said.
After the swift and smooth grad-

“but its success depends on the responsi- ing process, before the ﬁsh is packed
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RISE AND REFORM OF A TRADING POINT

FAROE FISH MARKET
FO-650 Toftir
http://www.fmf.fo
E-Mail: fmf@fmf.fo
Tel.: +298 414141
Fax: +298 414142

Faroe Fish Market, the newly reshaped ﬁsh auction gives ﬁshing vessels
of all countries equal opportunity for offering their catch through its
trading system, and purchasers from around the world fair access to the
freshest ﬁsh—yet grading remains local.

W

ITH SUPPLIES year round and

ing in trading, whether selling or pur-

a range of species that’s second to

chasing.

none, the Faroe Fish Market, the new

Another subject of reform was the

and only ﬁsh auction of the Faroe Islands,

relationship between operations of the

could be poised to become a trading point

ﬁsh auction itself and landing stations;

for growing numbers of international

to liberate the auction from non-core

purchasers of fresh ﬁsh. According to

business processes, these activities were

managing director Jens Chr. Olsen, the

split into two separate companies—the

establishment of the Faroe Fish Market

one being Landingarmiðstöð Föroya,

has been highly successful with turnover

operator of two ﬁsh landing stations at

reaching dkk 530m (eur 71m / gbp 49m

Toftir and Klaksvík, owned by local la-

/ usd 86m) during 2005, the ﬁrst year

bor unions and the powerful ﬁshermen’s

of operation. The ambition, Mr Olsen

union (FF) together with a land based

says, is to gradually attract foreign ﬁsh

seafood processor, the other being Faroe

Managing Director: Jens Chr. Olsen
Fresh ﬁsh market — three daily auctions.
Accessible through telephone and/or
internet for domestic and international
purchasers. Selling for domestic
and international ﬁshing vessels.
Main species: cod, haddock, saithe
(pollock/coley), redﬁsh (ocean perch), ling,
tusk (brosme), blue ling, wolfﬁsh (ocean
catﬁsh), whiting, monkﬁsh, halibut, turbot
(Greenland halibut), lemon sole (dab),
plaice, grenadier, black scabbardﬁsh,
nephrops, greater silver smelt (argentine).
2005 total sales quantity: 45,000 tonnes
(raw ﬁsh) — 37 percent of total landings of
fresh ﬁsh in the Faroe Islands (exclusive of
pelagic sector).

producers and purchasers into the trad- Fish Market.

Based on its predecessor from
1993—the national ﬁsh auction known

in the grading process, and the moment a

Market is split 50 /50 bet ween

sold item has been processed through an

Landingarmiðstöð Föroya and the As-

HFS certiﬁed landing station, the grad-

sociation of Faroese Fish Producers

as Fiskamarknaður Föroya—the estab- (Föroya Ráﬁskaseljarafelag).
lishment of Faroe Fish Market is the

“The auction was originally de-

ing conducted has effectively been accepted and the delivery has legally been
completed as far as Faroe Fish Market is

result of a recent reform of the auction,

signed to secure fair price for the ﬁsh

head Faroe Fish Market when it ﬁrst

withdraw it from the auction or change

which was worked out in parallel with

on the one hand and equal opportunity

opened for business in early 2005, with

the minimum price.”

legislative changes. A major limitation

for ﬁsh purchasers on the other,” Mr

the legislative change that allows foreign

of the earlier system was seen in the fact

Olsen said. “It worked well during the

that it barred foreigners from participat- ﬁrst years but changes in the business

The potential is nonetheless there,

concerned; the rest is between the pur-

according to Mr Olsen, who predicts

chaser and the contracted transport com-

Mr Olsen added: “I think most

that foreign vessels sooner or later will

pany or representative. But such matters

participation in the system coming into

people agree that the new system is not

begin offering their catch through Faroe

can be arranged very smoothly and be-

effect a few months later.

just working according to the plans, it’s

Fish Market, and that foreign traders

sides, on an international level, we’ll be

actually working better than many of

will start purchasing through the system.

looking for options in networking.”

environment eventually made

He explained that since he took

reform necessary.” Mr Olsen,

ofﬁce a number of routines have been

us were expecting for the ﬁrst period of

But whereas Faroe Fish Market

who has experience from ﬁsh

streamlined in order to strengthen the

time. Our message of transparency, fair

is working toward becoming an

auctions in Hull and Grimsby

foundations of the auction.

play and full traceability has come across

international auction, the practi-

as well as from seafood trading in Ålesund, was hired to

“We have reinforced rules of clarity and basic auction principles—the
highest bidder wins, there is no such

Managing director Jens Chr.
Olsen (center); auctioneer
Oskar Joensen with account
manager Sigga Olsen (left);
fresh caught Atlantic cod (right).
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current domestic dominance.

The ownership of Faroe Fish

MARIA OLSEN

ing system in order to complement the

“Faroe Fish Market is not involved

strongly and it seems the electronic trad- calities of quality grading give it
ing system is functioning well too.”

a domestic or local label: the ﬁsh

As to the prospects of foreign par- is sold ‘as is’—that is, ﬁnal grad-

thing as selling under special reserva-

ticipation, this has not materialized to

ing is conducted in the Faroes or,

tions, and if there are no bids that meet

any signiﬁcant degree as yet, although a

in other words, at one of 24 ﬁsh

a minimum price required for an item,

number of foreign purchasers participate

landing stations approved by the

the item remains formally unsold and it

regularly using local agents or represen- HFS (Food, Veterinary and En-

will be entirely up to the seller to either

tatives.

vironmental Agency).
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Likewise a leader in saithe process-

TAVAN / JETFOOD

ing, Tavan since the late 1990s has ex-

FO-520 Leirvík

ported portions of saithe to markets in

Tel.: +298 443355
E-Mail: joanmagnus@tavan.fo

Continental Europe, mostly Germany

Tavan: Processor and exporter of
seafood products, fresh and frozen.
Specializing in minced greater silver
smelt (argentine/silver herring) and
loins of saithe (pollock/coley).

and France.
“There are interesting synergies between saithe and silver smelt,” said Joen
Magnus Rasmussen, managing director of Tavan. “We have invested on a

Shipped from JetFood’s facility as

continuous basis in product and process

heat treated, vacuum cased, whole sau-

development with regard to both species.

sages made of silver smelt with additives

Since we started processing saithe, our

that consist mainly of gluten-free ﬂour

business operations have expanded be- and spices, the sausages are then sliced
yond the silver smelt season, which means

and consumer packed in Denmark and

we process ﬁsh year-round. Whereas de- branded in the name of JetFood or the

LEIRVÍK’S DELICIOUS
FISH SAUSAGES

velopment of saithe portions has been
ongoing and will probably continue as

“Our clients are food distributors

such, grinding has been the sole method

and retailers,” Mr Petersen remarked.

MARIA OLSEN

W

JetFood: Processor and exporter
of ﬁsh sausage products made of
silver smelt. Slicing and packing
according to agreement.
Managing Director: Jan E. Petersen

in the marketplace. As the ﬁsh sausages

as effective pin bone removal presents

their speciﬁcations, in our name or their

are likewise edible for gluten allergic

a challenge that hasn’t been overcome

own, sliced thin and shrink wrapped or

consumers, the chances of ﬁnding a nar-

yet; however, I believe we will get there

otherwise. We have a production capac- row niche won’t appear slim either.

before too long.”

ity that is scaled for supplying more than

“Our fish sausages have been re-

the Faroese market, and with our excel- ceived with enthusiasm in test markets

found a fresh new way of marketing silver

lent access to raw material, we’re able to

as a tasty, nutritional, healthy food,” Mr

smelt mince. The ﬁsh sausage concept is

take on large orders.”

Petersen said.

very appealing and we are optimistic in

As to the home market, JetFood has

“We emphasize the health factor

regard of the prospects, not least when

teamed up with wholesaler PM Group

very strongly, and there are no bad ad-

it comes to exports.”

(Poul Michelsen), a well-established dis- ditives, only gluten-free ﬂour and spices.

With the JetFood line of ﬁsh sau- tributor of foods in the Faroes. Bearing

ELL IN LINE WITH global

http://www.jetfood.fo
E-Mail: jetfood@jetfood.fo
Tel.: +298 743444 or +298 743445
Fax: +298 443445

of production for silver smelt inasmuch “They get the ﬁsh sausages according to

He added: “With JetFood, we have

In a joint venture with greater silver smelt and saithe processor Tavan, health-food startup JetFood introduces a series of ﬁsh
sausage products made of silver smelt mince—sliced, vacuum sealed and branded in accordance with client speciﬁcations.

client.

Managing Director:
Joen Magnus Rasmussen

This is protein-rich, non-fat, high energy

Tavan can supply sufﬁcient quantities of

content. Tavan has worked extensively

sages, food is offered essentially ready

in mind the growing demand for seafood

food whose only fat is ﬁsh oil and small

consumer trends toward health- ﬁrst class silver smelt mince—at least for

with process development for well over a

for the eating, which means rigorous

on a worldwide base, the JetFood ﬁsh

amounts of vegetable oil.

sausages could be poised for fast growth

the ﬁrst few years—as it can capitalize on

decade and they have perfected the silver

hygiene requirements have to be met

opened a ﬁsh sausage production facility

the future success of the partnership.

smelt grinding process, which is of great

in order to receive authorization from

advantage for us.”

the government’s Food, Veterinary and

in cooperation with ﬁsh processor Tavan

“Silver smelt is an excellent species

and a Scandinavian shrink wrapping

for ﬁsh sausage production,” said JetFood

A pioneer and the leading purchaser

Environmental Agency (HFS) as well as

service, offering a new sausage concept

managing director Jan E. Petersen. “It

and processor of silver smelt in the Faroe

from client-side inspection bodies. “We

based on greater silver smelt (argentine/

has a special consistency to it, which

Islands, Tavan since the early 1990s has

have the relevant licenses from the Faro-

silver herring).

makes it particularly ﬁtted for sausage

served the Faroe home marked with por-

ese authorities and we strive to meet the

tions of ground silver smelt. The product

highest standards in hygiene and work-

ence in processing silver smelt and saithe

soon became popular with many house-

ing environment,” Mr Petersen noted.

(pollock/coley), JetFood is likely to have

holds not least because of the consistency

found an ideal business partner. Renting

of the mince, with minimal need for ad-

out ofﬁces and production premises to

ditives, making it perfectly ﬁt to replace

the new enterprise, while investing as

whiteﬁsh in the traditional Faroese spe-

a 50-percent shareholder in the venture,

cialty of home made ﬁsh quenelles.

With Tavan’s ﬁfteen years of experi-
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“You should try it!”
MARIA OLSEN

ier lifestyles, Leirvík startup JetFood has

JetFood partners Eli Eltör, left, and Jan E.
Petersen, managing director, demonstrating whole
ﬁsh sausages with curry, garlic and barbecue
ﬂavors (center); frozen loins of saithe from
Tavan (left); packing of saithe products before
shipment (top right); processing of saithe (right).
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HEADING BEYOND NIGERIA
WITH FAROE DRYFISH
Exporting open-air dried ﬁsh to Africa is known as an old North Atlantic tradition; using advanced automation technology
indoors to get the very best out of dried ﬁsh heads and backbones is a more recent recipe of success for Faroe Marine Products.

T

thanks to our cooperation with the IRF

able for any seafood drying purposes,”

combustion factory, we’re able to harness

Mr á Húsamörk said. “This facility has a

heat that would otherwise have gone up

very substantial capacity and that makes

in smoke.”

it suitable for outside companies to hire

With 120 million inhabitants, Nige- us as a service provider offering seafood
ria constitutes a huge market for FMP’s

drying. As to market reach, we’re well

production, which in 2005 equaled about

underway to gain access to Russia, even

11,000 tons in raw materials, up from

though there are one or two larger issues

he Faroese and Nigerians may have

seafood byproducts to a whole new lev- that into a valuable export business and

about half of that only one year earlier.

of trade which we hope the authorities

more in common than some would

el in Faroe.

The products range from dried ﬁsh heads

will deal with before long.”

imagine. For one thing, they tend to

the Nigerians get their favorite ﬂavors,

“This is all about optimum utiliza- which they pay a quite reasonable price

According to Mr á Húsamörk, FMP

Úti á Vík, FO-520 Leirvík
http://www.fmp.fo
E-Mail: fmp@fmp.fo
Tel.: +298 443399
Fax: +298 443220
Managing Director: Eirikur á Húsamörk
High-technology drying processing facility
offering drying of all ﬁsh products with fat
content less than 5 percent.
Processing of offals from traditional ﬁsh
processing industry i.e. backbones and
heads from cod, haddock, saithe and other
species. Production of dried ﬁllets for
home and export markets.

tion of resources,” Mr á Húsamörk said.

for. This is all built on the good work-

tions of saithe (pollock/coley) to dried

has steered clear of early trouble largely

many of them are fond of a certain fer- “Before we came, thousands of tons of

ing relationship we enjoy with the var-

pelagic ﬁsh for pet food snacks.

because of its close cooperation with Ice-

mented ﬂavor known as ‘ræst’ in Faroese.

heads and backbones would each year

ious ﬁsh processors as they provide us

While ﬁsh with that characteristic ﬂavor

end up as low-value ingredients for in- with their offals, and that’s of course the

serving ﬁsh, known in many countries.

holder in the enterprise. With its vast

may be quite popular in the Faroes, the

dustrial production. Now we have turned

Among its advantages is that it leaves

experience in the business of stockﬁsh

Nigerians have a whole cuisine of spicy

intact all the nourishment and ﬂavor of

exports, Laugaﬁskur has shared much

high degree of hygiene; the stacked grids

dishes based on stockﬁsh, including ‘ræst’

the ﬁsh with no necessity for adding salt,

of its knowledge with FMP, helping to

are placed into purpose made drying cham-

dried ﬁsh heads and backbones, which
are particularly used in soups for their
special ﬂavors and gelatins.
Now, since Faroe Marine Products
(FMP) opened for business not long ago,
a new bond of trading cooperation be-
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like dried ﬁsh or ‘stockﬁsh’; for another,

and backbones to dried ﬁllets and por-

FAROE MARINE PRODUCTS

basis of our raw material supplies. And

Drying is an old tradition for pre- land’s Laugaﬁskur, a 45-percent stake-

Also pet food snacks from pelagic species.

low for a fully automated process with a

making the ﬁsh keep without refriger- avoid traditional pitfalls, leapfrog cost- bers in a pre-drying process, after which the
ation. “The fact that all the vitamins

ly production line development and de- raw materials are removed into after-dry-

and omega-3 fatty acids are preserved

sign, and overcome potentially dangerous

in dried ﬁsh makes it very healthy,” Mr

challenges. “If it wasn’t for the Iceland- need considerably longer drying time than

á Húsamörk added.

ers’ expertise and our very close cooper- backbones,” Mr á Húsamörk noted. “But

FMP has grown to become an im- ation with them, I can hardly imagine

ing boxes for further drying. “Fish heads

you need to be very exact with the hot air

tween the Faroes and Nigeria has been

portant contributor to the local econo- we’d come this far in such a short time,” process because if the product gets too dry,

created.

it will crumble. You may compare it with a

ployees and exports reaching a total val-

The raw material, received chilled

stake in the oven—you don’t burn it because

knows anything about the Faroes and

ue of dkk 50m (eur 6.7m / gbp 4.6m /

at FMP’s terminal, is cleaned and spread

if you do, it can’t be restored afterwards.

he’s quite likely to recognize it imme-

usd 8m). But the company’s dkk 30m

on specially designed plastic grids that al- It’s all about applying the best know-how.”

diately,” said FMP managing director

(eur 4m / gbp 2.8m / usd 4.8m) invest-

Eirikur á Húsamörk.

ments in computerized processing tech-

To whatever extent Mr á Húsamörk

nology, state-of-the-art drying cham-

could be right, that recognition would

bers and an advanced inventory system,

ﬁrst and foremost be based on FMP’s

has raised the pressure to yield high re-

rapidly growing export business.

turns—something the company has been

Located in the small town of

succeeding in. Over the four years or so

Leirvík on the island of Eysturoy, FMP

since the FMP facility became fully op-

was awarded the Faroe Industry Asso-

erational, the return on equity invest-

ciation’s Company of Year 2005 prize

ment has averaged 25 percent. But the

for its successful and inventive use of

company is looking for further growth.

natural resources in a ﬁnancially proﬁt-

“We want to make some of the

able business model. Using recycled heat

MARIA OLSEN

my of Leirvík and beyond, with 60 em- Mr á Húsamörk confessed.

“Ask any Nigerian whether he

FMP’s extra processing capacity avail-

from a nearby combustion plant for its
highly automated sorting, cleaning and
drying processes, FMP has taken the
principle of maximum use of so-called
64 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

FMP managing director Eirikur á Húsamörk, right,
with Mike Abraham in the packing department;
placing heads on grids to stack before predrying (left).
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Faroese companies discover
new strength in small size
and compact characteristics,
however enterprises that
used to be privileged are
faced with a race against
time as the competitive
situation intensiﬁes—
making change
management pivotal as
global realities shape market
conditions in everything
from software to shipping.
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KEYWORD
CHANGE

I

By Búi Tyril
N THE FAROES, the last couple of years have seen a profound process
of industry consolidation. While changes in ownership structures contrast
starkly with traditional practices, a main backdrop everyone seems to
acknowledge is the ﬁerce competitive environment of the global economy.
Key propelling factors in the Faroes include the initiation of a massive
series of privatizations with the government clearly signaling it wants

to sell most of the corporations it controls; this has been coupled with increasing

foreign direct investments and a shift in mentality among the Faroese—in addition
to changes in the international markets.
Such conditions were reﬂected not least in the ﬁshing industry, which still
overwhelmingly dominates the economic life of the Faroes. It was a ﬁshing company that was ﬁrst to become privatized, although that particular deal—the Faroe

Fund of 1971 selling all the shares of the JFK group to the company’s managing
director and the local bank—came under ﬁre for perceived lack of transparency
and under-pricing. However, as one Klaksvík patriot said, the deal “went through
quickly and effectively,” to the delight of locals who might fear that a non-local
investor would not have been too keen on keeping business operations based there.
Besides, there is no denying that this town is the nation’s leader when it comes to
the business of trawling—home to some of the world’s ﬁnest and most advanced
ﬁshing vessels and best skippers.
The jump start of long awaited privatizations set off a wave of mergers and
acquisitions that saw the ownership of three of the country’s largest ﬁshing enterprises change hands: JFK group, the Vesturvón group, and Faroe Seafood, the
country’s largest seafood processor and exporter—the second government owned
company to be privatized. Framherji, one-third of which is owned by Iceland’s
Samherji, purchased the privately owned Vesturvón group, making it a major player
in the Faroese ﬁshing industry. As to the privatization of Faroe Seafood, the company was eventually sold to a group of investors consisting of venture capital ﬁrm
Notio, Iceland’s Traustfang (subsidiary of insurance company Vís) and a few others including Faroe Seafood chief executive Meinhard Jacobsen; the government
owned Faroe Development Fund kept one-third of the shares. According to the new
owners, Faroe Seafood aims for listing on the VMF (Faroese Securities Market)
in the near future.
Numerous Faroese businesses cater to the onshore ﬁshing industry as well
as to domestic and foreign sea vessels with services and manufactured products.
While some of these are international players in design and manufacturing of ﬁshing gear, for instance, others specialize in mechanical or electrical engineering to
offer processing lines and electronic equipment, as well as repairs. And the Faroese
do possess a noteworthy, natural strength in shipping, a good example of which is
Thor Offshore, a leading international player in its ﬁeld.
HELPING SIEMENS, MICROSOFT: Other sectors of domestic strength are marine

electronics and ICT (information and communication technology). With the
convergence of digital technologies across traditional borders offering a new
generation of Internet based products in telephony, data communication and imaging,
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Staff from electrical engineering ﬁrm
El-Talvuvirkið out on duty (left); busy
at Vónin’s net loft in Tórshavn (below).

have spotted the writing on the wall just
in time, as management has been pushing
to embrace changes on a level that has

co-founded the company in 2002, said:

earned the respect from observers.

“Heini Zachariassen has proven that he

After realizing it was on the prior-

has the edge and toughness in addition

ity list of the government’s privatization

to the social skill-set that today’s leaders

plan, Faroese Telecom moved to change

need. He has shown that he can build

its corporate structure, in an attempt to

on the tremendous success BullGuard

block the competition’s drive to separate

has had over the past four years. During

the core communication network from its

that period BullGuard has doubled its

commercial service operations. Balancing

revenue every year and expanded its staff

pressures on the home market, the com-

from 3 to 65. BullGuard has established

pany’s International division meanwhile

the winds of change are no stranger to

itself as a very successful retail brand in

took steps to establish itself in foreign

the ICT sector.

Europe and developed a Mobile Division

niche markets, capitalizing on its own

whose main product, BullGuard Mobile

digital TV broadcasting software. With

The successful European security
software developer BullGuard, headed

Anti-virus will be a standard installa- what may look like an unbeatable core

by a Faroese, Heini Zachariassen, has

tion on more than a million Windows

competence in ICT services for scarcely

made headlines across the web. Head- Mobile powered devices over the next

populated or underdeveloped markets,

quartered in Copenhagen, Denmark

the division is deploying new and ad-

9 months.”

and with ofﬁces in Romania and the

Another ICT success story, and this

UK, BullGuard specializes in PC and

one is headquartered in the Faroes, is

mobile security solutions for home-us- Formula.fo, the country’s only Microsoft
ers and small-businesses, emphasizing
“technical excellence, ease of use and
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vanced technologies to offer digital voice,
data and video transmission services.
Faroese Telecom’s main competition

textiles retail chain Lagerinn, started

Thomsen Transport Service, which had

Gold Certiﬁed partner. Apart from be- in the home market is Kall, a subsidiary

out with his ﬁrst shop in the Faroes, a

been purchased by Iceland’s Eimskip in

ing a major domestic software developer,

of Iceland’s Dagsbrún. Having gained

franchise with a Danish home textiles

the summer of 2005, some nine months

In Fuglafjörður, servicing a purse seiner.

the cargo services of the ferry contracted

customer care.” Overseeing a period of

the company is also an agent for Marel,

market shares in mobile telephony and

magnate. Today he ranks among the

after Eimskip acquired national shipping

to a joint venture with Denmark’s Blue

rapid growth, Mr Zachariassen was the

Iceland’s giant manufacturer of food pro- Internet services, Kall has arguably acted

Faroes’ and Iceland’s richest persons,

icon Faroe Ship.

Water Shipping—named Smyril Blue

company’s chief operating ofﬁcer from

cessing equipment, and a large developer

ruling his own investment, real estate

Iceland’s other major in transport

October 2002 until February 2006 when

of Microsoft and Siemens software ap- in the Faroe telecommunications land-

and retail empire. Lately he received the

logistics, Samskip, moved in to seize a

in the spring of 2006 by fresh invest-

he was appointed CEO. His predecessor,

plications for the international markets.

scape since its rise a few years ago. But

blessing of the municipality of Tórshavn

substantial share of the Faroese market,

ments from the Shetland Development

Morten Lund, a Skype seed-investor who

Awarded the ‘Business Solution of the

as VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol)

for a spectacular development featuring

buying Kloosterboer’s cold storage facil- Fund (SDT), some six months after the

Year’ award (Ársins Átak) by the House

technologies mature, new players are

trendy apartment and ofﬁce buildings,

ity at Kollafjörður as well as in other plac- Faroese and Icelandic shareholders in-

of Industry for its Totalview software, the

popping up to exploit the free phoning

a large shopping mall and sports and

es in Europe. A few months into 2006,

creased their investment and the Danes

company was praised for being able to

world, companies like startup iConcept,

recreation facilities.

Samskip acquired Safari Transport, a

raised their stakes too.

as a de facto guarantor for competition

obtain a partnership agreement with Sie- a provider of competitive VoIP solutions

domestic courier service provider—its

The SDT decided to invest a fur-

mens to deliver Totalview with the Sie- for the business and consumer markets.

present with the new trade agreement

founder, Knút Lützen is the chairman

ther gbp 1.5m (eur 2.2m / usd 2.6m) into

mens HiPath 3000 telephone system.

With the threat of erosion of their tra-

between the Faroes and Iceland, in

and a shareholder in Faroe Jet, a new

Smyril Line, bringing its share up to

ditional markets, telcos in the Faroes as

the words of Prime Minister Jóannes

private airline seeking to lure a portion of

about gbp 6m (eur 8.7m/ usd 10.5m). The

COUNTERING EROSION: Not unlike

elsewhere are forced to move fast in order

Eidesgaard, “creating in effect a Faroese- the passengers ﬂying between the Faroes

investment “ensures that the company’s

the former telco monopolies of Europe,

to establish new business platforms.

Icelandic common economic area.” But

and Denmark away from publicly owned

ﬂagship is calling at Lerwick,” wrote

nowhere is the Icelandic connection more

market leader Atlantic Airways—anoth- the Shetland News Agency. In spite of
er company set to be privatized.

the Faroese ditto—much smaller but

MARIA OLSEN
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Icelanders are becoming ever more

Water—the company was strengthened

still a mammoth in the home market—is

RAISING THE STAKES: As to the

tangible than in the transport-logistics

reporting record losses of dkk 52m (eur

tackling the challenge of the times in its

interplay with Iceland, one Faroese

sector. In March 2006, the third gov-

own way. Surrounded by rivals bent on

businessman has been hugely successful

ernment owned enterprise to be priva- tor of superferry Norröna, has become

expressed conﬁdence that, thanks to

eating into its share of the home market,

in taking on the whole world via Iceland.

tized—the road cargo division of public

a crucial link for the tourism industry

strong bookings, the company could be

Faroese Telecom (Föroya Tele) seems to

Jákup á Dul Jacobsen, owner of the home

transport operator SL—was sold to Heri

in the northeast Atlantic islands. With

in proﬁt by 2007.

Smyril Line, owner and opera- 7m / gbp 4.8m / usd 8.4m), Smyril Line
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Going where other telcos fear to
tread, Faroese Telecom is attempting
to bring its expertise in advanced
terrestrial digital video broadcast
and wireless internet technologies to
remote, underserved markets with
a focus on eventual voice, data and
video convergence.

W

FT International core values include
boldness, simplicity and good humour.
Group vice president and head of FTI
Tróndur Djurhuus, centered, with team
members—from left Cesar Bardo Rios
and Brian Rosendahl, and from the right
John Eikhólm, manager, Business Strategy,
and Edvard S. Joensen, manager, ICT.

It was the build out of such advanced technology in the southeast of

HILE OTHER telcos are search-

England that recently caught the atten-

ing for ways to salvage sales and

tion of FTI and prompted its purchase

increase traditional telco market share,

of a share in Telabria Ltd, a company

a small experiment has proven to be the

that provides WiMAX-based services

catalyst for an emerging international

for both commercial and residential

focus and thoughtful investment in

subscribers. Recognizing the expertise

emerging and potentially lucrative tech-

that FTI could offer, Telebria welcomed

nology by Faroese Telecom (FT). The

Tróndur Djurhuus, head of FTI, on its

small experiment has grown into a full-

Board of Directors.

ﬂedged company known as Televarpið.

“Part of our mandate at FTI is to
seek out and place international invest-

subsidiary of FT utilizes advanced ter-

ment in potentially lucrative, leading-

restrial digital video broadcast (DVB-T)

edge telecommunication operations,”

MARIA OLSEN

The unique and commercially successful

technology to deliver a variety of television channels to its Faroese subscribers.
As part of a recent corporate reorganization, the management of FT established a new division, Faroese Telecom
International (FTI). Corporate management wanted to build on the ﬁnancial

noted Mr Djurhuus, who was part of
the team that deployed Televarpið.
“The lessons learned from this

TRIPLE PLAY IN TRICKY PLACES

success of Televarpið and to seize the

The DVB-T system of Televarpið

potential of the proprietary subscriber

was designed especially to meet the

management software (SMS) that is the

needs and challenges of operating a

heart and soul of the Televarpið system.

digital television service in the limited

least number of employees—in essence,

stimulate other international alliances

PO Box 27, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.faroesetele.com
http://www.ft.fo
E-Mail: international@ft.fo
Tel.: +298 303202
Fax: +298 303031
Division of Faroese Telecom
(Föroya Tele)
Group Vice President and Head of FTI:
Tróndur Djurhuus
Provider of cost-effective solutions for Digital
Video Broadcast – Terrestrial (DVB-T).
Developer of highly robust and scalable
Subscriber Management Software
– PULSLogic. Primary focus on wireless
connectivity, especially emerging
technologies such as WiMAX.
Investigates and facilitates investment
by parent company in emerging hightech companies around the world.
Faroese Telecom:
Leading provider of telecommunications
services in the Faroe Islands.
Fixed and mobile telephony.
ISP services: ADSL and dial-up.
Transmission solutions and networks.
Enterprise telecommunications solutions.
Consumer ‘tele-shops’ located nationwide.
Hosting environment and 24-hour support
center. International linkages via satellite
and undersea cable.
Publisher of white and yellow page
directories (print and web-based).
Digital television distribution via DVBT subsidiary company, Televarpið.

with companies providing advanced telecommunications services.”

Mr Djurhuus added. “These areas are

that the future of global communications

The initial success of FTI has not

generally much too daunting for larger

The group literally searched the

will feature the convergence of voice, data

gone unnoticed by the world at large.

telecommunication companies who have

world for such a cost-effective subscriber

and video—known as ‘triple play’—into

Demand for the PULSLogic software

limited or no experience working in such

As all telcos, FT faces the unrelenting

market of the Faroes with its moun- management system, only to realize that

a single, high-speed Internet Protocol

has grown exponentially and a consor- markets.”

challenge of diminishing revenue from

tainous environment. Because the

connection. Fiber optic cable will, of

tium of high-tech business leaders re-

Faroese Telecom, of course, has

course, carry some of this global trafﬁc.

ﬁxed line telephony in the face of ex- rugged terrain of the Faroes would of

a virtual company.

Telco innovators worldwide know

mutual collaboration,” Mr Djurhuus
continued, “will undoubtedly serve to

FAROESE TELECOM INTERNATIONAL

it did not exist.

cently welcomed the participation of FTI

a long tradition of operating in such a

panding mobile usage and broadband

necessity increase equipment costs, the

designers, they had a system developed

But, everything is going wireless and in- in a potentially rewarding international

challenging market. That tradition, plus

voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). It

small group of ‘intrapreneurs’ within

that was not only totally web-based,

novators are exploiting the potential of

project focused on developing a simple

the expertise FTI has developed through

was felt that the new division could di- FT responsible for the development of

but also had the potential to be scalable

advanced wireless technologies, such as

and cost-effective ‘triple play’ WiMAX- its establishment of Televarpið and its

rectly impact the bottom-line of FT by

Televarpið recognized early on that for

and marketable worldwide. FTI is in

WiMAX, an emerging technology that

based solution for underserved markets

development of the PULSLogic system,

engaging in the worldwide export of its

Televarpið to be proﬁtable quickly they

the ﬁnal stages of a total re-build and

looks destined to revolutionize telecoms,

worldwide—a project that would appear

may enable it to enter into challenging

SMS software, as well as foreign direct

needed not only to carefully select and

upgrading of its original SMS. Known

enabling transmission of high-speed

to be fully in line with the long-range

markets along with local partners and

investment in telecommunications in- integrate the equipment needed, but

as PULSLogic, it now accommodates

signal upwards of 100 km or 60 miles.

vision of FTI.

quickly realize a proﬁt while at the same

novation abroad, including co-managed

also to manage subscriber payment and

a whole range of payment options and

Depending on the topography, a central

or co-owned DVB-T operations, an area

distribution of content in the simplest,

content delivery, scalable to meet the

mast or tower equipped with a WiMAX

ten have challenging topography and

of special FT expertise.

most efﬁcient manner possible with the

needs of any community.

device could cover an entire town.

demographics similar to the Faroes,” looked or underserved communities.
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Turning to local Faroese software

“These underserved markets of- time bringing needed advanced telecommunication services to otherwise over-
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AT SEA, LOW-COST BROADBAND TO PHONE HOME
In addition to navigation, communication and ﬁsh ﬁnding equipment,
marine electronics provider Vikmar offers unique solutions for both
domestic and foreign markets—including a revolutionary communication
concept for seafarers and an online ship tracking service for landlubbers.

S

OME SAY that with skill, the sheer

with local, regional and domestic deal-

smallness of the Faroe Islands can

ers there instead of setting up our own

VIKMAR
Vestara Bryggja, 100 Tórshavn
http://www.vikmar.fo
E-Mail: info@vikmar.fo
Tel.: +298 352182
Fax: +298 352183
Managing Director: Jan Egholm
Technical Manager: Trygvi Nysted
Marine electronics supplier and servicer
Agent for Marport, JRC, Sodena,
SeaTel, Wesmar, KAIJO
Own brands:
Viknet satellite based information service
Viknet Broadband at Sea internet service
Live AIS Web Ship Tracker
(vessel position information service)

be turned into a sizeable competitive ad- overseas branches.”

vantage on the international level. Take

The latest Vikmar service to grab

Vikmar, a marine electronics provider

the attention of Faroe ﬁshing vessels is

based in Tórshavn, with an impressive

what has been named Viknet Broad-

range of products and services for sea

band at Sea. This is a whole broadband

tal data to generate real-time display of

vessels and onshore customers related to

communication solution for use at sea,

vessel positions with details on a graphic

the maritime world. Having developed

interface over the Internet. Offering everything from accurate backgrounds for

sea broadband communication as well as

Internet access—all at low cost, includ-

radar display; to graphic display of vessel

a unique online ship tracking informa- ing international telephone calls, which

vectors and names; to easy and secure

tion service, Vikmar is looking to expand

is nothing but revolutionary. The prod-

distribution of AIS data across the world

its growing business to Iceland and other

uct was preceded by the likewise satellite

wide web; to secure access in line with

neighboring countries.

based Viknet, a popular Internet content

the ISPS code for ports, harbor masters,

delivery service that provides distant-wa-

ships and maritime organizations, agen-

Faroes,” as Jan Egholm, Vikmar partner

ter ﬁshermen and other seafarers with

cies and authorities—the Live AIS Web

and general manager noted. “We have

a daily download of digital news and

Ship Tracker provides multiple vessel

seen a strong demand for some of our

information including radio and TV,

“Our market is not conﬁned to the

products in Iceland as well as in Nor- without the need to spend expensive
way and elsewhere. In order to serve
those markets, we have decided to work

details: MMSI number, IMO number,
name, call sign, range and bearing, navi-

online time.
“You know, the news services of small
countries like the Faroes and Iceland don’t
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boasting everything from IP telephony

its own special brand of inexpensive at- to digital image transmission, email and

members get their own wireless IP phone

Technical manager Trygvi Nysted; managing director Jan Egholm (below).

handset.”

gational status, rate of turn, course and
speed, position and accuracy, ship type
and cargo, dimensions, estimated time

broadcast via satellite,” Mr Egholm said.

To beneﬁt from Viknet or Viknet

advances in information and communica- through intermediary dealers. “Working

of arrival, draught and destination.

“That limit cuts off sea folk from following

Broadband at Sea, all a vessel needs to

tion technology. Increasingly, our servicing

closely with our suppliers is one of our

“Identiﬁcation of ships is something

events on shore, unless they’re presented

have is a satellite dish and a receiver.

job consists of upgrading and conﬁguring

core strengths and an integrated element

a government agency usually does,” Mr

with some alternative. That’s why when “The type of satellite dishes we recom-

software plus providing technical support;

in the service we offer. By cooperating

Egholm added, “except for the smallest

we came up with Viknet we had a large

mend and supply are equipped with GPS

with the connections we have today, more

directly with the manufacturers on the

countries. Well, since nobody is provid-

number of subscribers in no time.

navigation,” Mr Egholm said, “including

and more is done remotely from our ofﬁces.

one hand and our clients on the other,

ing this service neither in the Faroes nor

Now with Viknet Broadband at Sea,

automatic pointing to keep the satellite

Of course, it’s different when it comes to

we’re able to customize solutions for our

in Iceland, we thought we should look

we’ve found a very effective way to use a

signal regardless of the position of the

hardware, or software installations for that

clients.”

into it.”

satellite connection for high-speed, low- vessel.”

matter; then we have to go the customer’s

Responding to the absence of an-

The Live AIS Web Ship Tracker

cost Internet and we’ve been able to add

Using the latest technologies for

site, which often means on board a ship.”

other maritime service generally not

has become very popular in the Faroes

services like Voice Over IP, which basi- servicing the electronics it supplies,

Mr Egholm also pointed out that

available to tiny economies like Faroe,

as a large proportion of the population

cally means the guys at sea can talk on

Vikmar has undergone continuous devel-

as an importer and supplier of marine

Vikmar has developed Live AIS [Auto- have family member at sea. And as the

the telephone with anyone anywhere in

opment since the company was founded

electronics and equipment, Vikmar

matic Identiﬁcation System] Web Ship

the world at local rates. The vessels get

in 2001. “The world has moved a long way

places great emphasis on purchasing di- Tracker, a system that employs tradition- land, Vikmar is working on a plan to

a central telephone system and the crew

over the past ﬁve years, not least in terms of

rectly from manufacturers, rather than

system likewise works perfectly in Ice-

al VHS radio signals converted into digi- market it there.
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LEADING GEAR MAKER FORTIFIES POSITION

D

In a bid to fortify its position in

Bakkavegur 22, FO-530 Fuglafjörður

MARIA OLSEN

A trail of acquisitions turns Vónin,
an internationally acclaimed
developer and manufacturer of
ﬁshing gear, into the preferred
supplier of a fast-growing ﬂeet of
trawlers and purse seiners across
the Atlantic Ocean.

VÓNIN

the North Atlantic, Vónin took over
the seafood giant Royal Greenland’s
ously to buying a 40-percent share of

Design, development, manufacturing,
import/export, marketing of:
Bottom trawls
Shrimp trawls
Pelagic trawls
Semi-pelagic trawls
Purse seine nets
Nets for ﬁsh farming, sorting grids, trawl
doors, ropes, nets, twines, accessories.

bottom trawl specialist Bergið and all
the shares of aquaculture service provider
Garnavirkið. Whereas the value of the

has long been to the ocean and the

three separate deals was not disclosed—

ﬁshing and maritime industries, devel- but may amount to between dkk 50 and
opers and manufacturers of ﬁshing gear

75m [eur 10m / gbp 7m / usd 12m]—an-

in no wise remain spared from today’s

other, still unpublicized, acquisition was

toughening marketing challenges in the

underway in the spring of 2006.

international arena. While the country’s

Tel.: +298 474200
Fax: +298 474201
Managing Director: Hjalmar Petersen
Marketing Manager: Eystein Elttör

ﬁshing gear business unit simultane-

EDICATED as the Faroe Islands

http://www.vonin.com
E-Mail: info@vonin.com

ness of the component parts to withstand,

The market for Vónin’s internation-

to the highest degree possible, the vari-

leading gear maker Vónin for many years

ally renowned shrimp trawls is seen to

ous forces applied by rough seas, rocky

has ranked among the North Atlantic’s

be greatly strengthened through the pur-

seabeds, and hopefully the weight of the

major suppliers of trawl and purse seine

chase of Royal Greenland’s ﬁshing gear

codend, all of which will more or less

nets, the company has nonetheless lately

unit. Vónin, through its subsidiary Qalut

ﬁght the forces of the vessel’s engines and

undergone rapid expansion as well as

Vónin, has built up a strong presence in

winches. As there are certain points that

changes in ownership and manage- Greenland over the last decade, offer-

will break more easily than others, the

ment.

gear needs very robust structures.

ing gear, supplies, repairs and a compre-

Founded more than three decades

hensive service to shrimp and groundﬁsh

As to customer service, Vónin like-

ago, Vónin has continued to expand

trawlers as well as other ﬁshing vessels.

wise places emphasis on guiding and help-

organically, reporting a steady increase

“Our new, highly fuel-saving trawl

ing clients with the optimum use of new

in the regional as well as the domes- designs are likely to add signiﬁcant value

gear, according to Mr Elttör. “Whereas

tic demand for its products; however,

to the extended business,” said Vónin

purse seiners of almost every type as well

be something many trawlers needed so it

workshops to make some extra money

we’re always there for assistance with re-

since the turn of the year 2005/2006,

managing director Hjalmar Petersen.

as for the ﬁsh farming industry.

grew fast, and that’s roughly how Vónin

in their spare time, while at the same

pairs and supplies, helping ﬁshing ves-

the company has leapfrogged much of

Mr Petersen also noted that a new turbot

Eystein Elttör, Vónin’s marketing

started. The trawl business became the

time learning a lot about ﬁshing gear

sels avoid expensive repairs is an equally

its competition by a series of business

trawl, developed with the participation

manager, added: “In brief, we make

main business…”

and beyond because they’ll meet both

important part of our job,” Mr Elttör

events that included several acquisitions

of Vónin Canada, has been welcomed by

ﬁshing more proﬁtable by focusing very

Behind the strong position Vónin

retired skippers who work for us and

remarked. “In this business, customer

and a substantial capital increase with

trawlers burdened by high fuel costs, in

strongly on product and service quality.

occupies in the marketplace there is of

clients who are mostly skippers and

satisfaction implies constant development

the entry of the Faroese investment ﬁrm

Newfoundland and elsewhere.

Providing the ﬁshing industry with the

course more than immediately meets

they’ll develop working relationships

and a service that is available around the

best in trawls, nets and accessories has

the eye. Continuous customer feed- and exchange thoughts and ideas. Then

been Vónin’s mission since the begin-

back is key, and in addition to the good

they’ll go and get their training, often

workshops in the Faroe Islands, Green- ning.”

reputation the company enjoys across

as sea captains and then again they’ll

land and Newfoundland, Vónin offers

Back in 1969, the company started

the North Atlantic, there is the essen- become part of the development of this

products and services for trawlers and

off as an internal trawl development and

tial ability to attract young people who

company as clients and sometimes later

repair division for a trawler named Vónin.

learn early about the business and often

as employees again.”

In a short time, however, the land based

become enthusiastic about trawling and

division found itself helping a host of

purse seining.

Tjaldur as new majority shareholder.

With design, development and
manufacturing facilities and repair

The use of power blocks makes it
convenient to load a purse seine net from
Vónin’s Fuglafjörður net loft aboard the
Christian í Grótinum KG 690 (center);
hauling a new shrimp trawl from the
Tórshavn net loft for client delivery (left).
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other trawlers. As founding board mem-

clock every day of the week.”

A highly important aspect of product quality in ﬁshing gear is the robust-

“Interaction and networking is cru-

ber Olaf Olsen, who used to captain the

cial,” Mr Petersen said. “For instance,

Vónin, once remarked: “It turned out to

many young lads will be coming to the

Catch of blue whiting in the North
Atlantic, using a Vónin pelagic trawl.
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With main focus ﬁxed on gear
used for catching groundﬁsh off
the Faroes as well as off Norway
and Russia—and orange roughy
off the Azores—ﬁshing gear
manufacturer Bergið invests in
a new workshop building,
adding new trawl models to its
product range.

with Mr Thomsen senior as production
manager. With 30 years of experience
as a sailor working on board a trawler,
from bridling and wires to knotting
and nets.

Managing Director: Dan Thomsen

Good craftsmanship is key to quality management at Bergið, Mr Thomsen
senior explained, showing up a piece of a
top rope. “You recognize a Bergið trawl

ERGIÐ, THE BOTTOM trawl

when you look here and ﬁnd no loose

specialist located on the southern-

ends or rough edges. We are very keen on

most Faroe island of Suðuroy, is expand-

meeting the highest standards in crafts-

TRAWL SPECIALIST
EXTENDS PRODUCT
RANGE

gear manufacturer Vónin while extending its product range and constructing
a new building for its operations. The
company is likewise launching a new
international sales and marketing effort
to meet growing global competition, ac-

PO Box 40, FO 850 Hvalba
http://www.bergid.fo
E-Mail: bergid@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 375350 or +298 224848
Fax: +298 375650

he’s well acquainted with everything

ing its business, teaming up with rival

BERGIÐ

manship in order to create a product that
just works and keeps working; this is a
combination we believe will provide for

Directors:
Rógvi Thomsen
Jógvan Thomsen
Design, development, manufacturing,
servicing, import/export, marketing of
ﬁshing gear and accessories — including:
Bottom trawls
Shrimp trawls
Turbot trawls
Pelagic codends
Fish farm nets,
Ropes, twines, nets, Dyneema
Steel wire, shackles, chains, trawl doors

optimal results for trawlers.”
Among the most successful prod- and with the right trawl door it becomes
ucts Bergið has developed is the Orange

technically possible to trawl at extremely

Roughy Trawl, designed for catching or- slow speed, extending the gape slightly

cording to Bergið partner and director

ange roughy off the Azores. Not long ago,

above the cliff side then hauling it in

Rógvi Thomsen.

one of the trawlers known for its huge

immediately after reaching full gape.

Mr Thomsen said that Bergið’s

catches there brought in the equivalent

With both Faroese and foreign

business has been growing steadily over

of usd 4 million in the summer half of

trawlers as customers, Bergið is poised

the past few years. In a surprise move by

the year.

for continued growth—no wonder more

the turn of the year 2005/2006, how-

“They use our specially made trawl

space is needed as the company’s net

ever, the company joined forces with

a minority stake in Bergið in a deal of

new challenge and an opportunity for

dozen vessels, most of which are based

for that particular kind of ﬁshing in con- sales have doubled over the past couple

old rival Vónin, the largest ﬁshing gear

undisclosed value.

further growth.”

in Suðuroy. “We work very closely with

junction with Injector trawl doors; this

manufacturer in the Faroes. Generating

“To accommodate our growing busi-

Dan Thomsen and his sons took

new advantages for both companies in

ness we need extra space, not least for

over the business in the mid 1990s, keep-

a global marketplace, Vónin purchased

the net loft,” Mr Thomsen said. “For in- ing the old name Bergið (meaning the

plained.
“Every design, every change and

for more international business. “We’ll

the seabed with the gear.” The Orange

be making a new sales and marketing

adjustments made to the trawls we de- Roughy Trawl allows for an extreme gape

tions we have to go outside from time to

trawls designed for groundﬁsh in the

liver, are done in accordance with the

time in order to spread a trawl; with a

North Atlantic off the Faroe Islands as

requirements and preferences of the

larger hall we will be able to work more

well as in the Barents Sea off Norway

skippers. They are the ones who de-

independently of weather conditions and

and Russia, and for orange roughy in the

pend on the gear to work properly and

quayside eventualities. The new two- mid-Atlantic off the Azores. In addition

bring in the catch. They have a profound

story building will give us 1024 square

to designing, developing, manufacturing,

knowledge and understanding of the is-

meters of new working space.”

supplying and servicing trawls, Bergið

sues involved.”

uct range has traditionally been solely

spare parts, including wires, nets, ropes

bottom trawls and related items. How- and twines.
ever, we are now going to add new trawl

Faroe Islands’ f leet of deep sea

models to the product range in order to

trawlers, that is excluding a number of

counter competition from international

larger freezer trawlers operating mostly

suppliers, something we see as a fresh

in foreign waters, consists of about a

But Mr Thomsen is bent on pushing

those coral reef cliffs without touching

stance, under the present working condi- Seacliff), and a strong focus on bottom

Mr Thomsen added: “Our prod- offers a complete range of accessories and

76 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

these trawlers,” Mr Thomsen senior ex- combination enables them to trawl by

of years.

drive in Europe,” he said.

Depending on how many trawlermen are available at any given time, Bergið’s staff varies between seven and ten,
Bergið partner and director Rógvi Thomsen (center);
main shareholder and managing director
Dan Thomsen (bottom left); deep-sea trawler
Rasmus Effersöe TG 2, a client vessel (right).
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KING OF TRAWL DOORS
STRIKES BACK

INJECTOR
Injector Trawldoors Ltd
PO Box 288, DK-8700 Horsens, Denmark
http://www.injectordoor.com
E-Mail: jan@injectordoor.com
Tel.: +45 70202925
Fax: +45 70202935

Combining scientiﬁc research with innovation in product design and development with clever
marketing and hard-hitting sales promotion with a global approach to manufacturing and
distribution—Injector continues to revolutionize the world of trawl doors.

W

IDELY RECOGNIZED as

Managing Director:
Jan-Allan Müller
World’s most highly developed trawl doors,
based on aeronautical science and
hydrodynamic design.

the art aeronautical design and technol- lift as a mechanical force generated by a

the world’s most highly devel- ogy. It seems people have got the mes- solid object moving through a ﬂuid—the

oped trawl doors, the Injector doors are

experiencing a wave of rapid growth

sage, which is very pleasing.”

dynamics of the so-called downwash

Injector is the story about how ap- force as applied to a trawl door setting.

doors a subject of advanced design and

bottom trawl door with multiple controls

following the introduction of three new

plied aeronautics changed the business of

When the Faroese inventor Helgi Larsen

aeronautical science—something that

and maximum adjustability for switch-

models. According to Injector Trawl

trawling forever, how a startup became

earned his master’s degree in aeronau-

has greatly enhanced the performance

ing between deep and shallow waters,

Doors managing director Jan-Allan

a global business in the down-to-earth

tics from the University of Gothenburg,

of trawlers in the years that followed.

the Scorpion is made of high-strength

Müller, the reception of the new top

maritime industry, in a very short time.

Sweden, a new chapter was opened in

model, the Injector Scorpion, has been
overwhelming.

The Injector principle is directly de- modern ﬁshing gear technology inasrived from aeronautics, which deﬁnes a

much as he made the concept of trawl

Skippers familiar with Injector

steel. A special, reinforced edition has

trawl doors agree that by behaving truly

also been designed to withstand the most

hydrodynamically, these doors possess a

rough and rocky seabeds.

Skippers’ favorite across the Atlantic and
beyond. Marketed and sold worldwide.
Injector® Shark™ — Classic model
(for bottom/semi-pelagic trawling)
Injector® Scorpion™ — New model
(for bottom trawling — extra tough)
Injector® SeaWolf™ — New model
(for bottom trawling — small to mid size)
Injector® Stealth™ — New model
(for pelagic trawling)

superb ability to spread the trawl mouth

The classic Injector Shark, likewise

has been more successful than we could

without even having to touch the seabed.

largely made of the extra robust steel, is

They say the doors move through the

still the most popular model. The char-

sea and over the ocean ﬂoor extremely

acteristic red trawl door secured wide- ing fast in popularity, too. At relatively

a very speciﬁc marketing strategy, not

smoothly and at a constant angle to the

spread fame for the Injector name and

low purchasing price, the V-shaped, grey

entirely devoid of risk.”

effect that hassles, damages and expen- won the loyalty of skippers in numerous

colored SeaWolf is especially designed

sive repairs get virtually eliminated.

for shallow water while at the same time

ever have hoped,” Mr Müller said. “It’s
been reassuring to see this as we applied

Almost a decade has passed since
Injector’s breakthrough model, the Shark

MARIA OLSEN

“The introduction of the Scorpion

countries. In Finland, having discovered

While Injector’s marketing ef- the Shark’s usability for both benthic and

The new Injector SeaWolf is grow-

working perfectly for deep sea trawling,

made its revolutionary entry across the

forts until now have mostly focused on

midwater trawling, skippers acquainted

Mr Müller said. The size of the SeaWolf

North Atlantic, and so the fascination

bottom trawl doors for groundﬁsh and

with it refuse to use any other trawl door

ranges from only 1 square meter (100

of the new is likely to have settled. In

shrimp, the pelagic trawl door product

because with the Shark, they can switch

kg) to 11 square meters (4,600 kg) and

a highly competitive world, heavy mer-

line was lately stepped up with the In- between bottom and pelagic trawling

its primary users are small to midsize

chandise for trawlers is as non-static as

jector Stealth. Preliminary test results

trawlers.

anything else; but for whatever market

indicate that the Stealth is very powerful

share may have been contested, it would

for pelagic trawling, shooting perfectly

seem Injector is now running up the

and squaring even the largest trawl to

score.

the maximum with ease while retaining

“Injector Shark has long had a very
strong position and rightly so because
it’s still an unbeatable product. But con-

without even going to shore.

the spread during turns and changes in
trawling depth, according to Injector.
The new star model, Injector Scor-

sidering the question of product cycle in

pion, is rapidly becoming popular in

the face of ﬁerce competition that has

particular in Greenland, Iceland, Faroe,

been copying the Shark in subtle ways,

Russia and Spain, Mr Müller said. A

we wanted to release a new top model
to consolidate the superior position of
Injector by adding fresh distance; and
Scorpion is a model that can do that job
since it’s based on the latest in state-of78 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

Managing director Jan-Allan Müller with
inventor Helgi Larsen, right (center);
Icelandic trawler Vestmannaey VE 54 uses
Shark and SeaWolf doors (top); Faroese ﬁlleter
Skálaberg KG 118 with Scorpion doors (right).
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As a base for North Atlantic ﬁshing
ﬂeets, a hub for passenger and
cargo trafﬁc and an up and coming
call for cruise liners, the Port of
Tórshavn—the largest and busiest
in the Faroes—offers a high
concentration of maritime services
at the harbors of Tórshavn, Sund
and the expanding Kollafjörður.

PORT OF TÓRSHAVN

of their stay.”

Port Authority: Tórshavnar Havn,
PO Box 103, FO-110 Tórshavn

Following a process of
consolidation in which a number of neighboring municipalities have been absorbed into

TÓRSHAVNAR HAVN

T

that visitors get the most out

the municipality of Tórshavn,
about 40 percent of the total
population of the Faroes now
lives within the capital’s ex-

HE PORT OF TÓRSHAVN is ex-

tended boundaries. Accord-

tending the deep-water quayside at

ingly, between 60 and 70 percent of all

a ship of normal size will need; but

Kollafjörður by 160 meters in a develop-

imports into the Faroes are destined for

Kollafjörður and Sund have become es-

ment set to improve berthing conditions

consignees in the area. The municipal

sential parts of it.”

for the increasing number of ships calling

enlargement has broadened the operat-

at the port. According to harbormaster

ing area of the Tórshavn port authority

in the Tórshavn harbor, the port author-

Jónsvein Lamhauge, the investment is

to include the harbor facilities at Sund

ity recently invested heavily into widen-

designed to give Kollafjörður 360 meters

and Kollafjörður.

ing and extending the entrance channel

of continuous 12-meter deep quayside in

To improve access for larger vessels

http://www.portoftorshavn.fo
E-Mail: port@torshavn.fo
Tel.: +298 311 762
Fax: +298 319 059
Harbormaster: Jónsvein Lamhauge
Tórshavn: Top quality maritime services.
ISPS compliant, manned 24 hours a day.
1,575 meter of quay;
45,000 square meters of open storage space.
Entrance channel 160 meters,
water depth up to 10 meters.
Kollafjörður: Fast growing harbor area;
560 meters of quay length, 3,500 square meters
of container area; depth up to 12 meters.
Area for development: 50,000 square meters.
Sund: 215 meters of total quay length,
one berth of 150 meters, one of 65 meters;
water depth up to 7.8 meters.
Area for development: 25 000 square meters.

The Sund harbor, about 10 ki- to 160 meters as well as increasing water

addition to another 200 meters of pier to

lometers from Tórshavn, alongside

accommodate smaller sea vessels.

the main road between Tórshavn and

depth from 9 to 10 meters.
While the main carriers serving

to the outlying island communities of
Nólsoy and Suðuroy. Using the modern

“The extension of the main quayside

Vágar Airport, is also the location for

Tórshavn handle containers and break- road links between the capital and the

will make it easier on the busiest days

the Faroe Islands’ biggest power plant.

bulk cargo within the main port area,

rest of the country, exporters throughout

at Kollafjörður,” Mr Lamhauge said.

With 215 meters of quay, comprising

there is also an integrated year-round

the Faroes take advantage of shipping

“During such days when you typically

one berth of 150 meters and another of

ferry service for cars, trucks and pas- services to get their goods to market by

have one or two pelagic vessels coming

65 meters, and 25,000 square meters of

sengers operating between Tórshavn

simultaneously with a container ship and

EXPANDING THE
LARGEST PORT

a large Russian trawler, they need some
extra space to maneuver.”
Meanwhile, the Kollafjörður cold
storage facility with a storing capacity

In addition, Tórshavn has a do- ﬁsh to overseas buyers,” Mr Lamhauge

have made it a popular service base for

mestic ferry terminal with daily services

noted.

fishing vessels from eastern Europe.

harbor is home to the world’s largest ﬁsh
refrigeration plant, and is becoming a

the Faroe Islands, Tórshavn offers a high

Atlantic ﬁshing ﬂeets, and a hub for pas-

concentration of maritime services and

senger and cargo trafﬁc, Tórshavn has

expertise. A successful base for North

frequent roll-on/roll-off ferry services as

Harbormaster Jónsvein Lamhauge;
the Sund harbor 10 km from Tórshavn (bottom left);
the Tórshavn harbor (top right); the Kollafjörður
harbor 23 km north of Tórshavn (bottom right).

well as container shipments, and is be-

TÓRSHAVNAR HAVN

location and proximity to the highway

for those merchants selling high-value

meters from Tórshavn, the Kollafjörður

As the largest and busiest seaport in

growing center for transport and logistics services as well as salmon and pelagic
ﬁsh processing.
“With the combination of the three

coming an increasingly popular summer

ing by sea; this season we expect around

harbors we have, the Port of Tórshavn

call for international cruise liners—with

24,000. With our fast-improving na-

can handle a very large throughput,” Mr

42 such ships booked for 2006.

tional road network, it is possible to see

Lamhauge said. “In Tórshavn itself, we

“These ships tend to become big- many of the unique natural wonders of
ger and bigger at the same time as they the islands in the course of one short call

have almost 1,600 meters of quayside
and a 45,000-square meter container

at Tórshavn. And we have a good choice

area plus warehouses, and a shipyard,

“In 2005 we had 20,700 passengers com- of specially tailored bus tours to ensure

and we can practically offer everything

grow in quantity,” Mr Lamhauge said.
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and Denmark.

“The frequency of sailings is ideal

MARIA OLSEN

being extended to offer a total capacity
of 10,000 tons.

velopment, the Sund terminal’s central

trucking seafood into Tórshavn.

Located slightly further north, 23 kilo-

MARIA OLSEN

of some 7,000 tons of frozen goods is

adjacent land available and ready for de- and ports in Norway, Iceland, Shetland
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2005 saw Iceland’s international transport logistics
company Samskip enter the
Faroes, at once taking a
signiﬁcant market share—while
at the same time in Europe
acquiring several companies to
become a worldwide leader in
short sea transport.

W

Samskip container vessel Helgafell loading at
Kollafjörður (center); Faroe Islands managing
director Joel undir Leitinum (bottom left);
view of the Kloosterboer Kollafjörður terminal
with Helgafell berthed (bottom right).

lent unit) full container vessels, the company offers weekly FCL (full container
load) and LCL (less than container load)
transport between Continental Europe,
the UK, Scandinavia and Iceland. In the

SAMSKIP
PO Box 3255, FO-100 Tórshavn
http://www.samskip.fo
E-Mail: joel@samskip.fo
Tel.: +298 308800
Fax: +298 308801
Managing Director Faroe Islands:
Joel undir Leitinum
International company offering transport
and transport-related services by air land
and sea, operating 55 ofﬁces in 22
countries. Transport network supported by
global network of ofﬁces, agents and
strategic partners

second link, with two 667-TEU full con-

Faroes in 2004, the move was

tainer vessels, Samskip offers a weekly

signiﬁcant in an international context

FCL and LCL service between Faroes,

of temperature controlled transport

Rotterdam, Immingham and Iceland.

and logistics, notably seafood. Iceland’s

Like the other service, this one is ﬁtted

fast growing transport logistics provider

for dry containers, reefers, tanks and pal-

has become a worldwide market leader

let-wide units. Combined, the services

in short sea and intermodal transport

offer weekly container transport from

services, deﬁning its main business seg-

Reykjavík, Reyðarf jörður, Klaksvík,

ments as Short-Sea Intermodal Contain-

Tórshavn (Kollafjörður), Immingham,

In January 2006 Samskip opened

er Transport, Iceland/Faroes Intermodal

Rotterdam, Aarhus, Cuxhaven, Moss

an ofﬁce in Vigo on the west coast of

and Varberg.

Spain, with main focus on chilled and

MARIA OLSEN

HEN SAMSKIP OPENED in

Container Transport, Reefer Logistics,
and Worldwide Logistics. The four core

“We cover the essential ports in the

businesses are supported by warehouses

right sequence,” Mr undir Leitinum

and coldstores in all Samskip’s major

remarked, “and this makes our services

ports offering possibilities for storage,
stock control and local deliveries.
Over the past two years, Samskip
has likewise acquired several international companies in the transport and
logistics sectors: Kloosterboer, Van
Dieren Maritime, Geest North Sea Line

THE FAROES SEEN AS SAMSKIP
CORE BUSINESS
What was not so obvious to every- tion, close to everything; in the North

catch, many of these foreign vessels

Kloosterboer Kollafjörður Terminal:
10,000 tons multifunctional cold-store.
Offers different types of storage (bulk,
racking, movable racks) together with BIP
approved inspection rooms.
Kloosterboer Storage Manager:
Robert Poulsen
Tel.: +298 477777

frozen seafood.
The ofﬁce in Vigo is believed to further strengthen and improve Samskip’s

ideal for both exports and imports. We

reefer services following the major steps

have a combination of liner services

in this direction that were taken during

that is unique and we have grown to

2005 with the purchase of cold storage

become the largest player in the short

terminals from Kloosterboer.

sea shipping arena. We offer everything

Samskip has experienced constant

from temperature controlled 20 or 40

growth since the company was founded

one was the strategic signiﬁcance of the

Atlantic, the Faroes has a perfect loca-

need various supplies, spare parts, pro- foot containers, door to door service,

in Iceland in 1990. With the Vigo of-

and Seawheel. Prior to the acquisitions, Kloosterboer Kollafjörður terminal. Part

tion—close to the UK, close to Iceland,

visions.”

on-carriage to all UK and European

ﬁce included, the company operates 55

Samskip already had a 40-percent stake

of a larger package, Samskip acquired a

close to Norway. For the liners that go

In spite of a tough competitive envi- destinations, two-day transit time from

ofﬁces in 22 countries, employing about

in Norway’s Silversea.

number of seafood-related cold storage

between Iceland and the Continent, the

facilities from Kloosterboer in a deal that

Faroes is right on the way. Now, the big

in the Faroes, Mr undir Leitinum said.

also involves the joint efforts of the two

thing here is ﬁsh and seafood, and the

“We’ve grown at a healthy pace here since

companies to create a leading European

Faroes export a lot of it; but what re-

we came and we want to grow more.

specialist in reefer logistics for seafood

ally makes the place interesting is the

To succeed in this, we have to be very

and other frozen products.

growing demand from increasing num-

competitive in price and service, which

bers of international ﬁshing vessels that

I believe we are.”

“The Kloosterboer deal was in fact
very much about the Faroe Islands as

discharge their catch in the Faroes.”

Klaksvík to Immingham, you name it.”

1,400 people.

Samskip has two regular links that

a North Atlantic transit hub,” said Joel

The international trafﬁc of course

include calls in Faroese ports, the Ice-

undir Leitinum, managing director of

also raises other demands than seafood

land Service 1 and the Iceland Service 2,

Samskip Faroes. He added: “In the

transport, Mr undir Leitinum explained.

respectively. In the former link, operated

Faroes, Kollafjörður has a perfect loca- “In addition to services related to their
82 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

ronment, Samskip has been well received

with two 908-TEU (twenty-foot equiva-
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BUSIEST FISHING
HARBOR SCALES UP

PORT OF KLAKSVÍK
Authority: Klaksvíkar Havn,
PO Box 26, FO-700 Klaksvík.
http://www.klaksvik.fo
E-Mail: kl.port@post.olivant.fo
Tel.: +298 455101 or +298 455081
Fax: + 298 457340

With a new deepwater container terminal successfully opened—backed by a huge subsea tunnel to connect
Borðoy island with the so called Main Area—the busy Port of Klaksvík has had a major upgrade; but there is
still more to come in terms of local business development.
in the northern end of Klaksvík. “I think

opments are reaching finaliza- not unrealistic, quite the contrary. The

we’re going to see some very substantial

tion, no wonder expectations run high

Atlantic Navigator has discharged her

growth in terms of business activities

in Klaksvík, the capital of the Faroese

cargo every month since January and a

and local economy—but I also believe

ﬁshing industry and the country’s second- lot of business has been generated, and
largest town on the northern island of

this is of course encouraging.”

JENS KRISTIAN VANG

A

S MASSIVE infrastructure devel- Well, as things look now, our hopes were

we have to help make it happen.”
The big-time event on the cards is

on the island of Eysturoy, which is part

in terms of links to the subsea tunnel and
to the Ánir Cargo Terminal. Combined,

Borðoy. With a newly opened deepwater

According to Mr Nolsöe, local

ﬁrst of all the opening of the 6.3-kilome-

of the so called Main Area—the islands

container terminal, the Port of Klaksvík

businesses were working out plans (as of

ter underwater tunnel, which is sched-

Eysturoy-Streymoy-Vágar, with impor- the new terminal, the West Quay, the

has become extended by a 200-meter

April 2006) to set up a new cold storage

uled for early summer 2006. The tunnel

tant industrial and commercial clusters, Kósin Quay and the Fuel Terminal offer

quayside with 20,000 square meters of

facility on the new harbor area at Ánir

will connect Klaksvík directly to Leirvík

the capital of Tórshavn and the country’s

48,000 square metes of open storage plus

airport.

a host facilities and services that include

open storage area—enabling the port to

Part of the strategy to ensure that

draft of up to 12 meters, whether factory
trawlers, cargo ships or cruise liners.
Perfectly timed for the arrival of the

MARIA OLSEN

receive calls from large vessels with a

As to bunkering, fuel and diesel are

tunnel will draw at least as many people

available from both Shell and Statoil at

toward Klaksvík as it may pull in the

the Fuel Terminal and from road tankers

West Quay: Dedicated terminal for container ships, general cargo, ﬁsh landing
and cruise ships. 300 meters of quay,
depth alongside 8.75 meters. Maximum
length of ship 160 meters LOA.
Kósin Quay: Dedicated terminal for
ﬁsh landing and general cargo. Total quay length 260 meters, depth
alongside 8-9 meters. Maximum
length of ship 160 meters LOA.
Fuel Quay: Tanker terminal, quay length
55 meters; depth alongside 8 meters.
Ánir Cargo Terminal: 200-meter quay,
depth alongside 12 meters; ro/ro ramp
30 metres wide; high-pressure water
supplies through 12” tubes. Maximum
length of ship 200 meters LOA.

cold storage and stevedoring.

the dkk 355m (eur 48m / usd 58m) subsea

Business Development Consultant:
Rani Nolsöe
E-Mail: rani@kallnet.fo
Tel.: +298 210610
Fax: +298 458204

giant trawler Atlantic Navigator in late

other direction, is to build shopping cen- at all piers throughout the harbor area.

the port offers also excellent anchorage.

2005, and only a few months before the

ters and pursue other means by which to

Fresh water and electricity are available

Surrounded by sheltering terrain and ap-

opening of the colossal underwater tun-

attract business and people.

at all piers from shore installations, as

proachable in all weather and any kind

nel between Klaksvík and Leirvík, the

“We were a bit nervous a year ago,” are ice and salt as well as provisions.

of tide, the Port of Klaksvík is argu-

new addition to the harbor’s facilities is

Mr Nolsöe said. “But the municipality

Likewise, ship repairs are conveniently

ably the safest and best protected in the

fuelling new business. Under pressure

has managed to move ahead decisively

close to hand with Klakvíkar Sleipistöð’s

Faroes. With main entrance from the

to prepare for new realities posed by

and today I’m quite conﬁdent our re- 800-ton capacity slipway plus other ser- northwest between the island of Kunoy

the ﬁxed link, the municipal authorities

sponse to the situation has been correct.

vices available, including mechanical and

and the mountain of Klakkur, the ap-

have launched several large development

We have very good growth prospects

electrical repairs; for instance, there are

proach is excellent as northbound and

schemes designed to boost local business

now.”

three mobile cranes available with lifting

southbound sailing routes are deep and

capacities from 8 to 36 tons.

clearly marked, without restrictions and

In addition to developing two large

“The Ánir Cargo Terminal is

building sites for retail shopping, the

The maximum local tidal range is

working very good,” said Rani Nolsöe,

municipality of Klaksvík has invested

1.2 meters, well short of disrupting port

business development consultant with

heavily in road construction work, both

operations, according to port director

the Klaksvík municipality and a board

Jógvan Klakkstein. With depths rang-

member of the Klaksvík Port Author-

ing from 35 to 45 meters on the roads

ity. “We were hoping that it would at

in lee of Kunoy not far from the harbor,

ice-free year round.
HÖGNI THOMSEN

in the face of anticipated competition.

least increase trafﬁc to some degree…

Helicopter view of the entrance to the new
underwater tunnel that connects Klaksvík to
Leirvík, set to open in early summer 2006 .
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Business development consultant Rani
Nolsöe, at the mouth of the new underwater
tunnel (left); view of the West Quay (right);
the Atlantic Navigator berthed at the Ánir
Cargo Terminal north of town (top).
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Offering the most comprehensive
range of transport options on the
market, Faroe Ship consolidates
its leading position in the Faroes
following its landmark takeover
by Iceland’s Eimskip—with two
further acquisitions enhancing
door-to-door services.

O

Faroe Ship sales and marketing director
Tórheðin Jensen with sales manager
export Allan N. Hansen, centered, and
ofﬁce clerk Durita Johansen, left; Eimskip
container vessel Goðafoss (below).

through its subsidiary Heri Thomsen
Transport Service was a deal that may

Managing Director: Árni Joensen

including plans to scale up door-to-door
services in the home market.

and increased freight handling

Integrating road transport services

capacity, Eimskip’s 2004 acquisition

into the Eimskip/Faroe Ship transport

of Faroe Ship marked the beginning of

logistics system, the newly refurbished

a new era of transport logistics in the

Faroe Ship terminal and warehouse in

Faroes. Not surprisingly, Faroe Ship

Tórshavn has become a nerve center of

is reporting a signiﬁcant rise in business revenues following the ownership
change—further bolstered by Eimskip’s
acquisition of the leading trucking company in the Faroes, Heri Thomsen, which
road cargo division of public transport

operations in the Faroes. With modern
truck ramps, conveyor belts and comput-

operator SL.

Shipping, domestic and international
transportation and logistics services.
Containerized liner services
to and from mainland Europe,
UK, Scandinavia and USA
Temperature controlled cargo; Air cargo;
Inland, domestic, continental haulage;
Forwarding; Port Agency; Supply
Base; Stevedoring; Warehousing

have a short product life cycle.”

generations of Faroese importers, who

As a result of the revamped ware-

for various reasons prefer to have their

house and terminal, Faroe Ship has be-

inventory management outsourced.

come much better equipped to receive

“The times are changing and we

Eimskip CEO and president Baldur

and redistribute goods, Mr Jensen said.

have a generational change in the Faro- “The improved conditions in the ware-

Guðnason said that Farmaleiðir, which
is the name of the merged road transport

Sales and Marketing Director:
Tórheðin Jensen

erized warehouse management, the facil- when it comes to merchandise items that
ity is increasingly attracting the younger
MARIA OLSEN

in March 2006 acquired Farmaleiðir, the

MARKET LEADER
BOLSTERS
SERVICES

PO Box 47, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.faroeship.com
E-Mail: info@faroe-ship.fo
Tel.: +298 349000
Fax: +298 349001

ﬁt perfectly with Faroe Ship’s strategy,

FFERING NEW liner services

FAROE SHIP

ese business scene,” Mr Jensen noted.
Mr Jensen is not making an over- (UK, Denmark); to Rotterdam-Ham-

of action in connection with the drilling

house and terminal have greatly assisted

For that matter, an imminent

our work with quality management, and
we’re getting more close to eliminating

company, “will offer comprehensive ser- statement, considering the fact that the

burg-Gothenburg-Frederikstad-Aarhus

scheduled on the Brugdan and William

change of management at Faroe Ship

vices in container transport, full truck

company has become an integrated part

(Continental Europe, Scandinavia); and

prospects.”

is no secret, as Árni Joensen has an- errors.”

loads as well as part loads, refrigerated

of the largest transport and logistics net- to Reykjavík (Iceland, North America).

transport, fresh ﬁsh, salt etc. These ac- work of the North Atlantic. In addition

Through the Eimskip network,

According to Allan N. Hansen,

nounced he will step down after thirty

He added: “Farmaleiðir may prove

sales manager export, shipments of fro- years as managing director.

the perfect purchase for Heri Thomsen

tivities will become part of the interna- to the weekly break-bulk/container ser- with ofﬁces in 13 countries, Faroe Ship

zen and salted seafood to the US have

Mr Hansen remarked: “Many of

Transport Service to complement our

tional transportation network of Eimskip

vices to Scotland and Denmark, there

offers worldwide container transport

likewise increased substantially. As to

the new generation of importers are

domestic network. The land transport

and Faroe Ship.”

are now scheduled weekly container

with strength in temperature-controlled

short sea services, Mr Hansen said that

discovering the advantage of using our

operation will be merged under the name

Meanwhile, Faroe Ship is predict- services on two routes between Iceland/

logistics, warehousing, long-distance

clients appreciate the effectiveness of us- warehouse facilities for inventory man- of Farmaleiðir, which will become the

ing an increase in domestic and inter- Faroe and base ports in continental Eu- transport, airfreight and door-to-door

ing Scrabster as a port of call in regard of

agement. They save space and time and

biggest land transportation company in

national door-to-door transport. “Our

the very short distance from the Faroes

huge amounts of money as well, not least

the Faroes.”

rope, UK and Scandinavia; a fortnightly

services have been boosted dramatically,” container service to North America and

service—a ‘one-stop shop’ concept.
Particular strengths on the domes-

according to sales and marketing direc- bulk/container services to the Mediter- tic front include door-to-door delivery
tor Tórheðin Jensen.

ranean, Baltics, Russia and Asia.

service, bulk transport and the Runavík

This means Faroe Ship now of- supply base for the offshore oil and gas
fers exporters in the Faroes a choice

“Scrabster is in fact the fastest way
from here to the UK as well as to the European Continent,” he said. “Taking the
cargo by truck from the terminal there

of four weekly departures directly to

“We have had a sharp rise in reefer

southward and even across the North

Scrabster (UK); to Scrabster-Hirtshals

container service to the Far East includ-

Sea and the English Channel goes faster

ing Japan, China and South Korea,” Mr

than taking it by sea directly to England

Jensen said.

or Denmark.”

Faroe Ship managing director Árni Joensen,
right, with Eimskip president and CEO
Baldur Guðnason, at the Nordic House,
Tórshavn, welcoming a business delegation
of Icelandic and Faroese representatives.
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exploration industry.

to the northern coast of Scotland.

“As to the offshore supply base, this

In land based transport, the recent

summer and next are likely to see a lot

acquisition of Farmaleiðir by Eimskip
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Set to get its third deepwater
quayside to make HFO bunkering
available, and to have a mountain
tunnel drilled for work with
pelagic trawl nets, the Port of
Fuglafjörður—with an annual
throughput of 500,000 tons—
offers a ﬁrst class service for
international sea vessels.

A

between 13 and 14 meters, will be constructed south of the existing bunkering
facilities.

increasingly popular option for ship-

http://www.fuglakomm.fo
E-Mail: pof@online.fo
Tel.: +298 444054 or 212054
Fax: +298 445154

owners looking to reduce fuel expenses.

Harbormaster: Jón Nolsöe Olsen

Accordingly, a number of larger Faroese

Leading pelagic ﬁshing industry port
with approximately 1000 meters of
total quay length; depths between 6
and 14 meters. Excellent natural harbor,
accessible in all weather conditions.

With today’s high prices of fuel on
everybody’s mind, HFO has become an

trawlers have had their main engines re-

GAIN THIS YEAR, the Port of

furbished to enable HFO burning as an

Fuglafjörður is investing millions

alternative to diesel. There is also aware-

in further development of its harbor fa-

ness of numerous foreign vessels that run

cilities. According to the mayor, Sigurð

on HFO, making an element of time

S. Simonsen, the municipal authorities

pressure obviously present for any busi-

have decided to build a new 65-meter

ness opportunity in the context.

deepwater terminal for HFO (heavy fuel

PORT OF FUGLAFJÖRÐUR
Port Authority: Fuglafjarðar Havn
Harbor Ofﬁce, FO-530 Fuglafjörður

“We will push forward to have the

Facilities include ﬁsh meal, oil and feed
production plant, cold storage, trawl
and purse seine net manufacturing
and repairs, mechanical workshops inc.
authorized Baader processing machines
maintenance, electrical repairs, hydraulics,
provisioning. Bunkering: MGO diesel
oil, IFO 380 heavy fuel oil, blends.

new terminal ﬁnished by the winter of
2006-2007,” Mr Simonsen said. “I un-

ufacturing and repairs of pelagic trawl

derstand from the company behind the

nets. Inclusive of industry commitments,

project that the demand for HFO bun- meters, Fuglafjörður offers an excellent

Mr Simonsen said, the investments will

kering has increased dramatically but

MARIA OLSEN

oil) bunkering, and to drill a new 43,200cubic meter mountain tunnel for man-

amount to approximately dkk 55m [eur
7.4m / gbp 5.1m / usd 9m] combined.
Dedicated to serve the pelagic
ﬁshing industry, Fuglafjörður has long

With depths between 6 and 14
natural harbor, affording safe berths as

there is at present no commercial bun- well as secure, all-weather anchorage
kering facility available in the Faroes to

in the roads. The port plays a signiﬁ-

serve this growing number of vessels.”

cant part in the pelagic ﬁsheries of the

The Port of Fuglafjörður is said

North Atlantic and is home to Havsbrún,

to be one of Europe’s largest unloading

a large industrial ﬁsh processor and feed

ports for ﬁsh and seafood products. On

producer.

basis, in addition to Faroese fishing

TOP PELAGIC PORT TO OFFER
HEAVY FUEL OIL

vessels including most of the country’s

chanical and electrical repairs, provision- in a soaring warehousing demand. To

work with large trawl nets will be 200

other goods included, the total weight

and the old village of Hellur. In spite

pelagic ﬂeet.

ing and bunkering.

accommodate such needs, Fuglafjörður

meters deep, 16 meters wide and as much

amounts to approximately 415,000 tons;

of numbering only a modest 1,600 in-

The new deepwater terminal with

for some years has boasted a ﬁve-tun-

as 13.5 meters high to allow for ceiling

combined with the 85,000 tons of ﬁsh

habitants—about 3 percent of the total

the giant ﬁsh meal, oil and feed factory, HFO bunkering facility—the Port of

nel system, drilled into the mountain at

cranes and the like, Mr Simonsen said.

meal and oil, salmon and trout feed,

population of the Faroes—Fuglafjörður

likewise to a famous ﬁshing gear manu- Fuglafjörður’s third deepwater quayside— the harbor area near the ﬁshmeal factory,

The Fuglafjörður harbor area is

plus oil bunkered, the port’s throughput

allegedly generates more than 20 percent

ports. With a throughput that equals
half a million tons each year, the port
receives foreign vessels on a semi-daily

Much of the trafﬁc is linked to

facturer, a large cold storage facility and

is expected to be ﬁnished before the end

a host of maritime services such as me- of 2006. As to the mountain tunnel for
indoor and convenient work

an annual basis, some 350,000 tons of

The municipality of Fuglafjörður

raw ﬁsh and frozen seafood products

comprises the town of Fuglafjörður,

are unloaded at Fuglaf jörður; with

the neighboring region of Kambsdalur

housing dry storage and the local cold

wide and has a total quay length of ap- reaches half a million tons.

storage facility.

proximately 1,000 meters. Two existing

“Judging from our experience with

deepwater quaysides offer safe berth for

with large trawl nets, the es- mountain tunnels for industrial use,” Mr

large and heavily loaded vessels with a

timated time of completion is

Simonsen said, “such tunnels can pro-

draft of 12 to 13 meters. The third deep-

in late 2007.

vide very effective solutions in certain

water quayside underway, with a depth

of the country’s total export value.

VÓNIN

ranked among Europe’s major ﬁsheries

With a f ishmeal pro- settings.
duction that consumes 2,000

“The new tunnel project on our

tons of raw ﬁsh per day, space

agenda is not linked to the existent tun-

economy and temperature sta- nel system however.”
bility become key ingredients
88 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

The proposed mountain tunnel for

International trafﬁc at the harbor (top);
purse seiner/pelagic trawler Krúnborg TN 265 landed a
record catch of more than 3,000 tonnes of blue whiting to
Havsbrún (right); German vessel the Kiel berthed at the
Berg frost terminal for cold storage service (bottom left).
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A SOLID COLD STORAGE SOLUTION
FOR PELAGIC SEAFOOD
Offering a strategic logistics solution for frozen seafood at the heart of the North Atlantic, the Bergfrost cold
storage facility is truly one of a kind —drilled deep into a mountain to secure maximum operational stability.

F

BERGFROST
PO Box 85, FO-530 Fuglafjörður
http://www.bergfrost.com
Email: bergfrost@bergfrost.com
Tel.: +298 474646
Fax: +298 474647

Bergfrost customers are likewise of-

Managing Director: Janus Rasmussen
Storage Manager: Niels Gregersen

fered to follow their cold storage inventory or back load goods online.

OR DOMESTIC and international

an operational disruption, the storage

few meters from the mountain tunnel, by

The port of Fuglafjörður, well ac-

ﬁshing vessels, not least pelagic ves- temperature will remain constant re- the quayside, Bergfrost’s cold storage fa-

customed to working with foreigners,

Berg frost’s head ofﬁce with sorting hall.

Cold storage and warehousing
Cold storage capacity: 29,000m3
Logistics and management services

sels, Fuglafjörður is more than a well- gardlessly for a relatively long time, Mr

cility is complemented by the company’s

receives several hundred foreign-ﬂag

known port for landing, servicing and

large sorting hall, which is authorized

vessels each year, not least those land- facility; in fact the whole environment

sels switching to this type of fuel. “In

ing industrial ﬁsh at the Havsbrún ﬁsh

around the harbor area is committed to

all probability by spring next year,” Mr

meal and oil plant in the adjacent area

servicing sea vessels around the clock

Rasmussen said, “Fuglafjörður will be

of Bergfrost.

seven days a week, including repairs,

the ﬁrst port in the Faroes to offer, on

bunkering, or anything else for that

a commercial basis, IFO 380 heavy fuel

matter.”

oil, MGO diesel oil and a blend between

bunkering; it also offers a high-capacity,

Rasmussen explained.

Looking to attract Faroese, Ice- by the HFS (Food, Veterinary and En-

world class cold storage facility named

landic, Russian, EU and Norwegian

Bergfrost. In addition to cold storage,

pelagic vessels as well as other ships

The sorting hall likewise houses a

Bergfrost offers a wide range of man- carrying seafood or other frozen goods

BIP (Border Inspection Point) station

agement and logistics services, and with

on the North Atlantic ocean, Bergfrost

for transfer of third-country goods into

factory is of course a huge advantage

a total storage capacity of 29,000 cubic

emphasizes its ability to offer quick and

the European Union.

when we’re dealing with vessels that land

meters corresponding to approximately

efﬁcient services and effective solutions,

a combination of frozen and industrial

ment, a group of companies includ-

7,000 tons of frozen goods, the company’s

highlighting the importance for sea ves- ‘EVERYTHING A SHIP NEEDS’: “We’re

ﬁsh,” Mr Rasmussen said.

ing Bergfrost have moved to set up a

facility and its clients, the heavy fuel

storage tunnel—drilled into a mountain

sels to save ﬁshing time.

bunkering facility for heavy fuel oil in

terminal will make yet another service

fers maximum operational security.

The main customer groups targeted

situated right in the middle of the ﬁsherwe’re therefore able to offer a very con-

From the sea side, the Bergfrost fa- frozen pelagic ﬁsh such as herring, blue

venient point of transit for frozen sea-

an easily accessible, deep fjord that af-

whiting, capelin and mackerel.

“The same can be said of the Vónin

ies,” Mr Rasmussen pointed out, “and

are ships in the North Atlantic carrying

cility is located at the head of Fuglafjörður,

“The close proximity of the ﬁshmeal

ﬁshing gear manufacturing and servicing

Accordingly, in a recent develop- the two.”
For the Bergfrost cold storage

order to serve a growing number of ves- available.

Managing director Janus Rasmussen.

foods as well as other goods. And with

Bergfrost’s services includes un- the Faroe Islands’ excellent transport

fords secure, all-weather anchorage in

loading, storaging, sorting, registration

connections to world markets, by sea and

the roads as well as safe berth.

and weighing as well as the loading of

by air, vessel operators—by proper plan-

“Not only do we have a perfect loca- trucks, pallet or hand-loaded containers

ning—can use our services to save valu-

MARIA OLSEN

at the harbor area of Fuglafjörður—of-

vironmental Agency).

tion in the middle of the North Atlan- and freighters—and, not to forget, man- able time and expensive fuel.”
tic,” Bergfrost managing director Janus
Rasmussen noted. “Our cold storage fa-

agement services.

“We work very closely with ship

Said Mr Rasmussen: “We offer an

agents to make sure paperwork gets

cility excels other cold storage facilities

unbeatable service, 24 hours a day and 7

completed on schedule,” Mr Rasmussen

in terms of operational security, largely

days a week, whether cold storaging for

added, “and we make every effort

because of the insulating quality of the

shorter or longer periods, or back load- to ensure detailed, comprehensive

solid mountain rock.” In practical terms,

ing with management including local

and timely reporting to all parties in-

that means for instance in the event of

address and paperwork. For seasonal

volved.”

ﬁsheries like capelin, our cold storage
concept can be ideal for distributing a
three-month catch evenly over a year.”
As an accentuation of easy transit, a
The entrance to the mountain tunnel
(left); The mountain rock will make
the storage temperature remain constant
for a relatively long time in the event
of operational disruption (right).
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Smyril Blue Water is growing fast
in Iceland, Faroes and Norway—
offering seafood exporters
temperature controlled transport
across the globe, using roll-on/rolloff ferry Norröna combined with
trucks, plus containers, air freight
and a large network of professionals.

SBW CAPITALIZES ON
REGIONAL INTEGRATION

The Norröna berthed in Tórshavn (center);
SBW Express offers airfreight (bottom far
left); superferry en route between North
Atlantic ports (bottom left); reefer truck
on European highway (bottom right).

ment, there seems to be none to match
Smyril Blue Water’s service.
“It’s gradually becoming clear to
Icelandic seafood companies, like their

N

EWLY-ESTABLISHED Smyril

Faroese counterparts, that the Norröna

Blue Water is quickly becoming a

offers an unbeatable solution for trans-

major North Atlantic transport logis-

port down to the Continent,” Mr Joensen

tics provider as seafood exporters in the

adds. “The amount of cargo shipped

Faroe Islands, Iceland and Norway are

from Seyðisfjörður has been growing

learning that their most effective means

and we expect this to continue. In the

of shipping cargo to clients in Conti-

Faroes, we will be coming up strongly

nental Europe will often be using the

especially as the aquaculture industry is

company’s services.

now recovering and exports of salmon
will pick up again.”

Since the 2003 arrival of superferry

In the face of growing regional in-

Norröna into its predecessor’s established
MARIA OLSEN

sea route that interlinks Iceland, Nor-

SMYRIL BLUE WATER
PO Box 370, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.smyrilbluewater.com
E-Mail: cargo@smyrilbluewater.com
Tel.: +298 345960
Fax: +298 345952
Managing Director: Heðin Joensen
Worldwide shipment and transport and
logistics services — North Atlantic’s only
ro/ro service. Export; import; customs
clearance; temperature controlled
logistics, groupage; full loads — 33 pallets;
project goods; overseas. North Atlantic
experts; airfreight; container transport.
Fast transit — “The Fastest North
Atlantic Freight Service”
Ofﬁces in Denmark Faroes, Iceland, Shetland.
Privileged access:
Smyril Line: M/F Norröna —
Capacity of 1,500 passengers, 130 trailers.
Blue Water Shipping:
500 trucks on European roads
Global network — 42 ofﬁces in 20 countries.

tegration, Norwegian seafood exporters are likewise becoming an attractive

eases imports from third countries and

market. Shetland Islands, an important

exports to the EU—all of which will

cargo has found new meaning in ro-ro

link in the Norröna’s routes, at the same

lead to more integration in the region.

logistics, utilizing the services of this

time looks set to increase trade with the

We see an increase in the quantity of ﬁsh

way, Faroe, Shetland and Denmark, the
concept of quick, temperature controlled

large and fast moving ferry in conjunc- wide—another fast-growing segment in
the business.
tion with trucks.

privileged access to Blue Water’s ﬂeet of

unbroken chain as the trailers are trans- Faroes and Iceland.

transported from Norway to the Faroes

500 trucks on the European highways

ported on wheels only; and to stabilize

“We have had some changes in the

as well as from the Faroes to Shetland,

With the founding of Smyril Blue

and motor ways, plus a global network

cargo and prevent unwanted motion

legal environment of the Faroes, which

and an increased level of business be-

With ofﬁces in the Denmark, Faroe
Islands and Iceland, Smyril Blue Water

Water in 2005, a 50/50 joint venture be- of ofﬁces and agents.”

during transport we use pallet wide

allow for a jump in imports from Nor- tween Iceland and the Faroes. So there

also offers air freight under the label

tween the owners of the Faroese ferry op-

trailers.

way. We have had a major trade agree- are great opportunities here, in our main

of SBW Express, a new a fast growing

erator Smyril Line and the Danish cargo

goods including chilled and frozen sea-

division of the company, according to

company Blue Water was incorporated.

food, the combination of reefer trucks

managing director Heðin Joensen.

Based on years of wheel and keel coop- and the Norröna is often the fastest and

est extent possible, whether in con-

eration between Smyril Line and Blue

safest way for North Atlantic ﬁsh prod-

nection with loading or unloading or

ucts to reach their European destinations

anything else—and to prevent any un-

Add container transport from the

In regard of temperature controlled

The idea is to rid the cargo of ex- ment between Iceland and the Faroes,
posure during transport to the high- plus a trade agreement with the EU that

Faroes and Iceland to overseas destina- Water in freight logistics, Smyril Blue
tions via Blue Water’s global network Water is the only company on the market

in high quality form, Mr Joensen adds.

necessary holds or delays and any un-

to offer a ro-ro transport service between

“Our system offers the advantage of

wanted shifts in temperature. In brief

countries, in addition to agents world- Nordic and European countries.
“We offer our customers a unique

a quick and secure service in a straight,

we offer a top quality service, ideal

of 700 employees in 42 ofﬁces in 20
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line of business as well as air freight and
container services.”

for those who are keen on delivering

transport concept of rolling cargo be-

a top quality product to their clients.”

tween Scandinavia, Europe and the

In Iceland, the client base is growing

North Atlantic countries,” says Mr

nicely, according to Mr Joensen. The

Joensen. “This implies direct transport

Norröna has for years had a weekly

on wheels all the way from the shipper

service from Seyðisfjörður on the east

to the recipient. The Norröna can take

coast to the Hanstholm, Denmark, and

as much as 130 trucks, and we also have

in spite of a tough competitive environ-
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One year after its founding, Faroe
Agency has established itself as a
leading shipping agency, serving
most of the Russians calling at
Faroese ports plus other
foreigners—as high oil prices
drive vessels to economize on
energy use, triggering demands
from increased berthing.

A

sel has improved considerably over the
past one or two years; because the more
expensive the fuel, the more crucial it
becomes to get the highest productivity
from the vessels and all their facilities.”
According to Mr Reynheim, Faroe
Agency and some of its business partners
are working to establish more services in
order to provide a complete solution for
vessels calling at Faroese ports.

S FAROE AGENCY entered the

“We want to build a comprehensive

shipping agency market in 2005,

supply line for foreign vessels and there

most Russian vessels in the Faroes were

are tangible plans in the pipeline with

attracted to the new fold—after all, the

regard to new bunkering facilities.

persons behind Faroe Agency were no

“This will help the vessels save en-

newbies. With the Honorary Consul

ergy and time, and will eliminate any

LEADING AGENCY SEES
SUSTAINED GROWTH

of Russia in the Faroe Islands, industry
veteran Árni Dam as managing director rallying colleagues and partners from
his former place of employment, Faroe
Agency didn’t take long to become the
on, the initial excitement has settled to
leave room for everyday business life, albeit the company’s success in the marketplace has been maintained, set for
further growth.

PO Box 270, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.faroeagency.fo
E-Mail: faroeagency@faroeagency.fo
Tel.: +298 351990
Fax: +298 351991
Managing director: Árni Dam,
Honorary Consul of Russia
Shipping agency, ship management
company; specializing in serving
vessels calling at Faroese ports.
Cost-effective services, manning and
technical management, forwarding,
chartering, operations management,
multi-service representation.
All types of ship calls, from freighters and
tankers to cruise liners to ﬁshing vessels.
Arrangements for supplies,
bunkering, repairs and health
care, safety related issues.

sea.”

MARIA OLSEN

new market leader in its ﬁeld. One year

environmental hazards of bunkering at

FAROE AGENCY

Faroe Agency’s services include

cal system. Accordingly, the Honorary

management, customs clearance, freight

Consul of Russia, Mr Dam, is known

forwarding, arrangements for supplies,

as a man with a very strong network of

repairs, bunkering and more, in addition

contacts.

to health care and safety related issues.

Mr Dam, a former sea captain, pio-

But whereas the company’s staff has

neered the shipping agency business in

experience in dealing with ships of all

1970 to serve primarily Russian vessels.

types, in-depth local area knowledge is

Today, Russian vessels every year make

ing, which is good for business, although

So when a ship is berthed, it will

it puts more pressure on us to meet all

usually take the opportunity to order

tages of various functions and services

Agency partner and shipping agent Karl- their needs and requirements.”

supplies and services on a different level

available, demand will be likely to in- ers and authorities including the politi- Faroe Islands.

Erik Reynheim. “We served several hun-

than otherwise. It will perhaps get extra

crease, which will beneﬁt our business—

“It’s been very positive,” says Faroe

According to Mr Reynheim, the

dred vessels during 2005 and the level

main reason behind this growing de- repairs done and goods delivered, and

has been sustained so far in 2006—only,

mand could be linked to high prices of

the crew will be more likely to spend

the average purchase rate seems to be

fuel having propelled vessel operators to

money shopping.

increasing. Our client vessels are gener- economize and reconsider some of their

“At the same time as more orders

ally becoming more and more demand- routines, leading to an increase in berth- are being placed, assignments seem to
ing activities.
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be growing bigger. I think part of this

As awareness is raised about the advan- likewise essential—and so is maintain- ﬁve hundred to one thousand calls at the

and everybody’s else, for that matter.”
Another thing, Mr Reynheim
pointed out, is that the high oil prices
make it necessary for vessel owners to
refurbish their engines in order to maximize fuel efﬁciency.

“I think today everybody will have

may have something to do with the good

“I think there’s a limit somewhere

to do their best to save fuel to whatever

cooperation we enjoy with the Port of

which has been passed, and that’s why

extent possible. In some instances, berth- Tórshavn as well as other ports. Most

all of a sudden we have seen a lot of these

ing a vessel for a while can be more eco- ports have been wise to lower their fees,

vessels modernized. The average ves-

nomic than keeping engines running for

which in fact has increased their busi-

transshipments on the roadstead. There’s

ness.

also the growing awareness of environ-

“For instance, we arrange for crew

mental issues and from that standpoint,

transfers via chartered direct ﬂights be-

the more the environment is saved from

tween the Faroes and Russia, which in-

potential pollution, the better.”

volves several operators at various levels.

ing good connections with business lead- Port of Tórshavn and elsewhere in the

Faroe Agency’s Alexander Kuzkin, left, discussing
with captain Leonid Smaternik (center);
clockwise from left, owners Karl-Erik Reynheim,
Árni Dam and Maria Lava in the front, with
agent Magnus Jakobsen in the rear (right);
Russian vessel the Kapitan Gorbachev (left);
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RUNAVÍK GOES FOR THE BIG CATCH

PORT OF RUNAVÍK
Authority: Runavíkar Havn
Harbor Ofﬁce, FO-600 Saltangará
MARIA OLSEN

Whether it’s ﬁshing vessels, bulk
freighters, container ships or cruise
liners, the Port of Runavík aspires
to attract large sea vessels to make
use of the longest fjord and one of
the leading seaports in the Faroe
Islands—with tourism set to play
a growing part.

With a thriving seafood industry in
and around the harbor area and a host
of business and consumer services, the

Harbormaster:
Jákup Lamhauge

Port is home to a vibrant business com-

Situated on Skálafjörður, the longest
fjord in the Faroe Islands.

munity, offering ship repairs, electrical
ITH AN OUTDOOR storage

and mechanical repairs, electronics ser-

area of 35,000 square meters, a

vicing, customs clearance, warehousing,

total quay length of 1,700 meters and

stevedoring, transport, provisioning and

the longest fjord in the country, the Port

more. In addition, the local community

of Runavík is not just one of the best

of Runavík offers various services, from

and safest natural harbors of the Faroe

health care to legal to ﬁnancial.

Islands; it’s one of the leading seaports in

Said Mr Lamhauge: “The ﬁshing

terms of service capacity—and it’s eager

industry is strong here and we have sev-

to attract new trafﬁc.

eral vessel operators, two ofﬁcially ap-

http://www.runavik.fo
E-Mail: havnarskrivstovan@runavik.fo
Tel.: +298 449449
Fax: +298 448920

Biggest and most developed harbor
on the fjord; fully capable of providing
services for all types of vessels.
Total length of quays approximately 1,700
meters, maximum depth 12 meters; well
suited to receive vessels of any kind.
Services e.g.: Shipyard with 116-meter
long dry dock and 1200-tonne capacity
slipway, machine workshops, agency,
provisions, radio services, warehouses,
cold stores, stevedoring, ﬁsh handling.

“We’re fully capable of provid- proved ﬁsh landing stations and two ﬁsh
ing services and solutions for all types

processing facilities, in addition to ﬁsh

gest ﬁsh, the other for the biggest over-

of vessels,” said harbormaster Jákup

handling and cold storage facilities, plus

all catch.”

Lamhauge. “Our capacity is not being

several seafood trading companies and a

The Smyril Line International Sea

fully utilized so we have decided to put

ﬁshing line manufacturer. We also have

Angling Cup will take place from 21 to

renewed efforts into attracting more ves- a supply base for the offshore oil and gas

25 August in a speciﬁed ﬁshing area

sels, basically all types of vessels.”

off the Faroe Islands. According to the

In recent years, the municipality of

exploration industry, a shipping company
and several mechanical workshops.”

organizers, over 200 sea anglers were

Runavík—today comprising 13 villages

During the past few years Runavík

and a population of 4,000 people—has

has undergone dramatic growth with

invested substantially in infrastructure

ﬁve villages added to the municipality,

development including new quaysides

expanding the range and capacity of the

that cruise tourism will become more

and cargo areas. Receiving 1,500 ship

Port. Among the most noticeable and

present in the years ahead.

calls per year while handling a through- natural extensions of the main harbor

expected to sign up for the competition.
Port of Runavík situated in the Skálafjörður, the longest fjord in the Faroe Islands (above); the Runavík
harbor offers a wide range of facilities including stevedoring and logistics services (bottom right).

Other main attractions include the Town
Festival in mid June and the Salmon &
Market Day in mid July. Ms Troest
said: “We could also mention the Forni

“We have had the superferry

son, we received for the ﬁrst time four

become one of the leading international

Museum at Glyvrar, the boat launch

Norröna berthed several times during

international cruise liners; all berthed at

sea angling competitions in Scandina- area in Elduvík, the Rocking Stones at

put of more than 110,000 tons of goods,

area is the shipyard at Skála across the

the Port of Runavík offers a wide range

Skálafjörður fjord, which offers a 116- the winter, using the roll-on/roll-off

the Kongshavn quay and the fact the ev- via,” according to the organizers of the

Oyndarfjörður, or some of the other gor-

of services in addition to bunkering,

meter long dry dock, a 1200-ton capac- ramp available on one of our quaysides,”

erything worked perfectly demonstrated

geous sights. Runavík is absolutely worth

fresh water and electricity.

ity slipway, a mobile crane and a well- he said. “During last year’s summer sea-

again that we are well able to receive

equipped mechanical workshop.

large cruise ships. This could be the be- Smyril Line and the other partners in this

ATTRACTING SEA ANGLERS: Runavík

“We are delighted to work with

ginning of something that will grow in

fantastic concept,” said Rannvá Troest,

the future.”

the municipality of Runavík’s tourist in-

is also becoming a new destination for

As to tourism, Runavík has recently

formation manager. “Participants will be

international cruise liners, last year

stepped up efforts to meet the demands

ﬁshing from registered, chartered and

receiving four large passenger ships.

of a growing number of domestic and

fully insured ﬁshing boats with experi-

According to Mr Lamhauge, hopes are

international tourists arriving in the

enced captains and crew. The competi-

summertime. One of the highlights is

tion is about catching big ﬁsh and there

Cruise ship Deutschland berthed at the up to
12-meter deep Kongshavn quayside during
2005 (left); the Skála shipyard (right).
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event.

visiting during the summer.”

the Smyril Line International Sea An- will be two grand prizes at 10,000 euros
gling Cup, a new attraction “destined to

each, one for catching the single big-
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Employing unique management
practices that combine consistent
service with ultra-fast response
to customer demand, marine
services provider and vessel
operator Thor Offshore Services
has carved its own niche in the
global oil and gas industry.

I

now one vessel is in the Barents Sea,

THOR OFFSHORE SERVICES

ﬁve are situated in the North Sea, one

Bryggjan 5, FO-420 Hósvík

located west of Libya, another off the

http://www.thor.fo
E-Mail: thor@thor.fo
Tel.: +298 422503
Fax: +298 422383

coast of Egypt, two vessels are deployed
offshore Mauritania and another two are
busy in the Gulf of Mexico.”

Chief Executive: Hans Andrias Joensen
Managing Director: Gunnbjörn Joensen

A few weeks earlier, the global distribution of Thor’s well-equipped ﬂeet

Vessel operator and marine services
company, specializing in offshore
support services for the oil and gas
industry; shipping; ﬁshing. Transport
of crews, freight, spare parts.

of tender, supply, stand by, chase and
F BECOMING A WORLD leader

guard vessels—plus a tough towing tug-

in support services for the offshore

boat—was all different. The tug, named

Thor’s well-equipped chase/support and
guard vessels (as of April 2006):
Thor Supporter
Tórsvík
Leitisteinur
North Star
Thor Pioneer
Thor Supplier
Thor Server
Thor Chaser
Thor Goliath
Thor Provider
Thor Guardian
Thor Beamer
Thor Sentry
Mars Chaser (operate only)

seismic industry takes competent peo- Thor Goliath, just came back to Hósvík

ple with international skills and work- after a 49-day towing assignment that
ing ﬂexibility, responding quickly to

consisted in bringing a large tanker all

ever-changing customer demand like- the way from Amsterdam to Gabon on
wise takes certain management skills; it

the west coast of central Africa.

requires a dedication to customer service

“We’ve worked a lot west of Africa,

that combines with the highest degree

off South America, in the North At-

of reliability.

lantic, the Black Sea region, India, Sin-

phy behind the staggering success of

some…”

Thor Offshore Services in the interna-

MARIA OLSEN

All that forms part of the philoso- gapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, to name

tional marketplace, as outlined by man- SKIPPERS AT SERVICE: While managing director and partner Gunnbjörn

aging rapidly changing geographic loca-

Joensen.

tions for support vessels is bound to

Since entering the marine services

present challenges of its own, Thor’s

sector in 1997, Thor Offshore Services

working environment implies a ﬂow of

has grown rapidly to become a preferred

constant change. As a case in point, the

From left to right, Daysie Johannesen, Ann-Britt T. Johannesen, chief executive Hans Andrias Joensen,
Petra E. Poulsen, Justin Philbrow, Andras Ellingsgaard, Judith Thomsen.

VESSEL OPERATOR TURNED
OFFSHORE MARKET LEADER

provider for the worldwide offshore seis- company over the past four months (as
mic industry. Originally a ﬁshing ves- of April, 2006) added six vessels to its
sel operator, which the company still

ﬂeet, including a large freezer trawler.

is, Thor PF today operates a ﬂeet of 20

The trawler, named the Athena, was

vessels, most of which serve the interna- purchased in a joint venture with other

Faroe FAS. During the same period,

tional offshore oil and gas industry.

Thor performed several crew transfers

partners from the Faroes and Iceland for

“We serve customers everywhere,” the purpose of harvesting horse mack- across the globe, as supply and transport
Mr Joensen said. “For instance, right

younger brother Hans Andrias, a master

“We supply efﬁcient, ﬂexible and multi- mariner now turned majority shareholder
lingual crew to our own vessels, and as

and chief executive of the company.

Partnerships:
Ran, Ocean Group Faroes

experienced and ﬂexible people who are
ﬂuent in English and Scandinavian.”
“Of course,” he added, “the Faroes

port agents in the Faroes we also handle

ern Africa. A new Denmark sub- vices offered. All of which has made it

crew transfers by helicopter on behalf of

ﬁshing industries while offering compre- we have a large pool of navigators, chief

sidiary was likewise formed, Thor

client research vessels.”

hensive offshore services on a level that

engineers and seamen. But our business

With some 75 Faroese employees

matches or exceeds the best available on

is a global one and we employ people

scale and frequency of crew transfers, to

out of a total staff of about 350—and

the market, would be impossible without

from around the world. Our core val-

Thor Beamer; the former regis- coordinate the purchase of spare parts

with its corporate offices in Hósvík,

skilled people, Mr Joensen pointed out.

ues include professionalism, reliability,

tered under Denmark’s DIS reg- for the vessels and to oversee the growing

Faroes—Thor is largely built on a core

“We are blessed with a low turnover of

teamwork, innovation, and ethical con-

istry and the latter under the

number of ongoing operations across the

of Faroe seamanship and maritime tradi- employees, which I think is linked to the

duct; well, what it all boils down to in the

world.

tion. Mr Joensen, himself a former chief

way we emphasize good human resource

end is service and responsibility. That’s

“Transport of freight and spare parts

engineer on one of Thor’s ﬁrst ﬁshing

management. We have built up a work- why even our skippers are essentially ﬁrst

is a signiﬁcant part of what we do and so

vessels, founded Thor together with his

force, on land and sea, of well-motivated,

necessary for the company to employ ad-

chase of the Thor Guardian and

The Thor Supplier at work for
the offshore oil and gas industry.

Operating ships within the oil and

Denmark subsidiary: Thor DK

erel and other pelagic ﬁsh west of north- of crew are an essential part of the ser-

DK, simultaneously with the pur- ditional staff to manage the increasing
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is transport of crews,” Mr Joensen said.

Fishing vessels:
Thor VN 87 (gillnetter 230 GT)
Vesturland VN 307 (gillnetter 295 GT)
Ran TG 752 (freezer trawler 1,100 GT)
Túgvusteinur VN 556 (crab trawler 269 GT)
Athena (factory trawler 7,805 GT)

is a country wedded to the ocean and

and foremost service providers.”
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Stimulated by large
privatization schemes and
lowered corporate taxes,
obvious investment
opportunities emerge in the
Faroes—including assets
available in the seafood
industry, potential offshore oil
and gas exploration farm-ins,
and favorable conditions for
merchant sea vessels under the
FAS registry.
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By Búi Tyril
OME MAY WONDER why international players in the
transport-logistics sector are placing so large investments in
such a small country as the Faroe Islands. Bearing in mind
the inﬁnitesimal population of the Faroes and the limited
amounts of anything—in a worldwide context—that this

country either exports or imports, what could be the incentive behind
such economic decisions?
One may argue that, after all, the amounts of ﬁsh and related products
exported by the Faroese aren’t really that small, considering the fact that
the nation harvests more than half a million tons of ﬁsh per year, more
than half of it in Faroe waters. That’s sufﬁcient to ﬁll quite a few containers and occupy many cubic meters of cold storage—but would it be worth

hundreds of millions in investments?
According to ﬁgures from the Faroese Fisheries Inspection, foreign
vessels catch close to 400,000 tons per year in Faroe waters, bringing the
total annual catch in the Faroe exclusive economic zone up to approximately 675,000 metric tons. This raises the potential value of the Faroese

MORE
DEALS
AHEAD
100 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

transport-logistics market, but the question remains whether it would
sufﬁce for grabbing the attention of deep-pocket investors.
The answer could be found in geography. Picking a spot in the middle
of the North Atlantic for a land base, the most central place will often be…
the Faroes. Not merely the ﬁsh caught in the Faroe EEZ but rather the
loads brought into the area en route to virtually anywhere could translate
into a point of interest, underpinned by the constant trafﬁc of international
pelagic vessels, ﬁshing in Faroe and adjacent waters, that land their catch
for processing here. For vessels out for longer periods of time, the islands
offer a popular in-between base for transshipments, for instance, which
in turn increases the demand for various maritime services and goods including transport and logistics services. So with the total tonnage beefed
up to make sense for economies of scale, substantial investment becomes
a more viable option.
The Faroese business environment is getting increasingly attractive by
several reasons. For one thing, corporate ownership is no longer regarded
as a thing of permanence by an overwhelming majority of shareholders.
Companies are being traded like never before, although as yet only one
corporation, Atlantic Petroleum, has been ﬂoated on the VMF (Faroese
Securities Market); others are in the pipeline, including several government owned corporations. The government years ago decided to privatize a
number of commercial and semi-commercial companies, including Faroese
Telecom, Atlantic Airways, and Föroya Banki. After a period of political
stalemate the process eventually moved on, with tangible schemes ﬁrst
outlined by Prime Minister Jóannes Eidesgaard last year.
Apart from these proﬁtable and apparently well-managed corporations, there are other assets that could well be worth pursuing, not least in
the recovering aquaculture industry. Here, a highly respected and leading
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enterprise is still owned by one of the

the Representation of the Faroes in

banks as a result of corporate restructur-

London and at the Royal Danish Embassy

ing years ago.

there was seen to add fresh momentum

In 1999, the corporate tax rate was

to the process of preparing the privatiza-

lowered from 27 to 20 percent; this year

tion of government-owned enterprises.

(2006) it was further lowered to 18 per-

“I was very pleased with the event,”

cent. That said, the oil industry tax rate

Mr Nielsen said. “We had the opportuni-

however remains unaltered at 27 percent,

or gas production offshore Faroe. “There

ty to present some information about the

something that doesn’t appear to scare

are presently some licenses with one oil

Faroes in proper settings and the num-

away too many companies from exploring

company holding a 100-percent equity,

ber of representatives attending clearly

the Faroese Continental Shelf.

which may be interested in divesting

indicated that the subject had caught the

some of the risk,” Jarðfeingi stated. “In

interest of oil industry executives, inves-

So the Faroese Earth and Energy
Directorate (Jarðfeingi) is planning to

addition there will always be other li- tors, ﬁnancial analysts and others. Obvi-

hold a second Exploration Conference,

censes with available equity. This process

ously, oil and gas exploration is drawing

hoping to draw a good crowd of experts

will be facilitated by a prospect fair where

the most attention, but this meeting

SHIP REGISTRY REVAMP: In addition

As anyone could see a few years later,

most deﬁnitely several aspects that we

and industry people to Tórshavn. The

oil companies wanting to divest are given

demonstrated that there are other areas

to visiting the London Stock Exchange

the results were astounding.”

should take a closer look at.”

ﬁrst such event, held in 2004, “was a

an opportunity to market held licenses

of interest, too. As to the potential for

along with the other members of the 20-

Avoiding direct references to speciﬁc

While the Manx ship registry has

big success with over 100 foreign pro- with a view to allowing new companies

satisfactory privatization deals, there’s

person delegation, Mr Nielsen with two

examples of Isle of Man practices worthy

long been thriving in the international

fessionals attending the conference from

no doubt we have a number of investors

others went on a brief research trip to

of consideration for a Faroese agenda, Mr

marketplace, the Faroese are underway

to choose from.”

the Isle of Man, a place with certain

Nielsen nonetheless mentioned charac- to bolster the competitiveness of the FAS

to enter the license.”

many different countries… This success
prompted the decision to make it a bi- LOOKING TO LONDON: As inviting

Mr Nielsen added: “We have seen

annual event.” So the second Faroe Is- important people to visit the Faroes is

mergers and acquisitions with poten-

similarities to the Faroes—small popu- teristics such as the island’s non-partisan

open registry, hoping to attract hundreds

lation, overall proximity to the sea, large

political system and the ability to work

of international merchant vessels. In

unitedly to reach common goals.

this context the Minister of Fisheries

lands Exploration Conference (FIEC06)

not the only option for looking into busi- tially huge socio-economic implications

maritime sector, self-governing territory

will take place on 12-13 September. “This

ness opportunities, the Faroese often go

and they have had profound impact on

under the sovereignty of a somewhat

conference is a must for anyone who has

abroad. One trip to London to meet with

the political outlook; deals that people

separate state power.

an interest in hydrocarbon exploration on

investors, ﬁnancial analysts and oil com- thought were unimaginable have proved

“It’s about a more integrated ap- and Maritime Affairs, Björn Kalsö, has
proach to politics,” he said. “With the

joined forces with the Ministry of Fi-

Mr Nielsen, who had visited the Isle

absence of political parties, the Isle of

nance as well as the Ministry of Social

the Faroese Continental Shelf,” accord- pany executives, in 2005, left a Faroese

the very opposite. This atmosphere of

of Man on an earlier occasion, expressed

Man’s political processes are devoid of

Affairs in order to ready a new FAS bill

ing to Jarðfeingi.

delegation headed by Finance Minister

change may have something to do with

enthusiasm about the island. “I think we

partisan bickering and there is very close

during 2006.

By September 2006, the Faroese

Bárður Nielsen, upbeat on the prospects

the overall dramatic increase in access to

have a lot to learn from the Isle of Man,” cooperation between the political system

Continental Shelf will be in the sixth

of attracting foreign investments for

information, which is something that has

he said. “They have faced some of the

and the industry. Somehow they have

area such as international ship registra-

year of exploration and as witnessed by

privatization plans and sustained off- given people a more natural feeling about

very same issues that we have faced in

fostered a culture of openness and made

tion, it’s obvious that we can capitalize

Mr Nielsen noted: “In a business

the issue of globalization. But whatever

the Faroes and they have been very clever

it a priority to work effectively together

more on our ﬁrmly rooted traditions in

vestors are placing bets on a future in oil

the case, the inﬂuence that protection-

at solving those issues. In the 1960s they

for the common good; in this way, they

the maritime industry. There is little

ism used to exercise on a political level

had a crisis with failing tourism and ﬁsh- have succeeded in creating a world-class

doubt that with our knowledge of the

and practically everywhere, seems to be

eries sectors, effectively forcing a large

business environment that attracts good

ocean, ships and navigation, we possess

waning. Instead, we are seeing the ap-

proportion of the population to leave the

investors. I understand they are currently

a natural advantage in this ﬁeld that can

pearance of a more open business en-

place. However, they contemplated the

planning to remove altogether the tradi- be used as a competitive tool.”

vironment, and I hope we are going to

situation and came to the conclusion that

tional tax on company proﬁts,

have more Faroese companies tapping

their economy should change its main

using other ways to generate

into the ﬁnancial resources available in

focus towards ﬁnancial services, and so

income for the treasury. Well,

foreign capital markets.”

necessary changes were subsequently

I don’t think we can copy their

implemented with resolve at all levels.

systems as such but there are

MARIA OLSEN

the interest to obtain licenses, many in- shore oil and gas exploration activities.
The ‘Celebration of the Faroes’ event at

Celebrating ﬂotation of Atlantic Petroleum:
VMF president and CEO Sigurd Poulsen
(left); Kaupthing corporate banking
representative and Notio managing
director Kristian Petersen (above).
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Eimskip president and CEO Baldur Guðnason signs the acquisition deal
for Farmaleiðir in April 2006, ﬂanked by Iceland’s Prime Minister Halldór
Ásgrímsson, right, and Heri Thomsen Transport Service managing director
Tórhallur Thomsen; 2005 business delegation to London (above).
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T

with a high degree of welfare based on
Faroese exports. However, Mr Djurholm
maintained, the true economic potential
of the country is yet to be realized.

MINISTRY OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY
PO Box 377 FO-110 Tórshavn

MARIA OLSEN

According to the Ministry of
Trade and Industry, the Faroese
government’s massive
privatization scheme can be
comparable to events of historic
proportions for the Faroe Islands,
with parallels to the end of the
trade monopoly 150 years ago.

http://www.vmr.fo
E-Mail: vmr@vmr.fo
Tel.: +298 356060
Fax: +298 356065

“Freeing the economic forces of the
Faroes has taken a very long time,” he

Minister of Trade and Industry:
Bjarni Djurholm

said. “We are in fact taking the next necessary step in liberalizing our economy;

Permanent Secretary:
Arne Poulsen

the privatization of government-owned
HE FAROESE GOVERNMENT

First Secretary:
Kitty May Ellefsen

companies will release great ﬁnancial

has made it a highly publicized pri- resources.”

ority to initiate the privatization of most

General Ofﬁce divisions:
• Trade Division
• Division of Infrastructure and
Communications
• Veterinary Division

With air carrier Atlantic Airways,

of the commercial corporations it con- telecommunications operator Faroese
trols; but in spite of the public debate

Telecom, pension fund and life insur-

which ensued after the government’s an- ance company Lív, and commercial bank
nouncement of its privatization scheme

Föroya Banki at the top of the privati-

in 2005, only few people seem to realize

zation agenda, the stage is set for big

the signiﬁcance of the privatizations, ac- business events in the near future. Other
cording to Bjarni Djurholm, Minister of

companies on the list include seafood

Trade and Industry.

processor and exporter Faroe Seafood,

“I believe the process of privatizing

public transport operator Strandfaraskip

our government-owned corporations is

Landsins, private home ﬁnancing fund

an undertaking of great historic signiﬁ- Húsalánsgrunnurin, and central ﬁnancance for the Faroes,” Mr Djurholm said.
“You may compare it with the end of the
Trade Monopoly 150 years ago.”
The Royal Danish trade monopoly

cial information and transaction service
Elektron.

Bjarni Djurholm, Minister of Trade and Industry, with ﬁrst secretary Kitty-May Ellefsen;
Faroese Telecom headquarters in Tórshavn (bottom left).

Ventures of this nature will hardly
escape resistance or controversy. Some of

in the Faroes, abolished in 1856, is per- the companies are only indirectly owned
ceived to represent an onerous trade re- by the government, leaving the governgime that hindered economic progress,

ment with the only option of using com-

effectively banning private enterprise.

pany board representatives to inﬂuence

The economic development that took

the course of affairs—at times leaving

place after the system was abandoned

much to be desired in terms of progress

became the foundation of today’s society

in the path of privatization.

PRIVATIZATIONS OF ‘GREAT
HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE’
of the company in two separate phases,

As to Atlantic Airways, directly un- the ﬁrst of which will imply the listing

With Faroese Telecom, likewise

Corporations under the Ministry of Trade
and Industry scheduled for privatization: •
Faroese Telecom (Föroya Tele)
• Atlantic Airways (Atlantsﬂog)
To order prospectus, please contact the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (see above)

on the market yet get fair value for the

maining 34-percent share to protect the

under the Ministry of Trade and Indus- public’s assets.

interests of the public.

try, complications have been more tech-

der the responsibility of the Ministry of

of 33 percent of the company’s shares on

Trade and Industry, consensus seems to

the VMF-ICEX securities market in the

have settled after a few rounds of public

hope of attracting large numbers of small

ed,” Mr Djurholm noted, “only, Atlantic

around the question of the ownership of

debate, much to the surprise and relief

investors among the general populace; in

tends to become an issue charged with

the backbone of the operator’s commu- corporate structure is being of great help

of those in charge of the privatization

a second phase, strategic investors will be

emotion.

nication network. While the competi- for this process. It will hopefully now

process both on the government’s side

invited to purchase a 33-percent share of

and on the company’s side.

the airline on certain conditions that in-

The latest version of that particu- clude keeping the Faroes as central base
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it may deem appropriate, keep the re-

Agencies, Institutions and Commissions:
• National Telecom Regulatory Authority
• Public Transport Operator (SL)
• Ofﬁce of Public Works
• Faroe Islands Tourist Board
• Faroese Vehicle Inspection
• Faroe Islands Trade Council
• Competition Council
• Administration of Occupational
Safety and Health
• Land Registration Ofﬁce
• Registrar of Companies
• Agricultural Research Station
• Food, Veterinary and
Environmental Agency
• Alcohol Monopoly of the Faroe Islands
• Agency of Aqua- and agriculture

“This shouldn’t really be complicat- nical and less publicly visible, centered

“People here are very proud of our

tion seeks a separation of infrastructure

Said Mr Djurholm: “We seek to
balance those demands and exigencies;
the fact that FT recently changed their

be possible to separate the core infra-

national carrier and they identify strong- and operator, champions of the public

structure from other business operations

ly with it—which is part of the reason

telco maintain that such measures would

to such a degree that fair competition
can be ensured—while at the same time,

lar plan: the Lögting (Parliament) will

for all of the air links that involve the

why the political aim is to make those

weaken Faroese Telecom unnecessarily

give the Minister of Trade and Industry

country as a destination; the government

shares as accessible as possible for the

and reduce its market value. The govern- we’ll be able to avoid diminishing the

the full mandate to privatize two-thirds

will, until further notice and as long as

public.”

ment’s dilemma: ensure fair competition

value of the FT group.”
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Trade Council managing director Kjartan
Kristiansen (center); singer, artist Eivör
Pálsdóttir, a rising international star
from the Faroese music scene (right).

FISH
TRACEABILITY
MEETS
CREATIVE
ARTS

FAROE ISLANDS TRADE COUNCIL
PO Box 259, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.trade.fo
E-Mail: trade@trade.fo
Tel.: +298 353100
Fax: +298 353101

digital platform for chain traceability in
the ﬁshing industry.

Managing Director:
Kjartan Kristiansen

Before the company was formed,
the DNTS (Digital National Trace-

Department Manager International Trade:
Áki Johansen

ability System) was run by Bitland as a
research and development project backed

International Business Developer:
Annleyg Lamhauge

by the Trade Council in conjunction
with the industry and the Ministry of

involved in organizing an event called

Fisheries and Maritime Affairs. Said

‘Creative London’ the idea chieﬂy being

Mr Kristiansen: “We supported the

to highlight current trends in creative

project by lending out our business ad- arts and crafts.”
viser Steinbjörn í Dali to act as project

At the other end of the spectrum,

manager. After all, Bitland and the

indications are Faroe Islanders are in-

Trade Council share common goals

creasingly participating in international

when it comes to developing informa- scientific research—another area in
which the Trade Council seeks to play

business.”

a supporting part. “Traditionally, people

Faroese business development
consulting agency under the
Ministry of Trade and Industry.
Information services for foreign business
contacts including comprehensive, webbased Export Directory and information
on Faroe Islands Business Environment.
Information on the ﬁshing
industry, marine environment, and
more: http://www.ﬁshin.fo

MARIA OLSEN

Another project named ‘Rhythmic

in the Faroes and the Faroese ﬁshing

Music in the Faroes’ has apparently been

industry have an enormous amount of

a rampant success although somewhat

technical knowledge relevant to ﬁsh har- Trade Council has likewise participated

less tangible than the development of any

vesting and processing. Unfortunately,

As to oil and gas exploration, the
in international trade shows notably the

particular business solution. “It’s differ- we haven’t been very good at structur- biannual Offshore Europe in Aberdeen
ent with projects like Rhythmic Music

ing this knowledge or commercializing

and ONS in Stavanger, the latter to be

in the Faroes,” Mr Kristiansen added.

it. On the other hand, we’ve been sharing

held this year. “As a result of the interna-

“Perhaps the management report wasn’t

it and giving it away to others for free,

tional interest in the Faroese Continental

read by everyone… But the project in it- concentrating our own efforts on using

Shelf, we do have a Faroese petroleum

NCREASINGLY over the last twen- nies become an essential part of their ef- the Trade Council’s daily business activi-

self and the events and the consultations

the knowledge on a practical level and

industry today, although it’s still very

ty-ﬁve years, the Faroe Islands Trade

for practical solutions.”

small… Well, some of our young people

The Faroe Islands Trade Council helps to launch ventures ranging from digital traceability of seafood to creative
arts and crafts—yet its task of promoting Faroese exports and assisting foreign companies connect with Faroese
businesses remains vital as ever.

I

tion and communication technology for

Business Adviser:
Steinbjörn í Dali

Council has played a profound role in
the promotion of Faroese exports and
the development of Faroese businesses.

forts in export marketing and customer

ties which include answering queries, in-

that were held, and all the musicians

relations.

forming, planning events and operating a

that participated in the project made it

Meanwhile, the Trade Council’s

website containing an Export Directory,

a success—it helped galvanize incredible

visionary concept of several years ago,

try… and the Trade Council has since

fact finding missions and joint busi- a presentation of the Faroe business en-

development on the contemporary music

known as the ‘North Atlantic Resource

1995 organized Faroese participation at

scene in the Faroes with increasing vis- Centre’ is set to get back on track, albeit

these events in Scotland and Norway;

Meanwhile, a growing number of

Led by the ever-young managing di- ness delegations to various countries is
rector Kjartan Kristiansen, the lean

generating new business opportunities

government agency’s ability to change

every year—and that’s not mentioning

vironment, and more.
Business development advice is

ibility and breakthroughs abroad.”

in a slightly different setting than origi- we’ll be in Stavanger this year, too.”

nonetheless a priority, not least high-

Bolstered by successful ventures

nally planned. “We’re going to use this

with the times has been proven beyond

lighted by the recent establishment of

of Faroese clothing designers in recent

concept again to highlight the Faroes—

doubt—and highlighted in some of its

Faroese Traceability System (Föroya

years, another focus of business devel- this summer in St. Petersburg; because

recent successes.

Sporförisskipan), a joint venture be-

opment is turned on creative arts and

we have a lot of resources to offer Rus-

tween the Association of Faroese Fish

crafts—and featuring a trip to London.

sian vessels that enter Faroese waters.”

ordinate joint Faroese participation on

Producers (Föroya Ráﬁskaseljarafelag)

“Faroese designers are experiencing suc-

international trade shows—such as the

and the Association of Faroese Seafood

cess on international markets and this

annual European Seafood Exposition in

Processors (Föroya Ráﬁskakeyparafelag)

is giving rise to new opportunities,” Mr

Brussels—has for many Faroese compa-

with the main task of setting up a unique,

Kristiansen said. “The Trade Council is

The Trade Council’s work to co-
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are pursuing education in the oil indus-

Trade Council business adviser Steinbjörn
í Dali (right); the Faroese were awarded
the ‘Best National Booth’ prize at the
Icelandic Fisheries Exhibition 2005 (left).
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FAS SET TO INCREASE GLOBAL MARKET SHARE

http://www.fma.fo
E-Mail: fma@fma.fo
Tel.: +298 355600
Fax: +298 355601

As a ﬁscally attractive and competitive, internationally recognized quality open ship registry, the FAS—after an overhaul
during this year—is likely to attract hundreds of merchant vessels, according to the Faroese Maritime Authority (FMA).

T

“Faroese people are intimately conHE FAROE ISLANDS open ship

For the FAS to succeed in attracting

with regard to social security, health care,

nected to the sea in their daily lives,” he

registry, the FAS, is undergoing a

more vessels, according to the task force

safety and the environment may also serve

said. “Our experience with a rigorously

serious overhaul during the spring and

report, the strategy to pursue will have to

to attract shipowners looking to build

controlled, closed ship registry that cov-

summer of 2006 in an attempt to refocus

be a clear positioning of it as a whitelisted,

good public and employee relations.

ers hundreds of commercial ﬁshing ves-

the registry for global competitiveness.

quality open registry. Underpinning that

Following a one-year consideration, a

strategy, the remarkably large number of

ters, the Faroe Islands has a unique base

the FAS, lays a solid foundation for

task force report with recommenda- Faroese navigators and marine engineers

of knowledge and technical skills,” Mr

building a successful quality open reg- ees on vessels registered in the FAS under

tions was submitted in early February

makes up a powerful base that can be

Olsen maintained with reference to the

istry. What the task force really recom- the other option—the company proﬁts

to Björn Kalsö, Minister of Fisheries and

combined with construction competences

country’s approximately 3,400 persons—

mends is that we offer a unique service

tax system—a 36.12-percent withholding

Maritime Affairs, proposing legislative

and a host of professional, ﬁnancial and

one eight of the entire workforce—that

to advise vessel owners and help them

tax is currently levied with a built in re-

adjustments for the FAS along with re- maritime services. Additionally, the inter- qualify as trained navigators or marine

comply with our high standards—which

fund to the employer corresponding to 28

newed commitment to comprehensive

is something they will appreciate, inas- percent of the taxable wages paid, effec-

national-standard regulations of the FAS

“When it comes to maritime mat-

engineers.

FAROESE MARITIME AUTHORITY (FMA)
Skipaeftirlitið
PO Box 26, FO-370 Miðvágur

Managing Director:
Óli Hans Hammer Olsen

sels, together with our experience with

Primary assignment: preserving and
improving safety at sea. Main tasks
include preparing laws re. safety at sea,
approval of minimum safe manning on
ships, certiﬁcation on ships upon surveys,
issuance of certiﬁcates of competencies
to seafarers. All regulations issued by the
FMA correspond to and fulﬁll International
Maritime Organisation (IMO) requirements.
Reporting to the Ministry of Fishery and
Maritime Affairs, FMA cooperates with
international organizations including the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
and the classiﬁcation societies.

service and international marketing.

much as time-consuming and ‘disruptive’

tively leaving a 8.12-percent income tax

According to task force chairman Óli

PSC [Port State Control] regulations

with the Faroese government treasury.

Hans Hammer Olsen, managing direc-

and inspections are becoming tougher

The task force report recommended

encourage registration of multiple vessels

tor of the Faroese Maritime Authority

by the month. The idea is to make life

that the tax deducted from employee

and large-tonnage vessels. Moreover, the

(FMA), the report has been generally

easier for those with vessels registered in

salaries be reduced to 23 percent and

report recommended that the existing

greeted with enthusiasm.

the FAS by making sure that the Faroese

that the refund to the employer be in- three registration fees under the tonnage

First ﬂoated more than ten years

ﬂag stays ﬁrm on the ‘white’ list of the

creased likewise, reducing the effective

tax system be merged into one single fee

ago amid high hopes of rapid success, the

Paris Memorandum of Understanding.”

income tax to about 5 percent. As to the

in a progressive scale that rewards higher

limits to the competitive strength of the

“If we take a look at sea vessels with

current tonnage tax regime, the report

tonnages, and a maximum registration

FAS have become soberingly apparent

a gross tonnage of 1,000 and more, we

advised a 25-percent reduction of the

fee of USD 25,000 to charge for vessels

over the years. With a total of only 35 in-

have in the world approximately 31,000

weight fee charged per net ton, while

with a net tonnage of 50,000 or above.

ternational merchant vessels registered in

ships. If our open registry had a market

the FAS as of early 2006, what resembles

share of one percent, we would consider-

a new sense of realism may have put the

ably increase the number of ships regis-

issue into perspective.

tered in the FAS.”

However, since the FMA was es-

A few months ago, the FAS was

tablished under the home rule govern-

complemented by a new tonnage tax

ment of the Faroes, the prospects of the

regime that serves as an option to the

country becoming a popular ﬂag juris-

18-percent company proﬁts tax principle.

diction for merchant ships have gradually

The tonnage tax option has been praised

become more visible—possibly partly as

as a sign of progress but has largely been

a result of a powerful lobby led by the

viewed as not adequately attractive in the

likes of Mr Olsen, who himself happens

marketplace. As to the taxing of employ-

a professionally trained, internationally
experienced master mariner with an additional master’s degree in Shipping and
Logistics.
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to possess a highly relevant expertise as

likewise advising ﬁnancial incentives to

FMA managing director Óli Hans Hammer
Olsen; Samskip’s Helgafell joined the FAS
registry in 2005 (top); FAS registered car and
passenger ferry Norröna (bottom right).
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A BANK’S TRIUMPHANT TRANSFORMATION

FÖROYA SPARIKASSI
PO Box 34, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.sparikassin.fo
E-Mail: spak@sparikassini.fo
Tel.: +298 348000
Fax: +298 348400

Well underway to diversify its revenue model with a growing
proportion of its business based abroad, Föroya Sparikassi
anticipates increased internationalization of Faroese companies
in the near future—while readying its own IPO.

A

S FÖROYA SPARIKASSI looks

The fruits of this innovation focus

to increase its revenue from foreign

are several new services, Mr Jacobsen

markets while preparing for IPO in the

points out. For example, foreign com-

near future, recent years have brought

panies doing business in the Faroes will

exceptional growth and excellent results

ﬁnd staff trained and ready with advice

for the bank. Over the past two years,

to help them navigate Faroese ﬁnancial

the annual result has grown more than

regulations—they can walk you through

30 percent each year, whereas looking at

payroll requirements making it easy and

the period between 2000 and 2005, the

painless.

bank saw a proﬁt growth of 123.7 per-

Chief Managing Director: Marner Jacobsen
Managing Director: Bjarni Olsen
Marketing Manager: Ólavur Jensen
Information Ofﬁcer: Per Höjgaaard
Serving private and corporate clients
with ﬁnancial services products including
banking, lending, investments and ﬁnancial
planning, Föroya Sparikassi is the largest
commercial bank of the Faroe Islands.
Founded in 1832, Föroya Sparikassi is also
the country’s oldest ﬁnancial institution.
National network of branches
Number of employees: 215
Number of shareholders: 8,914
Fully owned subsidiaries:
Inni — real estate brokerage ﬁrm (Faroes)
Eik Bank — investment bank (Denmark)
Partly owned, largest shareholder in:
SPRON — savings bank (Iceland)

Another new service is Lima-

cent. These results were obtained in spite

Greiðslan (Member Services), a soft-

of a crisis in the ﬁsh farming industry

ware program that allows client orga-

beginning in 2003, which proved chal- nizations to manage the collection of
lenging for all lenders. In 2005, return

dues-payments ﬂowing into the organi-

sequently raised from eur 35m to eur

on equity before taxes was 18.8 percent,

zation. A third example is Realkreditt

70m.

and the bank paid a dividend of 5 per- Loan Instruments, offered in collabo-

“We are also looking to balance our

cent; proﬁts before tax were dkk 164.2m

ration with BRFkredit in Denmark; it

capital base between equity and subor-

(eur 22m / gbp 15.3m / usd 26.6m).

gives mortgage customers more f lex-

dinated debt,” says Mr Jacobsen.

ibility in choosing a loan. Variable loans

15 percent and we want to increase the

and ﬁxed-rate mortgages up to 30 years

proportion of income from abroad,” says

are all possibilities now. There are also

MARIA OLSEN

“Our goal is a return on equity of

Marner Jacobsen, chief managing direc- plans to build strength in the pension
tor. According to Mr Jacobsen, Föroya

fund market.

Föroya Sparikassi chief managing director Marner Jacobsen.

42.5 percent of the Danish investment

the Icelandic economy and its possible
impact on the Faroes. “We have been
expecting a devaluation of the Icelandic
krona for some time now, and as much of

Sparikassi has several strategies in place

A second part of Föroya Sparikas- ﬁrm DSK. Thus, one-third of its income

to achieve this goal. “We run a people

si’s strategy is to diversify service offer- now comes from outside the Faroes.

tions, the Faroese Parliamentary Act on

released holdings that reduced its own- Iceland, bank debt/GDP ratios must be

business,” he says, “so competency is a core

ings across both business sectors and

Föroya Sparikassi has always been very

Financial Activities entered into force.

ership from 94 percent to 87 percent,

value and we place emphasis on continued

countries—new acquisitions have been

strong on the Faroese private mortgage

Now, the only service Föroya Sparikassi

freeing shares for purchase by the public. Faroese bonds and equity listings on the

employee development, with innovative

key to diversiﬁcation.

market, and the grasp on this marked is

isn’t able to offer its clients is insurance. This trend will continue as listing on the

thinking especially encouraged.”

the Icelandic bank activity is outside of
put in perspective,” he says. In addition,
ICEX are in dkk so they are unaffected

In 2005, Föroya Sparikassi became

still strong. Today half of the loans goes

the sole owner of Denmark’s Eik Bank,

to households home and abroad. The

tioned on the domestic investment front.

ket on ICEX, Iceland Stock Exchange),

main impact of a weaker Icelandic krona

broadening its client base and giving it

other half goes to Faroese businesses

It is a key player in the Faroese venture

anticipated in the near future, requires

will be more competitive ﬁsh prices.

indirect access to the Copenhagen Stock

and businesses outside the islands.

fund company Notio, the Faroese seed

that 25 percent of a company’s share

Exchange. It also acquired 10 percent of

In fact 50 percent of Föroya Spari-

Föroya Sparikassi is strongly posi- Faroese Securities Market (VMF mar- by Icelandic currency swings. Thus, the

In its annual report, Föroya Spari-

capital company Set, and Bitland En- capital is free ﬂoating.

kassi states that it “anticipates improvement in the Faroese economy in 2006.”

Iceland’s largest savings bank, SPRON

kassi’s business loans go to companies

terprise, a business and technology de-

(Sparisjóður Reykjavíkur og nágrennis).

outside the Faroese marked. On 1

velopment company—all involved in

In addition, Föroya Sparikassi holds

March 2006, another factor affecting

innovation, promotion, and the devel- subscribed by 100 percent, an indication

companies will begin to undertake more

Föroya Sparikassi’s ability to offer di-

opment of Faroese business.

business abroad and participate in more

Entrance interior the bank’s headquarters.
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ing the Faroes into line with EU regula- jority shareholder, the Sparikassi Fund,

He downplays recent concerns about

verse services was put into place. Bring-

In September 2005, a liquidity loan

taken by Föroya Sparikassi was over- Mr Jacobsen also expects that Faroese
of a perception of Föroya Sparikassi as

In 2005, Föroya Sparikassi’s ma- a solid investment. The limit was sub- joint ventures.
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Following the ﬁrst listings on the
VMF-ICEX, unprecedented levels
of securities trading lift eyebrows
in a profoundly changed ﬁnancial
landscape—and with
privatization of governmentowned corporations underway, all
thumbs are up for the new market.

S

any signiﬁcant amounts of money have

VMF — FAROESE SECURITIES MARKET

seemingly been replaced by conﬁdence,

c/o Governmental Bank
PO Box 229, FO-110 Tórshavn

emboldened by perceived changes in the

http://www.vmf.fo
E-Mail: info@vmf.fo
Tel.: +298 318305
Fax: +298 318537

attitude of the general populace toward
asset and capital management and a new
tone among members of the political establishment.

President and CEO:
Sigurd Poulsen

Mr Poulsen added: “The politi-

VMF securities are listed in DKK with
depository on the VP Securities Services,
Denmark.

cal authorities have started signaling
INCE THE FIRST items were

very convincingly that the government

ﬂoated on the VMF-ICEX (Faro- aims to stimulate domestic and foreign

ese Securities Market on the Iceland

investment. As for the development of

Stock Exchange) in 2003, the ﬁnancial

the VMF, it is reassuring to see such

Through collaboration with the Icelandic
Stock Exchange (ICEX), VMF is part of the
NOREX Alliance, a strategic cooperation of
Nordic and Baltic stock exchanges,
consisting of the ICEX, the Oslo Stock
Exchange and the OMX Stock Exchanges
in Stockholm, Copenhagen, Helsinki, Riga,
Talinn and Vilnius.

environment in the Faroe Islands has un- issues on the political agenda as the redergone a virtual revolution. Regardless

moval of ﬁscal barriers to investment. All

of what may have caused a clear change

this happens at the same time as actual

of public attitude that has resulted in

plans to privatize some of the govern-

greater openness with regard to trading

ment-owned companies are not merely

company shares and other securities, it

being formulated for debating purposes

would appear that a new era in ﬁnance

but actually moved forward toward ﬁnal

has opened.

implementation.”
Three years ago, the ﬁrst govern-

schedule and things do not always move

ment bond series were listed on the VMF-

at the pace you expect,” said Sigurd

ICEX; in June 2005, the ﬁrst company—

Poulsen, VMF president and CEO. “But

the Faroese oil and gas company Atlantic

with recent developments in the ﬁnancial

Petroleum—became listed, sparking a

sector, I think we have come a long way

wave of enthusiasm for investment.

MARIA OLSEN

“Our business plan did fall behind

There are two markets on the VMF-ICEX:
one ‘ofﬁcial’ market (main list), and one
regulated market (alternative market),
called the iSEC.

Sigurd Poulsen, VMF president and CEO.

VMF: TIME FOR TAKE-OFF

The ofﬁcial market is regulated by EU
directives that govern all securities markets
in EU. The alternative market has lesser
demands and suits small and mid cap
growth companies.

“iSEC requires systematic information disclosure to investors and conducts

in a very short period of time. Looking

Meanwhile, partly propelled by the

back one or two years, few would believe,

aggressive arrival of Iceland’s investment

for instance, that people in the Faroes

bank Kaupthing a few years earlier, the

would act so willingly and quickly upon

two largest Faroese banks, Föroya Banki

some of the recent offers from the banks

and Föroya Sparikassi, adopted new

of the VMF-ICEX is a fortunate and

Banki—plus one or two privately owned

Recently, a new equity market for small- nies on iSEC can be expected to involve

to purchase securities.”

strategies focusing on investment, with

positive turn of events. In addition, there

companies.

and mid-cap companies was established

in general more risk than is usually the

astonishing results.

are the Faroese pension funds, which

“The listing last year of Atlantic Pe- by the ICEX under the name of iSEC.

case for companies listed on the ICEX

Earlier fears that conservatism
would withhold people from investing

“We’ve long been aware of existing

troleum was a milestone for the VMF

liquid assets in the Faroes but now we’ve

dkk 4.4bn [eur 590m /gbp 409m / usd

and the Faroes as a ﬁnancial environ- which the VMF likewise is linked in the

had amply demonstrated that people are

719m]; naturally, we will work to attract

ment—this was the ﬁrst publicly listed

same way as to the ICEX—offers a ﬂex-

ready to invest, in no time, hundreds of

these funds for investment in securities

company based on domestic capital,” Mr

ible alternative for small companies.

million kroner [dkk], which is something

listed on the VMF-ICEX.”

Poulsen said.
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According to Mr Poulsen, the iSEC—to

natural, in a market for young and prom-

Main List.”

The iSEC, according to an ICEX

Several companies are expected

The VMF-ICEX is an integrated

presentation, “is open to enterprises in

very noticeable increase in public inter- to become listed within the next few

part of the ICEX yet with its securities

any industry, but it is primarily intended

est for securities, investment and capital

months including three government-

items valued in dkk instead of isk and a

for innovative small and mid-cap growth

management—which for the prospects

owned enterprises—national carrier

FO preﬁx to the security ticker symbol.

companies.”

Atlantic Airways, national telecommu-

The ICEX in turn is part of the NOREX

nications company Föroya Tele, and one

alliance, a strategic cooperation among

of the country’s largest banks, Föroya

the Nordic and Baltic securities markets.

Föroya Sparikassi is expected to be ﬂoated on
the VMF-ICEX within the near future.

equal access to information. As is only
ising companies, investments in compa-

alone represent a market worth some

of a revolution… So, we have seen this

market surveillance to ensure investors’

Föroya Banki, about to be privatized
and listed on the VMF-ICEX.
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Föroya Banki, the leading
commercial bank in the Faroes,
seizes initiative again in a
toughening competitive
environment one year after a
management shake-up,
reporting astonishing success
in investment services while
paying a record dividend—
looking ripe and ready for
privatization.

Petersen, in October 2005 announced

FÖROYA BANKI

its new corporate structure with three

PO Box 3048, FO-110 Tórshavn

main business areas: Corporate Business
is also part of the executive board; Pri-

http://www.foroyabanki.fo
E-Mail: fbk@foroyabanki.fo
Tel.: +298 311350
Fax: +298 315850

vate Business, headed by Edvard Heen;

President and CEO: Janus Petersen

headed by Súni Schwartz Jacobsen who

and Department of Investment, headed

Managing Director:
Súni Schwartz Jacobsen

by Jan Jacobsen.
In line with the overhaul of the

Serving commercial, institutional
and private customers, Föroya
Banki is the leading commercial
bank in the Faroe Islands.

bank’s departmental scheme, a redeﬁnition of company strategy toward more
proactive change management and a

Services include banking, loans,
savings, pension plans and securities
investments; a comprehensive range of
insurance services are offered through
Föroya Banki’s subsidiary Trygd.

more aggressive marketing approach

F

OLLOWING an overhaul of its

was adopted, according to Mr Petersen;

corporate structure in anticipation

in this strategy, he said, a high prior-

of privatization, the Faroe Islands’ larg- ity is placed on business development.
est commercial bank, Föroya Banki, an- Consequently, a new Department for

nounced a dkk 600m (eur 80m / usd

Business Development and Communi-

97m) dividend in early 2006—the largest

cations, headed by Johnny í Grótinum,

Network of 23 full-service branches.
Head Ofﬁce: Húsagöta 3, Tórshavn.
On 1st March 2006, 100 years had
passed since Föroya Banki opened
for business as the ﬁrst commercial bank in the Faroe Islands.

dividend ever announced in the coun- was established with the main task of
try—payable to the government’s 1992 developing existing and new business arFinance Fund.

eas and services and to enhance internal
MARIA OLSEN

“To prepare the bank for privatiza- and external communications.
tion and to adjust its capital foundation
to a more suitable balance, the Board

1.75BN TO GOVERNMENT: During 2005

of Directors has decided to allocate an

Föroya Banki stepped up its investment

extraordinary dividend to the existing

services, training 20 investment portfolio

owners,” Föroya Banki’s Annual Report

managers. According to a statement, the

stated.

bank saw its goal of within a three-year

Moving to launch new business

period attracting dkk 1bn (eur 134m

initiatives designed to enhance and

/ usd 161m) in private investments,

expand its product range and market

brought within reach already after nine

reach, Föroya Banki, led by CEO Janus

months, with as much as half of the goal

Managing director Súni Schwartz Jacobsen, left, with president and CEO Janus Petersen.

RECORD DIVIDEND SIGNALS
IMMINENT PRIVATIZATION

on the Faroese stock exchange (VMF—
Virðisbrævamarknaður Föroya), and
concurrently a part of the shares is to
be sold to a group of ﬁnancial investors.
The Minister of Finance stresses in

amount mobilized from

able that a considerable share of the total

Traditionally strong in corporate

noting: “It’s of course a matter for the

his proposal that Föroya Banki is to be

traditional savers.

500 million [dkk] in private investments

banking, although today placing equal

government to decide upon which

maintained as an independent, strong,

undertaken during the past nine months

“We are experiencing

emphasis on private banking and invest- guiding principles to use in connection

corporate player in the Faroese industry

a major shift in the invest- are pension savings.”

ment services, Föroya Banki offers loans,

with its privatization plans, including

and economy and that the selling of the

ment services area,” Mr

With an estimated overall market

savings, pension plans and securities in- the one concerning this bank.” He added:

bank is not to decrease neither the span

Petersen remarked. “Peo- share of 40 percent, more than 200 em-

vestments; through its subsidiary Trygd, “I’d say privatizations are likely to

of ﬁnancial services nor of the insurance

ple want to move beyond

ployees and a network of 23 full-service

it likewise offers a comprehensive range

services.

merely saving the money

branches spread throughout the Faroes,

of insurance services.

in the bank. It’s remark- Föroya Banki has displayed solid ﬁnanProcessing ﬁnancial
services at Föroya
Banki’s local branch at
Saltangará, Eysturoy.
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2005 key ﬁgures —
Total assets: DKK 6.374 bn.
Deposits: DKK 4.507 bn.
Net interest and fee income: DKK 255 mill.
Balance: DKK 237 mill.
Proﬁts before tax: DKK 158 mill.

stimulate the ﬁnancial market.”
At the end of March 2006, the

“Our aim is to further strengthen

Minister of Finance, Bárður Nielsen,

our position as a leading commercial

cial performance over the past 10 years

PRIVATIZATION PROPOSED: As to

put forward a proposal to the Faroese

bank in the Faroes, and we are planning

with more than dkk 1.75bn (eur 235m /

the privatization of the bank, Mr

parliament to privatize Föroya Banki.

to expand to our neighboring countries

usd 282m) in dividends and taxes paid

Petersen in an interview declined to

According to the remarks to the pro- in order to broaden Föroya Banki’s plat-

to the government.

comment directly on the current process,

posal the plan is to register the bank

form,” Mr Petersen remarked.
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By Jeremy Cresswell
ID-2006 WILL SEE the ﬁrst exploration
well drilled on the Faroese Continental Shelf
for three years. Just one will be drilled this
season, with a further wildcat attempted in
2007. Taken together, they have the potential
to make or break the hunt for oil (and gas) in

Faroese waters, even though only four offshore wells have been drilled to
date. Three are regarded as failures and the fourth, while a signiﬁcant

hydrocarbon column was encountered, is today moribund.
The apparent willingness to potentially write off a near-virgin offshore
province so readily has nothing to do with cavalier attitudes, rather it is
because much of the Faroese shelf is masked by massive basalt ﬂows which
are difﬁcult to “read” through and very difﬁcult to drill.
That said, at least two of the companies involved in the hunt have

38 miles from the
Rosebank/Lochnagar
discovery on the UK side
of the Faroe-Shetland
Channel, the drilling of
the Brugdan sub-basalt
exploration well may
prove critical to the
future prospects of oil
and gas on the Faroese
Continental Shelf—but
it’s not the last shot.
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basalt experience… Andadarko and Shell. In the latter’s case, for example, hydrocarbons were encountered in the Columbia Basin (US Paciﬁc
Northwest) when wildcatting through basalt with drillstem tests showing
production from numerous gas zones.
Anadarko is a pioneer of the application of low frequency seismic,
which penetrates deeper rocks better than conventional techniques. However, it was Professor Anton Ziolkowski of Edinburgh University in Scotland who basically promulgated the idea of using very low frequencies and
it was seismic company Veritas DGC that developed the technology needed—a system known as BLAST (Basalt Large Airgun Seismic Test).
The ﬁrst trial was carried out in 2001 and paid for by Veritas and
the members of Faroes License Group 006 (Statoil, Anadarko, Enterprise,
Phillips Petroleum and Veba Oil). It is this work that has opened the door
for drilling Brugdan on license 006 and, next year, the William prospect
on license 004. And it is this work, coupled with the disappointments of
the four initial Round One wells that enabled the oil companies involved in
Brugdan and William to renegotiate remaining obligation wells in favour
of fewer high risk and very expensive wells cut through basalt, which are
expected to cost at least usd 50m each.
For any Faroese interested in the idea that oil and gas may one day be
located in home waters best known for the ﬁsh they yield, this year could
be the most exciting yet also most frustrating ever.
Exciting because a rig will be hard at work during the summer, frustrating because, on the UK side of the Faroe-Shetland Channel, six, seven
and possibly even eight wells are likely to be drilled.
• BP will drill three appraisal wells in a bid to prove up Clair North,
which is seen as the next stage of development for the giant Clair ﬁeld.
• Chevron has two, possibly three appraisal wells scheduled for its
exciting Rosebank/Lochnagar discovery made last year.
• Shell is planning to drill Benbecula North as part of its ‘Big Cats’
campaign. Enterprise made the initial Benbecula gas ﬁnd 60 miles NW
116 • AnnualBusinessReport 2006

A DRILL
THROUGH
THE DENSE DEEP
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of the Hebrides in 2001, prior to the

“I feel conﬁdent about the agreement

say that the economy is not pressuring

ence while also spreading risk by taking

company being acquired by Shell since

we did with Statoil, BP and so-on and

the oil search at all… its in good shape,”

positions in the UK sector and, in the

adds Mr Djurholm.

case of FK, also Norway.

when the latter has retained the license. I feel that the companies are aware of
• Hurricane Exploration with Sun- the criticality of the wells both for them

But do the companies respect the

Of the two, Faroe Petroleum has

shine Gas will drill the Wellington Pros- and the Faroes. I feel conﬁdent too that

Faroes? After all the islands possess what

the higher risk program. Its stake in

pect using the rig Bredford Dolphin.

they still see possibilities here, especially

in global terms can only be described as

Brugdan is signiﬁcantly larger too and

because, on the UK side they have made

a micro-economy and the population is

it has acreage right next door to the li-

discoveries. But, because of the basalt,

a mere 48,000 or so—far less than most

cense 001 Marjun discovery made by

is subject to ﬁnding a farm-in partner to

it’s very difﬁcult to say anything about

oil majors have on their payrolls.

Amerada Hess in the south-east por-

spread risk, plus hiring a rig as these are

the real future.

in very short supply.
Of these, it is Chevron’s program

“I think so,” says Mr Djurholm. “I’m

tion—known as the Gold Corner—of

“We know that we can see struc- sure they would rather they didn’t have to

the Faroese aquatory during the ﬁrst

tures under the basalt that look like

service their activities from here. When

J. HERLUF SØRENSEN

• Faroe Petroleum is keen to drill its
Freya asset just north of Clair, but this

drilling campaign.

that will be watched with the keen- structures on the eastern side of the bor- we meet with the oil companies we’re

For Faroe Petroleum director Nils

est interest as Rosebank/Lochnagar is

der where we know Chevron has made

equal partners. Exploration will con-

Sörensen, Marjun-1 was the Round One

only 70 kilometers (38 sea miles) east

its Rosebank/Lochnagar oil discovery,

tinue to be carried out from the Faroes,

well that showed a convincing hydrocar-

of where Statoil intends to start drilling

though we don’t know how big it is.”

based on our requirements.”

bon column. But little has been disclosed

Atlantic, which listed on the Ice- means other oil companies can come
landic stock exchange last year, has been

in and make their evaluations. I may be

about the result. “What they’re saying

shrewd. It has stakes in UK assets such

wrong and they may now be changing

is that it’s a very difﬁcult discovery and

as Chestnut and Ettrick that are capable

their mind, but two years ago they were

promising UK ﬁnd, except that, tantaliz- found. It is in quite reasonable condi- troleum and Faroe Petroleum (Föroya

poses more questions than provides an- of delivering income to help underpin its

not focusing at all on this area. They

ingly, it wears a basalt mask.

swers,” says Mr Sörensen.

were pulling out.”

the Brugdan prospect, which is thought

But it’s not as if the future of the

to be an analogue of this latest and very

Faroese economy hinges on oil being
tion, having recovered from the slump of

Perhaps the most active of the two
Faroese oil companies—Atlantic PeKolvetni)—is probably the latter. In

the 1990s and dip of 2000-4. Unemploy- some respects they have broadly similar
‘EQUAL PARTNERS’: Managing expec-

But, Hess is relinquishing the li- no revenues until 2007 at the earliest.

tations, so to speak, is Faroese trade and

able and this is important as Faroe Pe- stakeholder in Brugdan. In Atlantic’s

Rúni Hansen, who is also a local. The

industry minister, Bjarni Djurholm, who

troleum has the license next door. While

case, it hopes the result will give clues

Norwegian company has held the 006

it is possible that Marjun may extend

about prospects for licenses 013 and

license since 2000 on a nine-year ar-

into it, Mr Sörensen understands why

014 in which it has a 40-percent inter- rangement.

unrealistic expectations of recent years.
“There was great disappointment at
the results of the First Round drilling

J. HERLUF SØRENSEN

Statoil general manager for the Faroes,

litical system have got over the perhaps

strategies: establish a credible local pres-

cense shortly so data will be made avail-

In the hotseat for 2006 has to be

Like Faroe Petroleum, it too is a

says the island community and its po-

ment is low—about 3 percent. “One can

domestic aspirations, albeit there will be

companies like Hess want out but be- est, might hold. The plan is to shoot
lieves Marjun has potential in the right

1,200km of 2D seismic over both this

that because of the thick layer of basalt

hands.

year. Meanwhile, AP is considering

known to be present,” says Mr Hansen.

carried out 2002-03,” says Mr Djurholm.

“They do not see any other solution

“With the second licensing round… we’re

to this corner. It must be because there

more realistic about the possibilities of
oil around the Faroes.
“We hope that oil will be found this
summer. If we can just discover hydro-

“We had no well commitment on

dropping its 5-percent interest in license “There was [and remains] little knowl001, which expires in August anyway.

are no drillable prospects.”
At the same time, he’s pleased that

edge on sub-basalt and we had to develop
it more before we could take on a well

THIRD ROUND BY 2007: Head of

commitment. After 3D seismic, it was

Brugdan is to be drilled as Faroe Petro- Jarðfeingi (Faroese Earth and Energy

very positive for us and our geologists

leum believes they will provide valuable

made a lot of effort to tailor the seismic

Directorate), Sigurð í Jákupsstovu shares

carbons under the basalt it will be a suc-

pointers to what the company’s Ann Ma- Mr Sörensen’s views on Marjun.

cess from my point of view. But if we

rie prospect on license 005 may hold.

technology for this speciﬁc mission.

“One must conclude from when the

“Because the license 003 well was

get a dry hole this year it will be very

“We still have license 002 with the

operator Amerada Hess is interested in

dry and because we thought 006 might

damaging, and even more so if the 2007

Orodruin prospect. It’s on trend with

moving its commitments from license

be more interesting. It was suggested that

well fails to ﬁnd anything.”

the so far unexploited Suilven discovery

001 to another license, they are consider- we might try to drill on it. At the same

of the mid 1990s on the UK side of the

ing Marjun to be sub-commercial. But

time, our license 001 partner Amerada

Faroe-Shetland Channel.”

in our opinion, we think that Marjun

Hess farmed into 006.

Mr Djurholm defends the decision
to trade four obligation wells for two very
high risk wells through the basalt.
The Sovereign Explorer drilled
the Marjun well in 2001.
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ENI with Faroe Petroleum drilled

deserves appraisal. Through the third

“Brugdan is a high risk well. But

the Marimas prospect on 002 in 2003,

round, we’re hoping the Marjun area

we would not do it if there was no pos-

but without success. Since then, the Ital- available for appraisal. At that time all

sibility of hydrocarbons. Now we think

ian company has exited.

it is sufﬁciently (Continued on page 128)

data will be in public domain, which
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Beyond its responsibility for the
overall administration of
petroleum exploration activities,
Jarðfeingi—Faroese Earth and
Energy Directorate—is the new
government agency that oversees
energy as well as geological issues.

S

siderations into the Act on Hydrocarbon

FAROESE EARTH AND ENERGY DIRECTORATE

Activities, conditioning the granting of

Jarðfeingi, PO Box 3059, FO-110 Tórshavn

exploration licenses with commitments

http://www.jardfeingi.fo
E-Mail: jardfeingi@jardfeingi.fo
Tel.: +298 357000
Fax: +298 357001

to funding research and development.
One of the obvious challenges is to improve the understanding of the Faroese

Managing Director:
Sigurð í Jákupsstovu

geology, in particular sub basalt prospects imaging and the energy that can

INCE THE BEGINNING of oil

potentially be generated from the winds

and gas exploration on the Faroese

that continually blow through the is-

Jarðfeingi (Faroese Earth and Energy
Directorate) is a government agency
reporting to the Ministry of Trade and
Industry. Its combined responsibilities are
the administration and responsible
utilization of the Faroese earth and energy
resources, with the following main areas of
business: Hydrocarbon Matters; Energy
Matters; Geological Survey.

Continental Shelf, the Faroese govern- lands or the powerful waves that smash
ment has made no secret of its intention
to ensure that the country—should no

the seacliffs year-round.
In February 2006 the Faroese Pe-

commercial oil ﬁnd be made—at least,

troleum Administration and the Faroese

aided by funding from the licensed oil

Geological Survey were merged into one

companies, should be able to achieve

body, the Faroese Earth and Energy Di-

Highlights of future activities:
The Faroe Islands Exploration Conference
2006, which is a technical conference
dedicated to exploration on the Faroese
Continental Shelf, will be held on 12-14
September in Tórshavn. Further information
is available on http://ﬁec.jf.fo .

tangible beneﬁts from progress in sci- rectorate—or simply, Jarðfeingi.
entiﬁc research and development of local

Whereas the Geological Survey

competence to participate in the petro- was established in 1951, the Petroleum
Administration was established in 1993.

So for the Faroese, there were

Since then, the two organizations have

multiple and manifest occasions—or

been located at the same place and at

challenges—for embedding such con- times also under shared management.

Jarðfeingi is currently working on the Third
Licensing Round, which is likely to be announced in 2007.

MARIA OLSEN

leum activities.

The organizations have

attached to future energy developments

cooperated extensively and

Jarðfeingi managing director Sigurð í Jákupsstovu.

being carried out in an environmental

EARTH, ENERGY:
IF THESE ROCKS COULD SPEAK

friendly manner and to the increased use

of the Faroese earth and

museum and educational tasks within

the mapping of geohazards in relation

of the Faroese geology and through this

signiﬁcant well,” Mr í Jákupsstovu said,

energy resources with the

relevant earth science subjects.”

to spatial planning.

a better understanding of the develop- “which ﬁrst and foremost will test the

been integrated in hydrocarbon exploration matters.
The combined responsibilities of Jarðfeingi are deﬁned as “the administration
and responsible utilization

following main tasks: Hydro-

The geological activity at Jarðfeingi

ment of the region.”

nent item on the cards for Jarðfeingi is
the drilling of the sub-basalt Brugdan
prospect in License 006. “This is a highly

license for hydrocarbon bearing forma-

administer the legislation for

cal geography within the Faroese region

new computer software, new patterns

Jarðfeingi is engaged in drafting an en- in the Faroese area it will also provide

hydrocarbon exploration and

both on shore and offshore. One current

become visible, which means we get new

ergy policy and a bill on electricity on

important geological information to aid

production; energy matters,

project of interest is a major update of

information and more accurate pictures

behalf of the Faroese government, in

future exploration.”

hereunder to administer the

the geological map and memoir from

consultation with a hearing group con-

legislation for generation, 1969. The new memoir and map is due

sisting of representatives from the power

transportation and distri- to be published in 2007, and the project

utility, municipal authorities, environ-

bution of energy; and carry

will take into account and document

mental groups and others. Importance is

out research, consultancy,

advancements in the understanding of

The island of Stóra Dímun.

that has received particular attention is

JARÐFEINGI

í Jákupsstovu said: “Through the use of

tions, but as it is the ﬁrst sub-basalt well

JARÐFEINGI

includes research in geology and physi-

place over the past years. Another area

As to current projects in energy,

Doubtlessly, this year’s most promi-

carbon matters, hereunder to

the Faroese geology which has taken
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Jarðfeingi managing director Sigurð

of sustainable energy resources.

Fan-shaped cooling columns, Kulagjógv Lava
Flow, Froðba, Suðuroy (right); wavy columns
of the entablature zone from the multi-tiered
Hov Lava Flow, Hov, Suðuroy (left).
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OIL-GAS PIONEER LAUNCHES FAROES’ FIRST IPO
For newly publicly listed Atlantic
Petroleum, the rocky cradle of the
Faroe Islands as place of origin
has offered valuable advantages
in the creation of a powerful
network of business contacts
among leaders of the global
offshore oil and gas industry.

F

ATLANTIC PETROLEUM
PO Box 1228, FO-110 Tórshavn

Atlantic Petroleum currently holds

foreseeable future. We will participate in

http://www.petroleum.fo
E-Mail: petroleum@petroleum.fo
Tel.: +298 350100
Fax: +298 350101

four Faroese exploration licenses as well

the drilling of this very large, anticlinal

Chief Executive Ofﬁcer: Wilhelm Petersen

as four UK exploration and development

structure at a sub-basalt level and in the

licenses including the promising Chest- event of a success, it can hold signiﬁcant
nut development ﬁeld. According to Mr

amounts of hydrocarbons. Also, this well

Petersen, the ambition is to expand the

will provide crucial geological informa-

scope of operations within the next

tion on the structures underneath the

couple of years.

basalt, which will enhance the under-

“Through our exploration and pro- standing of the geology on the Faroese

ROM THE CONCEPTION of

duction operations in the Faroes and

continental shelf. Given the similarities

the company at scratch back in

the UK, we have established working

in structures between the areas and the

1998 to the present state of publicly listed

relationships with almost every major

Brugdan prospect, that information can

Atlantic Petroleum was founded in 1998
as the ﬁrst independent upstream oil
and gas company in the Faroe Islands.
Participates in exploration on the Faroese
Continental Shelf (four licenses) and exploration and development of oil ﬁelds in the
UK sector of the North Sea (four exploration and production licenses), of which the
Chestnut will be on stream next year and
Ettrick ﬁeld — Atlantic Petroleum’s largest
asset — is scheduled to be in production
early 2008. The third ﬁeld Perth is estimated to be in production after 2008.

(VMF-ICEX) enterprise with a market

oil company operating in the Atlantic

be very important in our work to ma-

capitalization of dkk 500m [eur 67m /

Margin area. Hopefully, we will be able

ture two other licenses we have in the

more long-term business of exploration

gbp 46m / usd 80m], Atlantic Petroleum

to expand by entering into new partner- Faroes. In brief, the next two years will

while at same time placing emphasis on

has become the world’s ﬁrst upstream

ships and farm-in agreements, possibly

be very interesting and the information

attracting the most highly skilled staff

oil and gas enterprise based on a Faro-

through acquisition of smaller compa- we’ll gain from Brugdan will be of high

and networking with expert profession-

ese venture capital model—and the ﬁrst

nies.”

relevance for a large area that extends

als and strong, knowledgeable business

across the Faroe-UK border.”

partners.

Faroe-funded company ever to be ﬂoated

As to the prospects of ﬁnding oil in

on a stock exchange.

the Faroes, an active hydrocarbon system

With its portfolio of exploration

Although f irmly rooted in the

“Although it’s never easy to pre-

is known to be present; however, a mas- Faroes with 3,000 shareholders at the

dict the consequences of future events,

and production licenses in UK and

sive layer of basalt covers large parts of

time of IPO in mid 2005, the future

whether direct or indirect, I believe we

Faroese territory, together with accu-

the area, rendering seismics difﬁcult to

of Atlantic Petroleum is not necessarily

have laid a solid foundation for future

mulated industry expertise and a net-

interpret—until now, that is. Recently,

linked to that of the prospects of oil and

growth, regardless of prospects in the

work of global business partners, Atlan-

Mr Petersen said, there has been sig- gas in the Faroes, Mr Petersen explained. Faroes. Atlantic Petroleum retains a

tic Petroleum’s business prospects may

niﬁcant development in the technology “Atlantic Petroleum is a company that

look solid. As chief executive Wilhelm

applied to seismics.

Petersen pointed out, however, capital-

He added: “The big question that

izing on a Faroese identity has proved to

remains is how to locate and recover oil

be an important factor in the company’s

or gas in commercially viable quantities.

successful development.

Currently, oil companies are investing

least because we had the fortune of being

approach is international.”

coveries are possible. It is expected that
the Brugdan well, which is scheduled
Wilhelm Petersen, Atlantic Petroleum chief executive.

for drilling this summer, may largely

License 001. This allowed us to become

determine the pace at which explora-

part of a network of good, internation- identity is something that can gener- were awarded. And it’s essential too that

tion will continue in the Faroes for the

ally recognized business partners, who

ate great advantages in a global context.

you have the necessary knowledge and

in turn helped us build references and

However, timing is of the essence and

understanding of geological, geophysical

reputation. So, knowing how to use

we turned up at the right moment, just

and technological as well as legal, ﬁnan-

some of the real potential of a Faroese

two years before the Round One licenses

cial and managerial issues involved.”
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term business of production and the

which means they believe signiﬁcant dis-

able to participate in the Faroes Partnership with Amerada Hess as operator in

seeks to balance its focus on the near- business operations in the Faroes, yet our

large sums of money in exploration,

MARIA OLSEN

“We gained much from starting off
in the Faroes,” Mr Petersen said, “not

Faroese identity and the company started

Atlantic Petroleum chairman Kjartan Hoydal, right,
with shareholders Poul Mikkelsen, centered, and
Poul Mohr, who is also a member of the board.
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Operator Statoil is deploying the
latest cutting-edge drilling
technology on the Brugdan
prospect, the most expensive and
geologically interesting exploration
well so far to be drilled on the
Faroese continental shelf—and a
signiﬁcant one for the immediate
prospects of oil and gas.

D

teresting information concerning the

STATOIL EXPLORATION FAROE

Faroese geology,” Mr Hansen said. “We

PO Box 138, FO-110 Tórshavn

consider Brugdan to be a high risk pros-

http://www.statoil.com
E-Mail: info@statoil.com
Tel.: +298 357200

pect, but we wouldn’t be involved in the
venture if we didn’t believe in it.”

Chief Executive: Rúni M. Hansen,
Business & Planning Manager
Global Exploration Europe

According to analysts, the result of
the Brugdan well may largely determine
the prospects of oil and gas in the Faroes

Statoil Exploration Faroe is part of the
Global Exploration unit (GEX), which
in turn is part of Statoil’s International
Exploration and Production (INT) division.

for the immediately foreseeable future:
whereas a dry well would tone down

URING 2005, Norway’s oil and

expectations and dampen enthusiasm

gas giant Statoil spent signiﬁcant

for further exploration in the Faroes in

resources on seismic exploration off the

the years ahead, a signiﬁcant ﬁnd would

Faroe Islands in preparation of its 2006

on the contrary conﬁrm assumptions of

drilling commitment for the Brugdan

a large reservoir, likely to bring a bo-

wildcat prospect in License 006. The

nanza.

drilling target is about 38 sea miles from

“There is a lot of enthusiasm about

the nearest well discovery, the Rosebank/

Brugdan,” Mr Hansen remarked, “both

Participates in exploration on the Faroese
Continental Shelf with four operatorships
including License 006, in which the
Brugdan prospect is to be drilled during
2006. In addition to these four operated
licenses, Statoil holds a 30-percent interest in a Chevron operated license on the
Faroese Continental Shelf. Main exploration activities in the UK sector of the
North Sea this year: one Benbecula well
south of the Faroes border, in which Statoil
has 35 percent equity, and three wells in
Rosebank adjacent to the Faroese border,
where Statoil has 30 percent equity.

Lochnagar, in which Statoil holds a 30- because of the technical challenges as
percent share, and which is scheduled such and because of the perceived sigfor three wells this summer.
niﬁcance of the result.”
According to Rúni M. Hansen,
head of Statoil Exploration Faroe,

tracted a lot of attention and we have

the Brugdan prospect has presented

spent resources using the latest in seismic

substantial technical challenges for

interpretation technology. As far as this

explorationists to interpret seismic data

particular drilling project is concerned,

as well as for engineers to control the

we’re able to draw from experiences in

drilling process, inasmuch as the area is

other places around the world.”

covered of massive sections of volcanic
rock known as basalt.

Mr Hansen, who is also the business and planning manager of Statoil

“Whatever its outcome, this sum- Global Exploration Europe, said his dimer’s drilling will provide highly in- vision will be involved in four exploration

MARIA OLSEN

He added: “The prospect has at-

we shouldn’t forget that there is a real
chance of failure to ﬁnd hydrocarbons.

Head of Statoil Exploration Faroe, Rúni M. Hansen, with the Tórshavn marina in the background.

STATOIL INVESTS HEAVILY IN
‘EXCITING’ WILDCAT

and appraisal wells during

Regardless of that, the drilling process
in itself will teach us new things on the
technical side, and the result of the well
will provide an unprecedented wealth
of new geological data. We are indeed
looking at an exciting prospect.”
The Brugdan well will be drilled
to a total depth of approximately 3,780

the summer of 2006, three

further west toward Ireland, likewise in

months to complete, reaching almost

Amerada Hess respectively, signed an

of them in the Rosebank/

UK territory, a license in which Statoil

3,800 meters into the seabed, passing

agreement to farm into the Statoil-oper- meters of water. Statoil has a 27.15-per-

Lochnagar prospect on the

meters from sea level, in roughly 475

holds a 35-percent interest.

about 1,000-meter thick layer of hard

ated 006 license. In agreement with the

cent share in License 006, one of the

solid and tricky basalt.

Faroese Earth and Energy Directorate,

company’s four operatorships on the

According to one analyst, the cost

these drilling commitments were offset

Faroe continental shelf.

UK side of the Faroe-Shet-

“We’ve put serious efforts into ready-

land Channel and a fourth

ing this summer’s drillings,” Mr Hansen

in the Benbecula prospect

said. “In addition to technical issues in-

of drilling Brugdan could amount to dkk

for the companies’ participation in the

volved, we’ve had negotiations and legal

400m (eur 54m / gbp 37m / usd 65m), a

sub-basalt wildcat. Consequently high- been assessing the potential of the

considerations to deal with in London

ﬁgure Mr Hansen declined to comment

lighting Brugdan as a prospect of signiﬁ- Faroese continental shelf. The company

and Stavanger as well as in Tórshavn.”

directly on. “We’re talking about large

cance, Chevron last year announced its

drilled its ﬁrst wildcat here, the Longan

sums,” he said. “ It’s the most expensive

large ﬁnd on the Rosebank/Lochnagar

well, in 2001, ﬁnding no commercial

well so far to be drilled in Faroe.”

license.

oil. Since the Second Licensing Round

The License 006 group has
contracted the Stena Don semisubmersible rig, which has a
long term contract with Statoil,
to drill the Brugdan well in
the summer 2006.
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Hansen said. “With Brugdan, however,

The Brugdan drilling operation is
set to start in July and will be carried
out by the Stena Don semi-submersible

Earlier, the partners in Licenses

rig; the action is expected to take three

003 and 001, operated by Statoil and

Since the early 1990s, Statoil has

“Rosebank released a new opti- however, the company has reinforced its
mism on both sides of the border,” Mr

Faroe acreage holdings.
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The metocean work carried out
by The Faroes Oil Industry
Group represents more than a
prominent aspect of the
membership’s relationship with
the wider community—it can be
of high value for the ﬁshing
industry, according to FOÍB
chairman Ben Arabo.

W

FOÍB chairman Ben Arabo, general
manager of Amerada Hess Faroes;
the island of Koltur (below).

FOÍB — THE FAROES OIL INDUSTRY GROUP
Administration Centre
c/o Atlanticon,
PO Box 263, FO-110 Tórshavn
http://www.foib.fo

Of course, as Mr Arabo points out, E-Mail: atlanticon@atlanticon.fo
FOÍB is neither as large nor as expe- Tel.: +298 319685
rienced as its distant and much longer
established cousin, nor does it engage
in anything like the same breadth of
activities.

ITH THE BRUGDAN and

Set in its own context, it represents

William exploration wells sched-

a forum for its membership and gateway

uled for this summer and next, FOÍB

in terms of access by the wider business

(The Faroes Oil Industry Group) current

community, ﬁsheries, education and the

chairman Ben Arabo is in a cautiously

Faroese public.

optimistic mood.

“We have to be careful that we don’t

Fax: +298 319185

Chairman: Ben Arabo,
General Manager, Amerada Hess (Faroes)
FOÍB acts as the joint association of the
oil companies holding licences to explore
for hydrocarbons in the Faroese area
either as license holders or partners.
Current members: Amerada Hess,
Anadarko, Atlantic Petroleum (Atlants
Kolvetni), BG Group, BP, Chevron,
DONG, Eni, Faroe Petroleum (Föroya
Kolvetni), Geysir, OMV, Shell, Statoil.

While the drilling of each and all

get mixed up with operator business.

In some respects, 2005 marked a

associated contract with the supply chain

One of our major purposes is to provide

signiﬁcant change for the organization

are of course the responsibility of the

information on request and people wel- in that the basis of membership changed.

respective operators—Statoil and BP—

come the fact that there is one place to go

Instead of companies paying different

Mr Arabo says FOÍB has a role to play,

for information about oil activities.”

amounts under a complex formula based

MARIA OLSEN

especially in the run-up to actual drilling by running an extensive emergency
response exercise ahead of each well.
This has become an established
‘tradition’ stemming from the four exploration wells drilled during the ﬁrst
drilling campaign, and is about ensuring
all eventualities are covered in case there
is an offshore emergency.

METOCEAN DATA BUILDS
DIALOGUE

“FOÍB runs this for the beneﬁt of

Arguably the aspect of FOÍB that

has helped most in terms of its member- type, the decision was made in 2004 to
ship’s relationship with the wider com- switch to a simple one fee, one vote bamunity is the huge amount of metocean

sis. “It’s all about catering for the future,”

work carried out over the years and

adds Mr Arabo.

which continues unabated.

ed—with Brugdan and William and the

kind of environmental data and it has

high hopes pinned on both by many of

been very valuable for others, especially

FOÍB members and perhaps the wider

the ﬁshing industry,” says Mr Arabo.

Faroese public.

The hope is that this might expand

ernment. Drilling, where the Faroese

Another aspect of interest to mem-

“I think that has helped with the

with MRCC [Coast Guard Maritime

in the future, but it hinges on at least one

authorities bring in new regulations,

bers that FOÍB has been busying itself

dialogue between the oil companies and

Rescue Coordination Center] Tórshavn,” of the two exploration wildcats striking

and licensing, are two key areas where

with lately is to secure a double taxation

the Faroese people.”

says Mr Arabo.

convincing quantities of oil/gas. In that

FOÍB hopes to have and indeed has

agreement with the UK and potentially

“When it comes to HSE [health,

case the third licensing round mooted

had an inﬂuence at government/min-

France, the Netherlands and other coun-

for late 2007 could attract newcomers in

istry level.

tries. Such arrangements are in place

its very important that we’re all on the

the same way that smaller companies are

“We do expect to be consulted on

same page.”

now being attracted to the UK Atlantic

anything that might affect the member-

Frontier despite the immense geological

ship,” says Mr Arabo, who is Faroese

By all he means the 13 exploration

Mr Arabo’s view of what’s ahead?
“It’s going to be an interesting season for us all. Let’s see what happens!”

with the Nordic nations, Austria, Switzerland and even India.
The Commercial and Legal Com-

and production companies that com- challenges.

general manager for Amerada Hess. “For

mittee led by Rúni M. Hansen of Statoil

prise the group’s membership: Amerada

In essence, FOÍB is a simpliﬁed

example, HSE legislation originally re-

is lobbying for an agreement with the

Hess, Anadarko, Atlantic Petroleum,

miniature of the powerful UK Offshore

lated to exploration drilling only. How-

British tax authorities—an agreement

BG Group, BP, Chevron, DONG, Eni, Operators Association that looks after

ever, this was replaced a couple of years

said to be imminent. The initial formal

Faroe Petroleum (Föroya Kolvetni),

the collective interests of its North Sea

ago with new rules covering the whole

approach to London was made in Febru-

Geysir, OMV, Shell and Statoil.

membership, including lobbying gov- value chain.”
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We close this article where it start-

“We have a huge amount of that

all members and we do it in conjunction

safety and the environment] matters,

on size and scale of commitment/license

ary 2004.
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www.faroelink.com

Helicopter view of the island of Kalsoy
with Borðoy in the foreground.

license holder Anadarko]. Other than
the Gold Corner, most of the rest of the
Faroese Shelf is covered with basalt. So

Time to go international?
Schedule an appointment
with us ﬁrst.

it will be very interesting to see how difNAIS

ﬁcult it is to drill through the basalt and
what the result will be. Also, how expensive will it be, how long will it take and
will there be a working petroleum system
beneath? Shell has drilled through basalt, so we have some experience.”
The rig most likely to drill William in 2007 is the semi-submersible
rig Transocean Brother. Regardless of
whether Brugdan or William make the
grade, further licensing rounds are on
the cards at Jarðfeingi.
“I think we have more than just
one shot left in the chamber,” says Mr í
Jákupsstovu. “Of course, if the outcome
of the well this year is totally negative,
that will inﬂuence the interest. But there
is still the other well. A further option I
think we have for our area is the activity
MARIA OLSEN

related to Rosebank/Lochnagar. Chevron announced the discovery and are very
enthusiastic about it.
“I’m conﬁdent that the activity and
(Continued from page 119)

but after the ﬁrst drilled by BP we rec- experience and learning that companies

matured for drilling and the rig Stena

ommended to the petroleum administra- are doing on that discovery will inﬂu-

Don will spud the well in July.”

tion that we should ﬁnd another solu- ence the Faroese area in a positive way.

Expectation is that drilling will

tion,” says Mr Djurhuus.

Remember, the same companies are on

take about three months. There is no

It was that clear cut?

provision for a test of any kind. Water

“Yes,” he says. “The results from our

“In a way, the second round was

depth is 475 meters nominal. Cost will

own well and the results from the other

very well timed in relation to that well.

be in the region of usd 50m but it could

oil companies weren’t what we hoped for. We were lucky that this discovery was

be more.

There was a working petroleum system,

made before we opened for bids. As for

but you must have a seal so the oil had

the third round, we’re working towards

Outlining what BP has in mind
for 2007, its general manager for Faroe,

both sides of the line.

disappeared. There was no capture [ex- having one by autumn 2007. All of

Hjarnar Djurhuus is clear that the com- cept with Marjun].

the six-year licenses are due to expire

pany had to horse-trade the way it did to

“We started to discuss with the

this year. This gives us the opportu-

get out of the earlier drilling obligations

administration what we should do. At

nity to relicense each Round One area

following the failure of three out of the

the end of the day, we [BP and Shell]

through Round Three. The results of the

four wells drilled in the ﬁrst campaign.

negotiated the agreement we now have

Rosebank/Lochnagar appraisal may be

“We had committed to three wells

[via a farm-in arrangement with original

available around that time too.”
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LOCATED in Tórshavn, the capital of the
Faroe Islands, Reveal International – FaroeLink
is a diversiﬁed company providing a variety of
professional services to the Faroese and international
business communities.
We can help you navigate the complexities of
international commerce to achieve the success you
desire in your international strategy. Our services
include:
• commercial negotiations
• letters of intent, memorandums of
understanding and/or contracts
• international commercial law issues, especially
UNIDROIT
• international copyright
• country speciﬁc import/export regulations and
directives
• specialized market research

We also oﬀer these important language and intercultural services:
• quality translation or proof-reading of English,
Faroese or Danish commercial, ﬁnancial,
academic or governmental documents
• advertising and marketing your products in
English
• customized English-language instruction –
helping you to build business conversation skills
or develop technical language proﬁciency
• TOEIC benchmarking: We are the authorized
representative of TOEIC, the worldwide
benchmarking examination designed to evaluate
corporate English-language competence,
developed and distributed by the respected
Educational Testing Service.
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